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1968 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
The following advance information has been released by the

with regard

14 March

to the proposed new issues for 1968:

PROPAGANDA STAMPS I.

No.

4

Value

Rp.
Total Ef

•
50 Years of Swiss Women t s Alpine Club

1918-1968 0.. 10
Europa (CEPT) 00. 20
XVII Chess Olympiade Lugano 000 30
Inauguration of new air station Geneva ... 50 1.10

30 May PRO PATRIA

,

Stained glass from the rose window in 10 + 10
_ L:a, aa44P_CathedTai 20 + 10

30 + 10
50 + 20 1.60

12 Sept PROPAGANDA STAMPS II 4

50 Years SUVA 1918-1968 .00 10
125 Years of Swiss stamps 1843-1968 000 20
25 Years of Swiss Association for

National Land Survey 1943-1968 .00 30
100 Years of Rhine Shipping 1868-1968 ... 50 1.10

DEFINITIVES - Changes in designs 000 9

Lenzburg .00 ... 5
Niels ... 00. 10
Appenzell ... 000 15
Samadan ... ... 20
Gais ... ... 30
Neuchatel 0.0 000 50
Riva S. Vitale ... .00 100
Payerne 00,4,

Porrentruy ...
• • •
...

120
150 5.00

28 Nov. PRO JUVENTUTE 000 4

New series - Native birds 0.. 10 + 10
20 + 10
30 + 10
50 + 20 1.60

25 Fr. 10.40

An interesting programme with a modest outlay which is, however,
subject to amendment if necessary. Further details will be given 5-6 weeks
before the date of issue.

The Lugano Air-Nail, 8.6.1913 ... See Page 3
A "Coming-of-Age" Message from the President 5

Exchange Packet Report u 7
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A CHRISTMAS CARD FROM BERNE

It may well be said that quite
apart from the widespread appreciation
of Christmas cards in general, the writer
of this short note will not, he hopes,
be considered ambiguous or facetious in
adding that there are "cards and cards".

As the holder of a small running
account with the Swiss P.T.T., it has
been a dual pleasure, to receive and
acknowledge the card issued by the
Director-General of the Philatelic Bu-
reau. It carries fourfold good wishes
for Christmastide and the ensuing year
and has also a fine reproduction of a
Berne high spot - that is the famous
Clock Tower, of the period circa 1810,
and is shown with a sprightly four-in-
hand mail-coach of the Fischer postal
system coming into view.

The picture is from an aquatint by
Franz Hegi, after Gabriel Lory Senior.
On page three of the folder is a 60 c.
stamp; of Hartman design, depicting the
same Tower, cancelled by an official
postmark of 15.12.67.

Previously extremely interesting
cards from the same source include the
Matterhorn (Hauxi design - 30 c.) and
one of a ceiling painting at Zillia (30
+10 c. Schwartzenbach). The ultimate
fate of Christmas cards must vary con-
siderably, but those from the P.T.T. are
each given a page in the section for
Swiss entires: this now comprises three
volumes and is still growing.

F.H.B.SMITH

CORRESPONDENCE FROM SWITZERLAND :

Our Swiss Member, Herr Jos. Mier,
F.R.P.S.L.,Signatory of the Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists, writes in
appreciation of the 'News Letter'. He
particularly enjoyed Miss Solly's
"Please may I Interrupt?" and articles
on "Batzen" and/Nachnahme" etc,which
are in his own special field of interest.

On the state of the Swiss stamp
market, he says: "With the publica-
tion of the new Catalogue and the halt-
ing of the clinbin the prices of the
newer issues, there is a lessening of
demand._ Discounts off catalogue
prices are obtainable and supply is
greater than demand.

The situation is completely
different with the older issues. Very
good pieces come only rarely on the
open market, they are almost always
offered by Auction at prices to suit
the circumstances. Many of the stamps
offered have small or greater faults,
but when really superb items of the
early issues are offered, then the
prices certainly are high."

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. International Ski-Races at Klosters 
To be held from 25 - 27 January,

during which period mail posted at the
Mobile P.O. Auto 3 will receive a
.special cancellation depicting a snow-
flake, with the inscription:
'7250 KLOSTERS - INTERNAT. SKIRENNEN -
25-27.1.1968'.

2. To commemorate the MILLENARY of
the Communes of MATZENDORF and

LAUPERSDORF (Ct. Solothurn), 2 special
pictorial cancels have been authorised
for use between 18 January and 31
December 1968:

a) 4712 LAUPERSDORF - 18.1.68 -
1000 Jahre 1968

b) 4713 MATZENDORF - 18.1.68 -
968-1968 - 1000 Jahre.

3. 20th Anniversary of the World 
Health Organisation, Geneva. To

mp.rk this occasion the post office of
1211 Geneva 27 will, between 18 Jan.
and 31 Dec. 1968, use a special
commemorative cancel: /1211 GENEVE
27 - 18.1.68 - 1948-1968 - OMS -
20 (in laurel wreath) - WHO.'

At the time we
,planned our Birthday
Voucher Offer it was
not foreseen that it
would coincide with
Devaluation. The re-
sult was an avalanche
of orders so great
that we simply could

not cope, in spite of late nights
iand every conceivable outside help
we could marshal. Many clients
were disappointed for Christmas
with orders they had placed and
even at the time of writing we are
still working at full capacity. In
the light of this experience the
terms of our Birthday Voucher ffer
must be amended as follows:

Instead of all transactions hav-
ing to be completed by January 16th,
it is sufficient for orders to have
reached US before that date, to
qualify.

The same applies to approvals
as it will not be possible for us
to despatch everything in suffic-
ient time for clients to have re-
plied by 16th January.

H.L.KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.

151 Park Road, St.John's Wood,
London, N.W.8

nnnIIMOOMIMO*1080.11•.nn•

P.S. It does not hurt to be optimis-
tic but in the December 'News

Letter' the A.C. advert mentioned a
50/0 higher value in Swiss stamps due
to devaluation. This figure should,
of course, have read 15%. The mis-
take was due to the oral similarity
of 15 and 50.
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'THE LUGANO AIR-MAIL 8- 6-1913
By J.J.E. EUSEBIO

No collection of Switzerland is complete without one or more of the 13

forerunners of the regular airmail issues of that country, which appeared at

various dates during the year 1913 in connection with aviation meetings or-

ganised under the auspices of the Swiss Army Officers Association, with a

view to encouraging the then incipient sport of the air and to probe as far

as practicable the possibility of exploiting it for the needs of Switzerland's

defence from attack in war. These meetings were held at AARAU (8th April),

BASLE (9th March), BERNE (30th March), BURGDORF (30th March), HERISAU (31st

March), LANGNAU (4th May), LAUFEN (28th September), LIESTAL (27th April,

LUGANO (8th June), SION (18th May) and SOLEURE (Solothurn) (17th August). One

of the means by which funds were raised for the cause was the sale of commem-

orative postcards and envelopes to be carried in one or more of the 'flying

machines' to some nearby destination and which were franked by a special

commemorative stamp, to be affixed together with an ordinary postage stamp if

the item was to be forwarded through the post.

In commemoration of the part played by the Canton of Ticino in the

pioneering days of aviation the Philatelic Club of Bellinzona published in

October 1966 an extremely interesting and richly illustrated brochure giving

both the history of the flights, biographical notes of the 'Ticinese
l flying

pioneers and their (in some instances, home-made) machines, as well as a

comprehensive annotation, from a philatelic point of view, of the Lugano airmail.

The postal flight LUGANO - MENDRISIO (8.6.1913) 

Historical note In common with othe:c Swiss centres, in Canton Ticino a

cantonal committee was set up under the chairmanship of

National Councillor Brenno Bertoni, who wrote a patriotic appeal to the

'Ticinese' people. A special commemorative postcard was prepared and put on

sale at 10 centimes. Designed by the artist A. Barzaghi-Cattaneo, it shows

a maiden held in space by _two wings, bearing in her right hand the 'T
icino'

arms and in her left a torch. At the bottom margin were the words: 'Per

l'aviazone militare svizzera' and at the top a verse from Dante: 'S'impenna

si che lassu voli'. The Organizing Committee which took charge of the

actual Meeting also had three further postcards prepared: one for Lugano

(showing Monte San Salvatore), one for Locarno (showing the Madonna del Sasso

sanctuary) and one for Bellinzona (showing the Castello di Svitto), all three

with an aeroplane in the foreground, the cantonal arms and surmounted by a

standing Helvetia, and with the inscription in the

Patria l (As Fig. 21b).

Besides the official postcards, the use

of which was not compulsory, the Organising

Committee had prepared also a special adhes-

ive stamp, a forerunner of airmail stamps,

which was sold at the price of 25 c. The

Swiss PMG. officially authorised the flight

and granted the use of a special cancel with

the wording: 'Posta aerea svizzera Lugano,'

followed by the date (Fig.23). There was a

great deal of publicity for the postal
flight; the public were asked to buy the

stamp and the postcards. All sendings were

to be posted up to 14.00 hours on the 8th
June at Lugano, and up to the evening of Saturday, 7th June, in the other centres.

The take-off from Lugano, 8th June 1913 Maffei's machine had been ove
rhauled

and everything was ready for the

flight. The weather was very favourable. The public gathered at the Campo

Marzio, where they had watched athletic competitions, and then crowded round

the improvised Post Office in order to send greetings to friends by the new

transportation means. Unfortunately many cards were left behind and received

only the special cancel of the meeting (and not the arrival one at Mendrisio).

Towards 1600 hours the flying machine was wheeled out of the hangar on to the

field, while the police and the Cureglia cadets made great efforts to keep the

crowd at a safe distance. Maffei got into the aeroplane and gave his last

instructions for take-off, the machine slid some 300 feet along the field

pointing towards the lake before rising into the sky; circling first over the

assembled crowd, and then over the town, it made two safe landings, to the

enjoyment of the public, which applauded freely.
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THE LUGANO AIR-MAIL (Continued)

At exactly 16.38 hours,
after having fastened to
the 'plane the bag con-
taining the mail, Maffei
took off again and in a
few seconds he was air-
borne and flying above
the lake in a southerly
direction.

The landing at Mendrisio 

A large crowd had
gathered in the market
town of Mendrisio (some
10 miles south from
Lugano) from the sur-
rounding villages, to
watch the arrival of the
aeroplane from Lugano.
For the landing a field
had been prepared in the
grounds of the mental
asylum at Casvegno, by
the side of the main road.
Upon hearing that Maffei
had taken off from Lugano
the crowd grew impatient,
and all eyes were looking
to the North to spot the
aircraft. When it arrived
above the field, applause,
greetings and shouts of
joy met the pilot who made
a perfect landing. The
band struck up. The pilot was
surrounded by his friends and by
the excited bystanders, while the
local Committee informed him that
the township of M.endrisio had
awarded him a gold medal as a souvenir
of his flight. The flight had taken 12 minutes.

The return flight: Mendrisio 8.6.1913. The same evening, having off-loaded the
mail, and after having circled the sky

above Medrisio and the surrounding district, Maffei took off once again for

Lugano at 18.45 hours and landed at his destination at 19.07 hours. Thus was

happily concluded the postal flight, which was incidentally a financial success

as Ft. 915.- had been taken against outgoings of only Fr. 50.15. The Organis-
ing Committee thanked the pilot for his disinterested and valuable contribution.

The philatelic considerations will be the subject of the next instalment

of this article.
(To be continued)

NEW PHILATELIC BUREAU IN LUCERNE AUTOMOBILE CANCEL

Annulli usati per gli aerogranimi.
a ;Alp= e Mendrisio.

(a.0)
21b. Bellinzona.

(Sketch prepared from

photostat)

On 15th January a new philatelic
bureau will open on the first floor of
the building Kaufmannweg 4, Lucerne.

It will supply to personal callers
all items normally supplied by the
bureau in Berne.

All items ordered by post, sub-
scriptions etc. should be sent, as
usual, to the Wertzeichenverkaufstelle
PTT (Philatelic Bureau), Parkterrasse
10, 3000 Berne.

Auto 3 - XVIIes Epreuves internation-
ales de ski 20-21 Janvier '68
-LEBRASSUS - Vallee de Joux.'

SLOGAN CANCEL

ZOLLIKOFEN - Zentrum Landwirtschaft-
licher Schulen - from 15 Jan.

t
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS

68

As from 15th January:

4143 DORNACH - Historische Statte
6061 MELCHSEE-FRUTT- Summer & Winter
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'ComING-OF-AGE ll MESSAGE
from the President

I greatly appreciate the compliment paid to me by members at the

Annual General Meeting in electing me President. This I regard as a very

high honour indeed, because although I am a member of a dozen or more Philatelic

organisations, I consider my membership of 'Helvetia' the most valuable of all.

This is largely due to the help and encouragement I received 20 or more years

ago from our Founder, Edward H.Spiro, who in the early days ran our Society

almost single-handed. An experienced journalist, he published and edited the

'News Letter' and for a long time was practically its only contributor, ruining

the best part of his philatelic library by cutting out illustrations. This

was almost the only contact with members, apart from the occasional exchange

packet. His drive and enthusiasm fired a few more early helpers and we organ-

ised a Committee. I well remember the meetings at Mr. Stratton's flat in

Regency Street. Mx. Harding took over the Treasury and has cared for it ever

since. Dr. Strauss was one of our early supporters, and Mrs. Rawnsley became

Hon. Secretary. Later, owing to Mr. Stratton's indisposition, she also under-

took the publication and editing of the 'News Letter' and has ever since filled

the dual role almost unaided.

Meetings and displays were arranged in London and I founded the

Yorkshire Group in 1949. Both Groups have maintained continuous programmes
of displays and joint studies, and I value many philatelic friendships made by

these personal contacts. If, anywhere in this country or overseas, two or

three 'neighbouring' members would take the plunge and start such a group, I am

sure they would quickly find their members growing. Some of our Northern

members travel regularly up to 60 miles each way. (U.S. members, I believe,

would call such a group a 'Chapter').

The 'Helvetia News Letter', that lusty child which Mr.Spiro brought

into the (philatelic) world, has recently attained its majority. That it has

survived so long is due to the loyalty, the devotion and above all to the sheer

hard work of our Mrs. Rawnsley. The 'News Letter' has often

received praise from the professional stamp magazines for its lay-out and for

its philatelic content, and is quoted as the perfect example of a study circle

publication. BUT, it should be an Editor's job to select and to trim contrib-

utions from others, and it is regrettable that, because of the lack of our

support, Mrs.Rawnsley, like Mr.Spiro so many years ago, is in danger at times

of finding herself almost her only contributor. I know that our 'News Letter'

is greatly appreciated, especially by members so far distant that they have no

hope of attending any group meetings, so do please try to let our hard-worked

Editor have something to help fill her columns. If you cannot produce a

purely philatelic Piece, then let us have reportof your displays of "our"

country, or any bit of gossip. We should like tO know more about the collect-

ing methods of our members. Recently I gave a display to a society which I

called "Why I collect What - and HOW:" So, as long as the "what" is Swiss,

why don't YOU send in a few lines to tell us of your preferences and your

presentations?

The real strength of any organisation lies not at the top, but in

the broad base of its membership. One of the reasons for the change from the

'Sitting Helvetia' design to the 'Standing Helvetia' was that there was a

general opinion it was high time Mother Helvetia 'stood up for herself'. Our

'Helvetia News Letter' although now of mature adulthood, is not capable of

standing alone, she requires the support of every one of us, so that all of us

might the more enjoy the benefits of the Society.

I wish every member a very Happy New Year, but to our Society journal

very many more years of help, interest and philatelic information for us all:

LAUBENCE MOORE

'Arosa' (Leeds). January, 1968.

Editor's Note: Er. Moore is a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society, Past

President of the Leeds P.S., member of the Executive of the

Philatelic Congress of Great Britain and for many years has been Chairman of

the Yorkshire Philatelic Association of some 25 Societies. He is also a member

of the Postal History Society, the British Philatelic Association, the Bradford

P.S.,the Schweizerischer Altbriefsammler Verein (Socidtb Marcophile Suisse),

the Germany & Colonies P.S., the Postal History Society of the Americas, the
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A "COMING-of-AGE" MESSAGE (Continued)

Germany Philatelic Society (Inc.) of
the U.S.A.,the Yorkshire Postal His-
tory Society, the Schweiz. Spezial-
sammler Vereinigung and the Liechten-
stein Study Circle.

He has gained several awards at
International Exhibitions, including
one in the Literature Class at W.I.P.
A. 1965.
. He has been a regular contributor, .
to the 'Helvetia News Letter', both
original works and translations from
the Italian, French. or German (with
permission of-the authors), notably
articles by our friends Herren Bahler
and Nassbaum.

With so many philatelic commit-
ments we should be grateful indeed to
Mr.Moore for his never-failing inter-
est in our Helvetia Society and his
constant endeavours on our behalf.

E.J.R.

A CALL FOR HELP FROM SWITZERLAND 

Monsieur Louis Vuille,co-editor of
the excellent work 'LES MARUES POSTALES
DE LA SUISSE ROMANDE',has just written
enlisting the help of members of our
Society in his next project. The fol-
lowing is (it is hoped) a reasonably
accurate translation of his letter:

.b ROM THE EDITOR:

cc again I wish to thank the
many members, both 'home and abroad,
who sentChristmas Greetings and
messages of encouragement, all of
which are greatly appreciated.

Every, will be made to
maintain the standard we have set
ourselves and, with your help, I look
forward -Le a successful year.

Prompt response from our new
President, Mr.EusebiO and Others, to
frantic S.O.S.s have enabled me to
get off to a good start with this
January issue I rely on your sup-
port to keep up the good work.

Incidentally it was recently
pointed out by someone in the phila-
telic world - although not a member
of our Society - that early last year
a slip was made in the year numbering
of our 'News Letter' and that 1968
actually commences our 22nd year of
publication.

We are in the curious position,
therefor, of having achieved our
majority in relation to the 'News
Letter', but it will be October 1968
before we celebrate the 21st anniver-
sary of our inaugural meeting. E.J.R.

"Continuing my studies and research
into the Swiss postal markings, I am
now engaged on a work on marks of origin
(Valais,Suisse,B.S.); marks of the
Fischer service (B, L,P,D etc.) also
the tax marks on letter from France of
the period 18284845, transit marks to
France 1845-1850 and 'Auslag' marks.

"Among your members there may be
collectors of postal history who could
perhaps supply me with information. I
am looking in particular for directions
on letters sent from Switzerland to
France or in transit through France to
England in the period 1825-1850. It
would be of great service to me to have
your collaboration."

If any of our members are in a posi-
tion to help in this matter it would be
much appreciated and it is suggested that,
in the first instance, they should contact
M.Vuille at Maison Rouge 5, 1400 Yverdon,
Switzerland, giving a brief description
of any relevant items in his or her poss-
ession. If it is possible a photodtat of
any special item would be most helpful
and enable M.Vuille to correlate the in-
formation most suited to his purpose.

FEBRUARY LONDON MEETING

As announced last month the
February meeting of the London
Group will be held at the Kingsway
Hall, in Room 31 as usual.

One of our members, Mr. F.G.
Davis of Sunningdale ,has very kindly
agreed to give a display from his
collection of 'SWISS AIRMAILS'.
Weather and other circumstances per-
mitting he hopes to be able to att-
end the meeting and give the display
in person, but should this not be
possible, will arrange for the
material to be available.

We ope that on this occasion
the weather will be kind enough to
permit Mr.Davis to make the journey.

Remember the date: 14th Februaryi
6.30 - 8.30 p.m.

REMINDER: The Society has a stock
of the new 'Amateur Collector Cata-
logue of Switzerland' 1968,which can
be obtained from the Secretary,

Q. Rawnsley.
Price: 14/6d. including:postage

and packing.

Our NORTHERN GROUP meets at the
residence of Mr. J. N. Highsted,
4 Park View Road, Heaton, Bradford 9.

Next meeting: Saturday, February 3rd
Subject: LAKE STEAMER POSTMARKS

Discussion Leader: Mr. L. Moore

We also have 3 copies left of
the, bound reprint Off'STEHENDE HEL-
VETIA' by H.Stocker - in German -
profusely illustrated and a superb
reference work.

Price: 15/- .including postage..
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EXCHANGE PACKET REPORT... or the Trials and Tribulations of a Packet Secretary

At the time of writing 7 small packets have been in circulation
for up to 5 weeks. It would seem, however, that despite my 'Helpful Hints'
for the packet and my little screed in the November 'News Letter', business
is not quite as it should be. Having carefully re-read my notes, I am sur-
prised to find they are in English!

Every return must consist of the following and preferably be
posted to me at the same time as forwarding the packet:

1. Correctly completed purchases form.
2. Certificate of posting (letter-post cost 1 Penny) or signature 

of recipient if passed on by hand.
3. Payment for any purchases made.

Plus any comments you care to make.

Item 1 is to keep me informed of the progress of the packet and
to keep up with the address changes of an -apparently - nomadically inclined
membership.

Item 2 is the requirement of the Insurance Company, who will
refuse to cough up if the regulations have not beenmet and thus the offending
member has to pay ! !

Item 3 is mainly for the benefit of the vendors, whom we have to
look after, otherwise we shall not be in the position to contravene items
1 and 2.

Before you forward the packet to the next member, please double-
check your entries. You have only got to do it once ... I shall have to do
it 34 times!

Do please pack securely. If you stock up with a few strong
-(Manillz0--mvelopes- 6i" x 9in you will be using the same as myself and having
them already at hand will speed up the packet. (I saw at the last meeting
one of the current packets as just received through the post, where the top
was completely open due to the use of a thin envelope, and it was only by good
fortune that the contents were still intact).

Each packet MUST be seen by at least 2 members per week to complete
its circuit within the 4 months for which it is insured.

Contributions to the Packet

Once upon a time EVERY member submitted one booklet to the Packet
Secretary, who was then able to circulate 30 packets. With 6 packets per
member per annum perpetuum, they all lived happily ever after ... mind you
the Packet Secretary had to take up the task full time!

However, leaving aside the fairy tales, for those of you who intend
to supply booklets (preferably filled with Swiss philatelic material), could
you please let me have them by the end of FEBRUARY. With the 4 month
circulation period it will be already into the beginning of the holiday period
before the packets have completed their circuits. Any supplied after the
end of February I shall have to keep until the beginning of October, when I
propose to recommence circulation of packets.

Since taking over this section 7 members have provided me with 35
booklets, which is the number that were sent to Mx. Short in the preceding
17 months. From these comments you can see that, given a fair chance, I can
provide every one with a chance to spend their pocket money. In conclusion
I would remind you to let me know if you expect to be away from home (exclud-
ing the summer holiday period) for more than 3 or 4 days, or if you move, so
that delays can be avoided and the safety of the packet ensured.

E.LIENHARD

P.S. You are not a member unless your Sub has been paid ... I don't want it,
but Mr. Harding does.

Has anyone a really large book-token left over from Christmas? If so, here
is a suggestion: "THE PAINTED ROMANESQUE CEILING OF ST.MARTIN IN ZILLIS",
written by Ernst Murbach with photographs by Peter Heman.
Just published by Lund Humphries at 5 gns.
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' NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A.Hoyle
6 Limes Ave., Huddersfield Road,

Halifax, Yorks.

At the meeting on January 6th, the
Group was pleased to welcome as guest
for the afternoon, Mr.R.Ward, of
Sheffield, President of the Yorkshire
Philatelic Association, who, together
with the largest attendance for many
months, heard Dr. G.G.Ritchie of
Harrogate introduce the subject of
BOOKLETS & COILS. After outlining the
history and main types, describing in
detail the production and use of coils
and the build-up of booklets, he enter-
tained members with a comprehensive
display of the various types.

As at all such meetings of the
Northern Group, any member who has
interesting material brings this along,
and on this occasion Messrs.Gilchrist,
Highsted,Hoyle,Robertshaw and Miss
Solly combined with Dr.Ritchie to
produce a fantastic display of material,
which ranged from the latest coils and
Pro Juventute booklets, to complete
sheets of the earlier tete-beche and
se-tenant items.

Among sheets which were of par-
ticular interet were the 1954 Pro
Juventute booklet with the doubling on
the 5+5 c., a booklet for the second
issue of the 1939 Swiss National Exhib-
ition issue which few members knew
existed and a magnificent strip of the
1915 Pro Juventute issue 5c., showing
both tete-beche and inter-space pairs.

1968 70MSTEN CATALoGOEs
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN XIZth Ed. 

Price: 35/- 4/6d. post and packing.

The trustworthy guide for specialists
of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post/
packing

With thumb index: 66/- + 4/6d. p & p.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 - Pocket
site. Price: 7/- + 10d. post/packing.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,

Strand, London, E.C.2.
--

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 24/-, with extra
!supplement on white sheet: 26/-.

----
For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
EUROPE ... send your Want Lists to

Z UMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.),

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001, BERNE

LONDON GROUP: Hen.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

The snow and ice which caused such
havoc recently sadly curtailed attend-
ance at the meeting on January 10th.
Those stalwarts who braved the elements
were very sorry to hear that illness as
well as weather prevented Mr. F.Newman
from giving his promised display. His
friend and colleague, Mr. S. Kander,
however, was kind enough to present
the display on his behalf.

The material consisted of a very
fine selection of pre-stamp covers and
the issues of the 'Strubelis', 'Sitting
Helvetia Perf.', 'Cross & Figure' and
'Standing Helvetia'.

It was stated that for this
collection, quality was not the main
object; the interest lay in the
infinite variety of cancellations to be
found. In the 'Strubelis' for example,
there are over 2000 known cancellations
and MY.Newman is endeavouring to ob-
tain examples of as many as possible.

Among the pre-stamp covers were
straight-line cancels, routing marks
and c.d.s. of all types. Also unusual
cancels, e.g. Geneva blue cancels,used
in areas other than as originally
intended.

These were followed by the stamps
issued, arranged value by value, with
all colour shades as well as a tremen-
dous array of cancellations. With the
'Standing Helvetia' issue this was also
combined with a host of varieties and

, flaws.
Altogether a wonderful display

1 and the concentration of members bore
1 witness to the deep interest it created.

Members expressed their thanks to
Mr.Kander and a letter of appreciation
and good wishes has been sent to

1 Mr. Newman.

SWISS STAMPS

are a better investment than ever-
particularly the early and middle
issues.

If your collection still has
vacant spaces, or if you wish to
complete sections with varieties,
flaws etc., obtain these without
delay, either by my approval
selections, or by sending your
Want Lists for prompt attention.

Mint and used stamps, airmails,
commemoratives, miniature sheets,
F.D.C.s etc., etc.

MS7RON
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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SPECIAL STPMPS 1968 -SERIES I
The first issue for this year, an March 14th, will be four special stamps,

without additional premium, and the following details have just been released:

10c. conamoxati rissar Women i sAlpine Club1182-168.

Training women to be competent climbers is one of the foremost objects
of the Swiss Women l s Alpine Club, and the jubilee stamp gives symbolic
expression to this endeavour by soberly graphic means.

Designs Stylised mountain chain and Federal shield. Three colours:
green/reddish-blue/rod.

20c. Euroas- 26...ara 8

Since the foundation of CEPT (Conference europeenne des Administrations
des Postes et des Telecommunications), Switzerland has regularly partici-
pated, issuing one or two stamps each year. The task of symbolising
European association is not easy and is becoming increasingly difficult; as
the customary motifs of growth and thriving are gradually being used up;
From 1960-1967 the designs have been by various foreign artists, but this
year CPT has recommended the adoption of a design by the Swiss painter;
Hans Schwarzenbach. The key was chosen by the artist as the theme, as an
easily understood symbol for opening the door to a unified Europe.

Design: A golden key with CEPT emblem. Three colours: Blue/yellow/brown.

30c. 18th Chess Olympiad, Lugano 1968 

From 17th Ootober to 6th November Lugano will be host to the 18th Chess
Olympiad, which will attract star players from about 50 countries. This
world tournament, which is held every second year, is under the patronage
of the Federation Internationale des Echoes (F.I.E.). A characteristic
chessman, the rook; is shown with the chessboard as a background, and to
heighten the effect, the stamp lettering appears in French only, the official
language of the International Chess Federation.

Design: Chess piece and chessboard. Two colours: brown/reddish-blue.

50c, Inauguration of the new

A stew of quite unconventional design will mark the opening of the modern-
ised air terminal of Geneva-Cointrin. The three ! satellites' serving to
expedite the despatch of planes and passengers are the main feature of both
the new terminal and the stamp. They are pictured as seen from above, while
the stylised aireraft tail in the foreground gives the desired association
with air traffic.
Design: ! Satellites t and aircraft. Two colours: dark blue/red.

Designers: 10c, Adolf Flackinger of Rosshausern
20c. Hans Schwarzenbach of Berne
30c. Roger-Virgile Geiser of Lausanne
50c, Michel Galley of Carouge

Process & Printers: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds (Cont.)



SPECTAL_STAMPS 1968 (Continued)

Stamp size: 36x 26Mm; (33 x 23mm)

Paper; White postage stamp paper with
- luminous substance, lightly

coated, with violet fibres.

No. of stamps per form cylinder: 4
(A,B,C,D)

NO. of stamps per sheet:, 25

Sale: The stamps Will be on sale at
all post offices and Philatelic

Agencies PTT from 14th. March as long as
stockS last, but net longer than 30th
September 1968.

Postal validity Unlimited

F.D0C. Five special First Day covers
will be available: one for

each stamp with a suitable vignette,
and one for the complete set, and may
be obtained (=stamped) at a cost of
30c. each from all Philatelic Agencies
from mid-February. Stamped and
cancelled covers may be ordered in the
usual way.

A First Day cancellation -
3000 BERN - 7.4.3.68 AUSGABETAG - will
be used in Bern, and the normal phil-
atelic bureau cancels will be used by
the other agencies.

Collection sheets andfolders
will also be available.

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELS:

- As from 15th February 1968:

K,467 - 6373 EUNETBIRGEN - See and
Berge

K.468 - 6285 HITZKERCH Seit 1868
Kant onale Lehrbildangsstntte

NEW SLOGAN CANCELS

Salon de l'automobile 14-24 mrs 1968
Geneve - 1200 Geneva 1 from 1st

February - 24th March
(1st Feb.-2 Mar, an alternate days)

Weltmeisterschaften Genf 27 Februar
3 agz .196e — 160e Luzern 2 to

2nd March

Mondiaux Geneve 27 fowler - 3 mars
1968 - 1000 Lausanne 1 to 2nd March

PUBLICITY SLOGAN CANCELS

Two new publicity cancels are to be
used by the United Nations Office in
Geneva (Postamt 1211 Geneve 10):

(a)In Winter - commencing 5th Feb.
1968: the United Nations emblem
and 'OFNICE DES NATIONS UNIES
GENEVE'.

(b) In Summer - commencing 6th May
1968: The main building and
'OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES - PALAIS
DES NATIONS GENEVE'.

COMING SHORTLY: Anewarticle on the
T.P.O.s of

Switzerland and their cancellations
by R. L. Christian.

As from 21st February:

BAD RAGAZ - Heil and verjUngt Guerir
et rejeunit.

OUR PRICES

After devaluation we immediately notified clients that
no price increases will take place until after
January 16th. We were optimistic in believing that
even after January 16th we m'eht hold prices for some
time to come, with only minor adjustments.

The rush on our stocks has placed us in very difficult

position. Many clients have had to be disappointed as, when stocks ran out, we could

not re-purchase. In order to enable us to replenish stocks, we have increased
prices in certain sections as from Februp.ry 1st, with a sprinkling of odd items
throughout the catalogue. We trust that further increases can be avoided until
after STAMPEX* and every effort will be made in this direction. We cannot, how-

ever, make a firm promise. We expect that after STAMPEX price rises will have to
be massive.

IMPORTANT: Material mounted on special sheets - well known to our clients by its dis-
play and code letters - will remain unchanged in price until after

STAMPEX. This is a firm promise irrespective of market conditions. This applies
only to sheets with code letters up to KAR inclusive. Sheets lettered KAS onwards
are material purchased after devaluation and some of these reflect new costs.

* STAMPEX dates are: Friday, March 22nd to Saturday, March 30th.
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THE LUGANO 8-6 - 1913
by J. J. E. EUSEBIO PPM- II

MIION11n00.10

THE PHILATELIC CONSIIERATIONS OF THE FLIGHT

1. The air-mail: 8.6.1913. It is generally accepted amongst philatelists and
air-mail specialists that only one bag of mail was

carried an the outward flight. It was loaded at Lugano and off-loaded at Mendrisio,
at which Post Office, after hand-stamping, all the mRil was forwarded to the respect-
ive addressees by channels. The letters and postcards carried were approxi-
mately 7000 (see Specialized Zumstein Catalogue, 1966 Ed. p.315); those bearing
the special stamp were only about 3000(see 1966 Catalogue of the Swiss Aerophilat-
olio Society and following notes).

The correspondence carried from Lugano to Mendrisio bear on the stamp and on
the special label, the departure cancel; 'Posta aerea svizzera - Lugano -
8 Giug 1913 (Fig.23) in black or blue (the latter is rare) and the arrival cancel
at Mendrisio Post Office and is of two types: the first, more often used:
double circle, with central half-moons, lined, and small cross at bottom and decor-
ations at sides (Fig. 22): the seconds single circle with middle bridge, lined
half-moons and small cross at bottom without decorations (Fig. 24).

There seems to be some controversy as to whether any mail was carried on the
plane in the return flight from Mendrisio. This fact appears to be borne out by
fact that postcards and stamps were also put an sale in this locality and instruct-
ions issued regarding the posting of same. One contemporary newspaper reporter to
the Lugano 'Corriere del Ticino' definitely states: ".... the flight Lugano'- .

Mendrisio took 10 minutes. The postcards carried to Mendrisio were 4,000; those
to Lugano However that may be, a study today of the postcards reveals no
difference between those that were flown to Mendrisio and those that may have been
carried an the return flight.

2. The special label. (The forerunner of the air-mail stamps). As had already
happened in the other parts of Switzerland, a special label

with wording "Pro aviazione nazionale", price 25 cts, was sold to be used an corres-
pondence to be carried on the aircraft in addition to the normal postage stamps.
The public's interest in the flight exceeded every reasonable expectation, so much
so that the labels, put an sale in the main square at Lugano on the day of the flight
were quickly exhausted. This would explain why some of the cards carried on the
flight, while showing the special cancel of departure at Lugano and arrival at
Mendrisio, do not bear this special label. The label was printed by the Societa
Tipografica Luganese at Lugano in three colours; green inscription, red value and
ruling, grey with pink shading or greenish-yellow background. The following detailed
study was published by Mr. A. Hertsch in his "Berne Briefmarken Zeitung" at Berne in
the year 1927 (issues 1 - 3) - for which we are indebted to Messrs. Zumstein & Cie.

"4,100 labels were supplied by the 31st May 1913: these were distri-
buted for sale as follows: 500 to the Bellinzona Committee, 440 to Chiasso,
500 to Locarno, and 450 to Mendrisio. In all were sold 3,385; all might have
been sold if the various district committees had followed the instructions to
return unsold stocks to Lugano in good time. These reached Lugano only in the
evening of the 8th June, so that the Committee could only sell them later in
blocks (some 715 labels) to a German dealer, who proceeded to sell them in his
country for a few Pfennig a piece."

The labels were issued in sheets of 10 (2 vertical lines of 5 and not 2 horizon-
tal lines of 5 as at first believed (see Zumstein Handbuch and corrigendum by Mr.
Hertsch in BBz 1/27) and supplied by the printers bound in booklet form. This would
explain why no single labels are known to exist with the margin still attached, and
also full sheets (only three are known to exist) also lack the marginal strip. The
perforation (lID must have been made when the stamps were already bound in booklets.
Thus, while the 5 labels of the vertical right-hand column are always well centred,
those of the left-hand column are found to be narrower because the perforation covers
or even cuts the red ruling enclosing the design an the left-hand aide. (See illus-
tration in January H.N.L.). Some labels lack the top perforation (1 & 2 in the sheet)
or the bottom perforation (9 & 10) or the right-hand perforation (2,4,6,8 & 10).
According to an informer who worked as an apprentice at the printers at the time of
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THE LUGANO AIR-MAIL(Continued)

the issue, the perforation top, bottom our right-hand side was emitted as it was
considered not wholly necessary for the label.

The printing was carried out with a vortical block enclosing 5 distinct dies,
made up with foundry types and rulings slightly dissimilar in some details, so
that one can distinguish between 5 types of labels. The block was used twice,
once and then alongside; really 6 times if one takes into consideration the 3
colours used, as each colour called for a separate printing. Thus arose the sheet
of 10 labels showing the following charaeteristics:

Pair 1-2: the two curves enclosing the green oval, with the value (25 cent.) both
above and below, thicken towards the end; the letter l ot of 'Lugano'
is open at the bottom.

Pair 3-4: the two curves of the oval thicken at the top but taper at the bottom;
the tZt offtlazionalet and the 19t of 119131 are different from all the
other labels, i.e. they belong to another series of type.

Pair 5-6: the two curves of the oval are thinner both top and bottom, while the
left-hand ruling of the same oval is slightly shifted towards the left.

Pair 7-81' the two curves of the oval taper towards the ends, both top and bottom,
as in pair 5-6; the base line of the red rectangle shows a small break
to the left of the arabesque; the base curve of the tC/ of 'Ct.' is
broken off instead of tapering.

Pair 9-10: the left-hand curve of the oval, both top and bottom, tapers whereas
an the right-hand side it thickens.

As constant varieties found in the Sheet of 10 the following may be mentioned:

while the points of the curves at the bottom of the oval touch on
label 4, there is a gap on label 3.

Pair 7-81 the base line of figure 2 on label 8 is shorter, while an label 7, as
an all the others, it is pointed at the end.

These differences are to be attributed to technical difficulties in the print-
ing and do not in any way invalidate the supposition that it was made in blocks of
5 labels printed twice for one sheet as explained above. This, moreover, is con-
firmed by the fact that labels are known to exist in pairs where the background
shading differs (i.e. lighter or darker an the right-hand one than an the left-hand
one or vice-versa); and also that the spacing between the red lines of the boxing
is uneven. (Mr. Bertsch found, for instance, that between the pair 1-2 and pair
9-10 there was a difference of spacing of as much as 1 millimetre). From what has

been Raid it is clear that today we can establish for each single item its place in

the original sheet.

As occasional varieties can be mentioned:

Staining: on the back of some labels, green printing,

Overlapping: of the red colour owing to bad oentreing of the printing.

Retouches (?) or perhaps breaking with consequent shifting of ruling,
and especially the double impression of the red (cts. 25) and ornamental motifs.

As regards the latter, Mr. Hertsch came across it an the right-hand label of a
pair of 7-8, i.e. on the eighth label (Ref. BBZ. 2/1927). The double impression

was exhibited at tNA3RAt and is on a label unperforated at the bottom, that is an
the 10th item in the sheet. One may deduce that, as one can exclude the possibility

that on labels printed by a block of 5 only one should have received a double imp-

ression, the remaining four must also exist with a double impression, possibly un-

beknown to their fortunate owners.

For many years the philatelic world ignores these labels issued in Switzerland
during 1913 for the benefit of national aviation, as not being actual airmail stamps.
But with the progress made universally by airmail and the issue of regular airmail
stamps collectors have come to attach value to these forerunners and are prepared to
pay high prices in order to have them in their collections.

Inevitably this led to forgeries being made of this stamp, and these will be

dealt with in the final instalment of this article next month.

(To be continued)

Pair 3-4:
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SURPRISE AMONG THE NEW R);37rc14Ros
by Br. G. G. Ritchie

As already announced, nO4 Swiss postcards were issued an 18/9/67, following
the increase in the inland postcard rate from 10 to 20 Rps These included single
cards, reply cards and Pr.2 - booklets containing 10 x 20 Rp. cards rouletted down
the left margin so that they can be torn out easily. The single and booklet cards
have the I 8 1 watermark, while the reply card has the 'Z' watermark. Two different
povers have been seen on the booklets: one is the normal new cover (Brown printing
on buff paper) inscribed 1 10 Postkarten Fr.2.- 1 . The other is a provisional cover
bearing the original value of Pr.1.-, with the 1.- obliterated by 4 black bars and
replaced by 2,- * This cover is in grey lettering on yellow paper, quite distinct
from the normal.

In addition to these new definitive cards there has been a surprise provisional
surcharge on the original 10 Rp. cards. This has never been announced by the PTT.
The surcharge consists of a red double-lined oval, similar to a meter marks with
'oo10 1 in the centre, the whole being printed to the left of the imprinted stamp
and thus increasing the value to 20 Rp. MY original information from Switzerland
stated that this surcharge had been applied only to the cards in booklets, but I have
since received from another part of Switzerland a normal single card with surcharge.

Of the booklet cards all my copies have had the 1 Bi , watermark, even though all
my unoverprinted booklet cards have the 1 S t watermark. The covers of the provision-
al booklets are correctly inscribed 

1
10 Postkarten FX.2.- 1 , although the paper

covers have changed from buff to yellow. News of any further watermarks or varieties
would be welcome*

Correspondingly new Liechtenstein definitive cards have also been issued an
7/12/67 * The new single and booklet 20 Rp. cards are still on I S' paper, but the
20+10 Rp, reply card has been changed to 'Z' watermark like the Swiss card. The covers
of the booklets have changed from buff to yellow paper, but are still in brown
lettering. The cards have the same 11 views which were on the previous 10 RD. cardS.

AMEN1VENTS TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST: 

NEW MEMBERS:

HANPTON, B.C., 12 ,Erneston View,
Corsham, Wilts.

GROSCH, Major A.J.P., 4, Leas Road,
Colchester, Essex.

JOHNSTONE, Mrs. S.M. 30, Dormans,
Gossops Green,Crawloy,Sussex.

NEWVILLE, J.K„, 980, Via Rincon,
Palos Verdes Est., Oalif.902741 USA.

PARSONS, J.L, 164.Longdale Lane,
Ravenshead,Nottingham,

SALM I Mr. & Mrs. J.A. 1 28 Windsor Rd.
Worcester Park, Surrey.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS:

CORDINGLEY, J.A., 64 Baker Street?
Abingdon, Berks.

ELDIE, R.K., 64 Buyukdere Caddesi Nat 51
Mecidyekoy, Istanbul, Turkey.

GORDON-SMITH A.G., IShiraleol,
Winohcombe Rd., Sedgeberrow,

Nr. EVesham.
TAYLOR, R.J., Swiss Cottage, Cranleigh,

Surrey.
LEIFIONS: 

BLYTH, Lt.-Col. J.D.
CRESWICE, M. de J.

ESLVETIA'NORTHERN GROUP: The Group Rep-
ortan,thelast meeting has boon unav-
oidably delayed and will appear in our
next issue. Next month's meeting on
March and will be the COMPETITION for
the HIGHSTED CUP.

DIRECTORY

Thia will be issued on 26th May at
a cost of Fr,1,-. It contains some
7000 place names with postal codes as'
well as details relating to telephono?
telegraph and postal connections, e.g.
train, boat, auto or messenger.

Orders may be placed with the PTT
from 5th March.

SPECIAL  CANCELLATION

WORLD FIGURE SKATING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

To be held at Geneva from 27th, Febru-
ary to 8th March 1968. From 26th Febru-
ary and during the period of the contests
the mobile P.O. No.4 will be in attend-
ance at the ice-stadium 'Les Vernetst
and mail posted there will receive a
cancel showing two skaters with the words:
"1211 GENEVE - date - 1968 MONDIAUX".

M1NBERS REQUESTS 

1. Mr. T.W. Prior, of 108 Garner Road,
Walthamstow, London, E.17 1 is interest-

ed in POSTMARKS and would be glad to hoax
from anyone with Slogans, Tourist Publi-
city cancels etc. for disposal.

2, Miss A. Grunberg of 1 queens Roadl
Ealing, London, W.5., asks if anyone

can help with information on a letter
sheet dated 1860 on what appears to be
very oily paper,

nn•••n••••=sn••••••••nn••n•



, It is with deep regret that we
have to announce the death last month
through broncho-pneumonia, of

LT.-COL. J.D. BLYTH
of Cheltenhath.

Col. Blyth, an experienced coll-
ector, had been a member for many
years and had contributed a number
of articles for our journal.

onwenoslalawamemil.n

We have also been advised of the
death of

MR. E4 de J. CRESWICK
of Hove.
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LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley.

There was an excellent attendance
at the Fehruxey meeting when Capt. E.G.
Davis entertained members with a superb
display of SWISS AIRMAILS - the best
yet seen.

Commencing with the Propaganda
Flight labels, which he acquired in
1919, there followed the first official
air stamps, with the 50 c, an cover.

From then on, not only were all
the airmail stamps shown, both mint and
used, but also a wide variety of covers
special flights etc., with all the
cancellations and cachets which make
these items so fascinating. Greatly
admired (and envied) were a number of
Zeppelin covers.

Among later issues were the var-
ious 'Pro Aerot stamps and flown
covers and the 'Bundesfeiert cards.

The fine display, further enliven-
ed by many amusing anecdotes, provided
a thoroughly enjoyable and instructive
meeting.

11n11•1011.,INO

The next London Group meeting
eill be an Wednesday, March 13th,
when the subject will be 'STANDING
HELVETIA ISSUES', with displays by
All Members.

=k_i STE!
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND MEC} ENSTEIN )(lath Ed.

Price: 35/- + 4/6d,.....post and packing.
The trustworthy guide for specialists
of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post/
packing

With thumb index: 66/- + 4/6d.p. & p.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 -Pocket
size. Price: 71- + 10d. post/packing.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,

Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
Strand, London, E.C.2.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

The booklets for the Packet con-
tinuo to arrive - 30 since my notes
in the January 'News Letter' were
penned - and 3 further Packets are in
circulation.

A few members have indicated their
intention to supply me with booklets
and I would like to remind these good
poople to lot Me have them by the end
of Pobruary or the first week in March
at the very latest. With the 4 month
circulation, assuming everyone passes
the Packet an within 2 days, it will
be early July before the rounds have
been completed and the holiday season
is in full swing. Packet circulation
will re-start in October - providing
booklets are available.

Remember to lot me know if you in-
tend to be away from home for more than
3 or 4 days during circulation periods.

E. LIENHARD
Tel. Chelmsford 4613

The ever-increasing popularity of
Swiss stamps + devaluation will be bound
to result in price rises in the near
future.

Before these affect you, make sure
you have acquired those long wanted
items.

xl 68

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER ERIEFEARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annul Fee 24/.., with extra
supplement an white shoot: 26/-.

0.101111•••n•*

Sand your Want Lists for all mint
and used stamps, varieties, unusual
items, covers, special cancels, etc. etc.
and many other sections, sent on request.

or fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
UROPE 0.0 sand your Want Lists to

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)

P.O. Box 2585, 011-3001, BERNE

J.S.[IRMS RON
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORDCALIEB, Lancs.

J
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The '• Limmat." one of the two original wood-fired locomotives

of the Swiss 'Northern Railway, built at Karlsruhe in 1847

by the Maschinenfabrik ton Emil Kessler

value of the set issued in 1947 to commemorate
Railways.

course of the Limmat,
Zurich-Basle Railway
grant a concession

A 1967 Auto slogan
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Hon. Treasurer: =
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'VER. Bucks.
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Swiss -RA ILVVAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
by R. L. CHRISTIAN'

This subject has previously been dealt with in the 'News Letter'. Mr.

Spiro in 1957 and Mr. Yates in 1965 wrote articles on differing aspects of this
theme, and it is hoped that any repetition will not prove too boring.

The field to be covered by this article is a very large one, on which

a considerable amount of information is still not available. Dates of use and

types of cancellation recorded will be mentioned and it would be appreciated if

members would let the author have any extension of, or addition to these, or even

corrections. It is only in this way that knowledge of the subject can be extended.

The first railway on Swiss territory was not a Swiss line, but the 1.2

mile St. Louis to Basle section of the atras)aourg azsl.e line which was opened on
15th June, 1844, being built by the predecessor of the Eastern Railway of France.

This line was used by the French T.P.O. 
I Strasbourg A Bale

t which commenced operat-

ion on the 15th April, 1846.

The first Swiss Railway

Company to successfully operate

was the 'Compagnie Suisse des
Chemins de Per du Nord', founded
under the initiative of Martin
Escher-Hess. The first line
was that from Zurich to Baden,

inaugurated on 9th August, 1847.
The service was operated at
first by four locomotives, the
Aare, Rhin, RBUSS and Limmat,
and it is the last of these
which is shown on the 5 c.

the 100th anniversary of Swiss

The original scheme was for a line to follow the

Aare and Rhine rivers, to be built by a company called the

Co. This was dropped after both Basle Cantons declined to

for the operation of a line in their
territory. The Swiss Northern Rail-
way Co. was formed on 16th May, 1846
to operate a line from Zurich to
Baden. This line became very popular

and acquired the nickname 
I Spanisch-

Brftli-Bahn t or 'Spanish Bun Railway',
as the people of Zurich found it a
great convenience to use the trains

Jubilee cancel. to travel to Baden to fetch hot 'Spanischbrftli
l

l a Baden

sPeciality of savouries for breakfast.

As has already been mentioned, a set of stamps was issued in 1947 to

commemorate the 100th anniversary of Swiss Railways and at the same time a

series of postcards commemorating the event was issued. A full scale model of

the I Limmat' was also built and used for commemorative runs with the driver,
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS ' (Continued)

guard, etc., in period costume. Mail carried on these runs on the 9th August
received special cancellations inscribed "100 jahre Schweizerbahnen/JubilMums-
fahrt Zurich-Baden" or " .... Baden-Zurich",-

The second line 'to be built was opened on 19th December, 1854 from
Basel to Liestal (9 miles). This was built by the Central Railway which had
been formed on 4th February, 1853 to build a line from Basel to connect with

the Zurich-Baden line of the former Northern Railway, now known as the North-
Eastern Railway.

The third line was completed on the 7th May,
1855 by yet another Company, the 'Ouest Suisse' or
Western Swiss Railway Co. This line from Yverdon to
Bussigny was opened to service on the 14/15th May and
commemorated in 1955 on its 100th anniversary by the
attendance of an Automobile Postbureau at the
celebrations.

trin
Kt M1fRf

tsGt,4 ROmANDE

\\\\BLISSiGNNI-WERDON

\\\YWRO.ON 14 '15 MAI 1955

Commemorative slogan

From the beginning it wasobvious that the railways were going to

compete with other forms of transport for the more remunerative postal
contracts and to prevent the possibility of cut-throat competition and also to

take advantage of the new speedy method of transport, the Swiss Confederation
soon passed regulations placing the railways under obligation to provide
accommodation for mail to be transported. In 1849 the State took over all

mail transport on routes not served by the railways and at the same time the

railways were charged with mail transportation on all routes operated by them.

The first Travelling Post Offices were introduced on the line Zurich-

Brugg towards the end of 1857. The Zurich-Baden line had been extended to

Brugg on 29th September 1856, The first special postal wagons were put into

service on the North-Eastern Railway in 1855 and on the Union Swiss and Central

Railways in 1856. The Postal Department announced the construction of

travelling postal vans in 1856 and the Federal Council gave consent to their

introduction on 12th October, 1857.  The exact date of introduction is not

recorded. If recorded, the cancellation used would help to determine this,

but unfortunately again no record exists. It would seer that the cancellation

Type 1, inscribed 'Schweiz. Bahnpost/
Nordostbahnl with Train No. using the
abbreviation 'Z' for the German 'Zug' ge hope to welcome

over the day and month, and the year old and new friends to

in full might be the first type intro- our stand at the forth-

duced, but the earliest recorded date coming S T A 11 P E X

of this is 1859. It is recorded in Exhibition.
1859 and 1860 using Train Nos. 4, 6
and 14. The earliest recorded
cancellation is of the Zurich-Aarau 
line (rIYIDe 4). This type has the
inscription 'Schweiz, BahnpostiZurich-
Aaraul.with the terminal stations in
seriffed capitals. In this type the
year precedes the day and month and
the Train No. The Zurich-Brugg line
had been extended to Aarau on 15th
May, 1858. Cancellations in Types
3 & 4 are recorded in 1858 and 1859
while Types 10 & 11 are known' for 1864.

The United SWiss Railway Co. was
constituted on 20th April, 1857 and
absorbed the 'Sudostbahni, the
'St. Gallen-Appensell Balm' and the
IGlattalbahnt. The St. Ballen-
Appenzell Bahn had opened the 9i mile
line from St. Gallen to Rohrschach on
25th October, 1856 and the new Company
extended this to Rheineck or 25th
August, 1857 and via Sargans to Chur
on 1st July, 1858. On this line from
St. Gallen to Chur cancellations in
Type 5 are recorded from 1859 to 1863,
Type 10 from 1860-1865 and Type 8 from
1862-1869.

As always we shall
have a wide selection of fine stamps.
on.display,7 items that you will
want to add to your collection, and
our Staff will be there to assist
in every way possible.

The SWISS PTT will also be
present; a counter will be open
where two Agents of the Swiss Phil-
atelic Agency will have for sale
certain of the 1967 issues and the
new Publicity stamps of 1968.

Additional information will be
available regarding standing orders,
current accounts, methods of payment
etc.

Note the dates: Friday,
22nd March to Saturday, 30th March,
at the Central Hall, Westminster.

H. L. KATCHER

The Amateur Collector Limited.
151 Park Road, St.John's good,

London, N4W.8
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)

21 24 2$

Type 1 Train No. /Day, month& year Type 13 Three figure train No.

11 2 Train No. /Day & month/
No 'T t or 'Z'

2 figures of year
11 14 Section No. at foot

ft 2A Train No. /Day & month/Year
in full

15 tAmbti before terminals

16 Arab. followed by terminals

3 Train No. /Day & month/Year in

full. Terminals in seriffed
in small letters

capitals
11 17 As 16 but larger letters

and sectionNo. at foot
11 4 Year in full/Day & month/Train

No. Terminals in seriffed

capitals

18 Larger letters - Swiss
cross at foot

ft 5 Year in full
11 19 With French '6.

1 between
terminal names

If 6 2 figures of year

ft 7 French for 'train'

11

ft

20

21

Double circle

Large letters; large Swiss

8 As 7, with 2 figures of year
but 'Z' for 'Zug'

cross in circle at foot

22 Large, widely spaced letters
It 9 Year in full 11 23 Non-serif letters & section

10 Spaced lettering and month
before day

No. after terminals

24 1 13.P. 1 followed by terminals
11 11 Closer spaced letters, month

after day
It 25 Seriffed capitals with or

without section No. on
11 12 IT' for 'Train' either side of terminals

Another line of the United Swiss Railway Co. was the line Zurich-Chur vi
a

Oerlikon, Wallesellen, Uster, Wetzikon, Ruti, Rapperswil, Weesen, Murg
, and

SarganS, The final link in this route from Murg to Weesen was completed on 
1st

July, 1859 and the route was probably used by T.P.O
t s from completion. A wide

variety of cancellations exist for this route. Types 5 & 9 in 1859, Type 8

from 1662-1864, Types 10 & 11 from 1862-1868, Type 23 from 1869-1873 &
 Type 25

from 1869-1876. Type 23 has the wording 
I Chur-Zurich-Chur

t and Type 25 
I Chur-

Zurich'. The latter type does not exist with wording 'Zurich-Chur
l as both

types 23 & 25 were in use on services operated in both directions. (To be continued)
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BELLINZONA P.C. DIAMOND JUBILEE

We are advised by our member Mr.
J.J.E. Eusebio, that in connection with
their Diamond Jubilee celebrations to be
held on 27/28 April, the Bellinzona
Philatelic Club will be organising this
years Swiss National Day for Aerophil-
ately, which will comprise the following
events:

11 Grand philatelic display & auction.
2 Meeting of Swiss and Italian aero-

philatelists

3. Balloon post

4. Commemoration of Erninio Flori,
famous pilot and native of
Bell inzona

5. Sale of official cover and use of
special cancel for the Meeting.
(The Automobile post office will
be present).

No details of probable cost are
available, but if any members are inter-
ested in the Balloon Post (probably
between Bellinzona and Milan) and wish
to obtain the commemorative covers with
special cancelpit is hoped that
arrangements can be made to get them.

Owing to the short notice it is
regretted that this offer will have to
be restricted to members in the U.K.

Orders should be sent to the
Secretary (Mrs. Rawnsley), not later
than 1st April.

If you have completed your main
collection as far as possible, there
are many side-lines which will provide
further interest, such as:

AIRMAILS - First day covers, Special
flights, Pro Aero,
Balloon flights, etc.

SOLDIER Stamps, miniature
STAMPS: sheets, covers with

military cancellations

POSTAL -, a wide selection of pre-
HISTORY: stamp and early covers.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS OF ALL KINDS

These and many more can be supplied
Send Want Lists or ask for approvals

Prompt service to Helvetia members.

r 1-er II )

ii/.I) JjJjJti
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

CODE NUMBERS ON PICTORIAL CANCELS 

Pictorial cancels for the following places
are being withdrawn and replaced by now
ones which include code numbers. No
changes in the basic designs or inscript-
ions have been made and no dates are given
for the changes.

4912 AARWANGEN
7431 ANIEER
3000 BERN 15
8253 DiESSENHOFEN
4143 DORNACH 1
1215 GENEVE 15 AEROPORT
9631 HEMBERG
3704 KRATTIGEN
3775 LENK IM SD/MENTAL
8330 PF4FFIK0N (ZH)
6776 PIOTTA
2900 PORRENTRUY 1
6549 STA MARIA IN CALANCA
3792 SAANEg.
6855 STABIO
8058 ZURICH 58 FLUGHAFEN

NEW POSTMARK DISCOVERY

In the February issue of the
'Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung, Herr
Hunziger reports the findings of a
hitherto unknown cancellation.

This is a long rectangular box
type, divided horizontally, with
'GENEVE A' in large letters in the
upper section and '8 JUIL 73' in the
lower, similar to No. 3913 in Group
98 in Emmenegger. It is shown on
'Sitting Helvetia' perf. stamps 10
Hp. red and 2 Rp. grey, and may very
possibly be a 'Nachnahmel (C.O.D.)
franking.

Similar marks are known with 'C'
and also with '0', but not previously
with lAt.

APRIL GROUP urn INGS

April 6th - Northern Group 

Varieties from 1930 Onwards
(Discussion Leader:

Mr.J.N.Highsted)

April 10th - Lionclonlso-Ja
Major Varieties - All Members

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

The majority of renewal subscript-
ions for 1968 have now been received,
but there are still a few outstanding.

If yours happens to be one of these
it would be appreciated if you would
remit as soon as possible: 10/- U.K. and
Commonwealth; it 1.40 U.S.A.
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THE LUGANO AIR-MAIL 8-6-1913
by J.J.E. EUSEBIO (Conclusion)

The last aspect of these interesting forerunners 
are

THE FORGERIES OF THE LUGANO AIR-MAIL LABEL

The Lugano label had always been scarce and so it
 was that suspicion

was raised when, in July 1925, it suddenly became freely available on the market
,

not only singly but also in blocks of four. One of these was h
anded for

inspection to the well-known firm of Zumstein & C
ie of Berne, who did not take

long to convince themselves that they were not or
iginals and to initiate

inquiries that led to the source of the forgeries
.

These had been produced with the same printers' t
ypes and rulings of

the originals; but whereas for the printing of t
he latter were used 5 dies

composed in vertical blocks of 5, the forger, perhaps through shortage of

materials, was only able to use 2 dies placed horizontally, and printing the

pair 5 times one under the other so RS to produce a sheet of 10 as for the

originals. In fact, the labels in positions 1,3 1 5,7 & 9 corresponding to the

vertical left-hand column are all identical:

The curved lines of the oval (green) have thicke
ned endings; the

parallel lines of the same oval, both on right an
d left, are thinner than the

curves; there is a greater gap between the 'e
l of INazionale

l and the preced-

ing one; the distance between the small oblong to
 the right of the arabesque

and the red marginal line of the label is 2.2 mm.
 (instead of 1.4 mm.) on the

original), etc.

The same can be said for labels 2,4,6,8 & 10 corr
esponding to the

right-hand vertical column; all the curved lines 
of the ovals are thickened at

the endings; the lateral lines (parallel lines o
f the oval) are wider than

those of the vertical ruling on the left and the 
right-hand one of the oval has

shifted towards the outside and does not coincide
 with the curved lines abovet4

furthermore it shows lesions due to wear. The di
stance between the small oblong

to the right of the arabesque and the red margina
l line is 2.1 mm. (original

1.4 mm.)

The type 9 variety (rounded head) which in the or
iginals is to be

found in labels 3 & 4, in the forgeries appears in all the rig
ht-hand column

(2,4,6,8 & 10); on the other hand in the forgerie
s the 'Z' of INazionalel

variety is not to be found (on 3 & 4 of the originals).

Other divergencies obtain in paper, in colour, si
ze of labels, and red

marginal rulings, but it is idle to describe them
 further as nowadays they are

no longer to be found in circulation, even in mi
nt condition. But we would add

that the perforation (111) immediately catches ev
en the uninitiated eye for its

imperfection, since instead of being made with a 
perforating tool as for the

originals, it has obviously been made with a need
le. Furthermore, contrary to

the originals, the forgeries had border strips, a
nd the spacing between the two

vertical columns is 3 mm. all through, whereas for the origina
ls it varies from

1.2 to 2 mm.

The forged labels had a very limited printing and
 the few specimens

sold did not get very far afield. Withtheassist
anceofthe person responsible

for their sale (if not for the production) it was
 possible to trace all the

labels put on the market (66 labels in all) and t
o proceed to their destruction

in the presence of the Committee of the 'Club Fil
atelico Ticino' (see protocol

of 22nd September 1927). A small number, marked 
with the word 

I falsi
t (forgery)

on the back, so as to prevent further abuse, was 
handed over to the expert

commission of the 'Union of Swiss Philatelic Soci
eties. We observed further

that the aforementioned forged labels, having bee
n produced only in 1926, are

not to be found postmarked on letters or cards ac
tually flown in 1913, or at

any rate none such have appeared for expert judge
ment.

On the other hand, coming from Germany, other 
Lugano forged labels 

have appeared, produced by a combined typo-lithog
raphic process, with arbitrary

colours, dimensions and perforations diverging co
nsiderably fromthe originals,

stuck on letters and postcards addressed to a myt
hical schoolteacher Cristoforo

Negri at Fescoggia, where everything is forged (t
he Lugano blue cancel, the

black cancels of Mendrisio and Fescoggia) with th
e exception of the 'Little

Walther' 5 ot. stamp easily found both mint or used.
 The lack of authenticity

of such products cannot escape the trained eye of
 an expert, or even that of an

amateur collector.

-ooO0 THE END Woo-
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec. R.A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,

Halifax, Yorks.

At the February meeting Mr. L.
Moore acted as Discussion Leader in
a study of LAKE STEAMER POSTMARKS.
MX. Moore has in the past contributed
a number of articles on this subject
to the 'News Letter' and members again
enjoyed seeing his wonderful early
material of Maggiore and Como, the
lakeside towns and Campione, presented
in a way only he can do.

Mr. Moore was supported by Mr.
J.A. Eastwood (Lake Maggiore), Mr.
J.N. Highsted (Bodensee, Como and
Garda), Dr. G.G. Richie (Bodensee and
Lake Lucerne), Mr, R.G. Wightman
(Bodensee) and Mx. H,W. Robertshaw
(Lucerne, Mag ore and pictures of
lake steamers).

Once again members present enjoyed
the wonderful array of material, both
old and modern, which these joint study
meetings always manage to produce.

The meeting on March 2nd was the
ANNUAL COMPETITION for the HIGHSTED CUP
which, in order to comply with the re-
quirements of the Yorkshire Philatelic
Association competition (for which the
winners are entered), is divided into
four sections. The winners were as
follows:

Postal Stationery: Dr. G.G. Ritchie
with a display of Liechtenstein

Postal History: Dr. Ritchie with
a study of the Austrian posts of
Liechtenstein

Philatelic: Mr. C.D. Wilson
With a study of the Swiss
Provisional issues.

Thematic and winner of the Highsted
Cup for the best entry in the
Competition was again Dr.Ritchie
with a most interesting study of
'Peaks and Passes of the Alps.'

The entries, which were on display
after the awards were announced, pro-
vided'a most interesting study with
material ranging from pre-adhesives to
the latest Pro Patria.

R.A.H.
• ......1•111C

AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST 

NEW MEMBERS:

BALMFORTH, A.F. 27, Rosslyn Hill,
lic7Irstead, London, N.W.3.

DIXON, K.F. Heron's Way, Stump Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex.

SHELDRAKE0'11., 73, Wenham Drive,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

WOOLF, D.P., 3, Hermitage Close,
Snaresbrook, London, E.18.

POSTMARK NEWS

(a) Automobile cancels

Auto 3 75 6me anniversaire de l'Union
Timbrologie Fribourgeoise -

Fribourg 30/31 March

(b) Recent slogans 

Museum zu Allerheiligen - Edward Munch
-30 Mgrz- 9 Juni 1968.
8200 Schaffhausen to 9th June

Jour/16e mondiale de la Sant 6 - 7 avril
1200 Geneva 25 Mar. - 7 Apr. 1968

Pictorial Tourist  cancels

Commemorating the millenary of
the commune of Balsthal -
9th March - 31st December:

4710 BALSTHAL - 968 PALCIVALEE-
1968 BALSTFAL

(2) From 18th March:

6313 MENZINGEN im Dienst der Jugend

(d) Propaganda slogans

MONTANA-VERMALA 1500-1700 m. Vacances
ensoleillees - from 20th March

GRINDELWALD ffir frohen Wintersport
(Winter slogan from 20th March)

GRINDELWALD das gastliche Gletscherdorf
(Summer slogan from 1st May)

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN XIXTH EDN. 

Price: 35/-d. 4/6d. post & packing.

The trustworthy guide for specialists
of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/-d. + 4/6d. post
/packing.

With thumb index: 66/-d. 4/6d. post
/packing.

SWITZERLANDATRCHTENSTEIN 1968 Pocket
size. Price: 7/-d. + 10d. post/packing.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
Strand, London, E.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
-ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 24/- with
extra supplement on white paper 26/-

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your dant Lists to

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(Proprietors: Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585, CH-30011 BERME.

(0)
(1)

http://POSTMARKS.MX


Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
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President:

L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
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CHELMSFORD. Essex.

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO
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MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
IVER. Bucks.

(a) Second series of 'PATRONS OF THE CHURCH':

NEW ISSUES FOR LIECHTENSTEIN
The following new issues will be put on sale in Vaduz on 25th

April, 1968:-

10 Rp. St. Laurentius, Schaan 5 colours - yellow/red/green/brown/
ochre.

4 colours - light-gm/
red/blue/greenish black

Martin, Eschan - 4 colours - yellow orange/blue/violet
Gall, Triesan - 4 colours - brownish-blac brown/red/violet
Theodule, '2riesenberg - 4 colours - yellow/red/blue/violet

Georg Malin, iiauron
Heliogravura by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

26 x 36 ram. (23 x 33 mm.)

White with brown and green fibres

20 (Sheets are unnumbered)

(b) !EUROPA' (C T) 1968 

50 Rp. St. George, Chapel at Schellenborg

60 Rp. St.
SO Rp. St.
1 Fr, St.

2aP121.9.;E:

Stamp size:
Paper:
No. of stamps
22;_sheett

Golden key with 'C T' emblem — 4 colours — red/blue/black/gold

Adapted by Josef ScHhdler, Triesen, from

the design by H. Schwarzenbach, Bern
Heliogravure by Courvoisier
36 x 25 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
White with brown and green fibres

20 (sheets are unnumbered)

50 Rp.

Destan

Process:
Stamp Size:

Fa.2.9-r-L
ofstams

Special covers will be available for both issues and both will have the

same First Day Cancellations: !AUSGARETAG - 25.4.1968 - VADUZ'.

THE LARGE 'GENEVE A' CANCEL

Following the comments an this 'cancel
in the February 'Schweizer itriefmarken
Zeitungt and mention in our !News Letter', i
a further note appears in the March issue. 1

Herr Huaziger now reports that further
information has confirmed that the cancel

n•nn••nn•n• n•••n•••n••n•••••••••

GENEVE

9 JUIL. 73 

exists with the letters A, B & C. The
itsm 10' is now thought to have been a
faulty or smudged 101. A photograph of
the complete cover with the 'A' cancel
is shaJn in the journal. The date is
in slightly oblique script.

LONDON GROUP MEETING

The fine.] meeting of
the current session will be on

*W EDNESDAY
8th May, 1968

when we shall be holding our

Alloual Cup
Co lieu

Full details are to be found
on Page 25.
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STP\APEX 1968
As always this was an interesting and

enjoyable occasion, 
providing an oppor-

tunity to meet many old friends, as well
as to browse among the dealers' stands.

The l Amateur Collector' stand, comb-
ined with that of the P.T.T. Philatelic
Service, was a focal point.

The former had an display a galaxy
of superb items to make one long for an
inexhaustible bank account: proofs and
essays, rare cancellations, unusual
varieties, to mention only a few, forming
a miniature exhibition on their own.

The P.T.T. as well as distributing
information on their various services,
had not only frames of a number of modern
issues an view, but had also brought some
items from the Swiss Postal Museum: a
post-horn, a beautiful old letter-box
from Basle, bearing the famous Basle Dovet
and a board from an old coaching station
which had the Federal shield in the
centre below the inscription:

'POSTE AUX CHEVAUX
2nd Arrandiss

t

 Relais de Payerne
a Hennier 6/8 poste a Fribourg 11 poste
a Herat lt id a YVerdon 2 id

Enquiries ascertained that these
figures represented distances in terms
of hours.

This year there were fewer actual
stamp exhibits, but those on display were
of a very high standard. Switzerland was
represented by throe: one an 'Proofs'
& Essays 1843-1932' by a non-member,
Er. R.F. Bulstrode, and the other two by
Helvetia members: Er. H. Dixon's 1967
prize-winning entry on the T.P.O. Cancels
which now received a bronze award, and a
study of the 'Strube]) issues by Mr. P.C.
Turton, which won a silver award. We
send our congratulations to both members.

E.J.R.

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS

BEA Ausstelluag 4,5, 14.5.1968
3000 Bern 1 to 14 May

Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 20.4 -
30,4.1968, 4000 Basel 2

IBA Luzern Internat. Boot-and Wassers
Ausstellung 4 - 12 Mai 1968
6000 Luzern 2 to 11May

14. Eidg, Jodlerfest Winterthur -
14-16 Juni 1968 -
8400 Winterthur 1 7  15 June

Besucht die Museen. 2. Musemikampagne

3-19 Mai. 1968 - 8000 Zurich 1,
4000 Basel 1 to 19 May.

Visitez les muSees, 2e quinzaine des
museeS 3-19 mai 1968
1200 Geneve 1 8 Apr. - 19 May

TBE EARLY SWISS CURRENCY TANGLE

Members will recall that in my
earlier article 

I Batz in the Belfry'
I drew attention to the difficult-
ies during the early years of stamps
because of the different monetary
systems is use in various parts of
Switzerland,

In the current issue of the
'Schweizer Briefmn.rken Zeitungl,
Herr Hunziger, in an article on the
uses of the ZUrich stamps, illus-
trates a cover of January 1850,
addressed to ZUrich city, franked
with a pair of the Zurich 4 Happen
(which were valid until September
30th, 1854). The Federal postal
rates system had been in operation
since 8th June 1049, and a 10 Rp.
rate applied within the first Rayon
for weights between 1 and 'Lots'
(roughly 16-24 grams). The cover,
therefore, had to be slightly over-
franked, because at that time 8
ZUrick Rappen, were worth 11 Federal
Happen! L.M.

THE ANNUAL COMPETITION -

ENTRIES OF 8 to 12 SHEETS -

SEE PAGE 25

We are very pleased

to have had the opp-

ortunity of meeting

so many old friends,

as well as making new ales, at the

recent T STAMPEX' EXhibition.

Our stand, combined with that

of the P.T.T. Philatelic Service,

attracted much attention and we

feel sure will have stimulated

interest in the stamps of Switzer-

land.

We welcome enquiries for

material on approval, or will

supply against Want Lists.

Despite the run an material

at the Exhibition, our stock still

remains unsurpassed.

1-1•L•Katcher
The Amateur Collector Ltd.,

151, Park Read, St. John's Wood,

London N.W.8.

rtr
1



CENTENAIRE
FRANCO-SUISSE

Centenary Cancel
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS'
by R.L. CHRISTIAN Part I •

Another route first recorded in 1859 and using -mainly the lines of the

United SuissRailway is the St. Gallen-Zurich route. This comprises 16 miles
of the North Eastern Railway from Zurich to Winterthur and 3* miles of the
United Swiss from Winterthur to St. Gallen. The latter line had been built

by the St. Gallen-Appenzeller Bahn in 1855/6, which company later became part

of the United Swiss Railway. So far recorded are Type 5 (1859-61), Type 7 —
(1862-71), Type 8 (1862-74/and Type 6 in 1868. The letters of the inscription
are smaller in Type 7 than in Type 8.

On the 15th February, 1859, the United Swiss Railway opened the line from

Weesen to Glarus (71- miles) and the lar s-Zurich route was complete. Types 5
(1860), Type 6 (1860-61), Type 8 (1861). and-muah later Type 23 in 1871-73 are
recorded. A letter in my possession bears the cancellation of Glarus-Zurich

Type 8, although posted in Glarus to Milan. It was apparently routed Glarus-

Zurich by T.P.O. then to the Schiffsbureau Luzern and by this xoute to Italy.

The Central Railway Line from Basel to Liestal opened on 19th December,

1854, was extended to Sissach an 1st June 1055, to Laufelfingen on let May,
1857 and to Olten one year later to complete the route Basel-Olten. The through

line was delayed by a serious accident during the construction of the Hauenstein

Tunnel on 28th May, 1857, caused by the collapse of a heading as a result of a

fire. 52 men were buried and 11 died before they could be rescued. So far

recorded are Type 2 (1860-62), 2A e; 3 (1861). Type 19 (1863-66), 108:11(1866-67)1
25040-74)1 25(1867-79)Jype 19 has been used in French speaking zones and
is recorded for this line and Pontarlier-Neuchatel only,

A further Central Railway line used by T.P.O's. was the Aarau,-Bern line..
This was .opened from Aarau to Aarburg on 9th. June 1056, extended to Herzogen-

, buahsee on 16th March 1857,, and completed to Bern on 16th June, 1857, making

a total route of 50 miles. Cancellations are recorded in Type 2A(1860-63),

Type 2 (1061,.64)-1 -Type_S_ (1863) and Type 7 (18.64).

Official sources state that the number of routes had increased to 9 by 1860.
The other two lines would presumably be AarauWinterthur and Geneve-Neuchatel.

The Aaxau7411interthur route wax comPleted on 15th .ray., 1858 with the opening

of the section from Aarau to Brugg. The cancellations used were in Types 8 & 9

and are recorded from 1861 to 1063.

The first lines in Western Switzerland to be used by T.P.O's were those

of Geneve-Neuchatel, Neuchatel-Pontarlier and Geneve-Sion. The line Geneve-

Neuchatel coMprises lines of three companies. The 5,.,;.. miles from Geneve to

Versoix of the Geneve-Versoix Railway, 52 miles from Versoix to Vaumarcus of

the Western Swiss Railway Co., and 14 miles from Vaumarcus to Neuchatel awned
by the Franco-Suisse Railway. The working of the Franco-Suisse lines had been
taken over by the French P.L.M4 Railway in 1856. The line from Geneve to
Versoix was taken over shortly after being opened by the Lausanne-Fribourg-

Singine Railway. From 1st January 1865, the three Companies formed a working

____
agreement under the name of "Chemin-de-fer de la Suisse

---...-

Occidentale" and on 7th August, 1872 completely amalg-
amated. Cancellations of the Geneve-Neuchatel line are4.101 

..„41°. 24 VII lgeop cil recorded in'Types 7 & 8 (1862),1Type 11 (1864/5), Type
18 (1866/7), and Type 25 (1868),

4.11F The centenary of the Franco-Suisse Railway was comm---r..zz.,.......---

emorated on 24th July, 1960 with a commemorative post-

mark in use at Les Verrieres.

So far as the Neuchatel-Pontarlier T.P.O. is concerned
it is known that a T.P.-0, operated between Verrieres

and Neuchatel as early as 1860, probably from the date

of completion of the line from Auvernier to Verrieres on 25th July, 1860.

This T.P.O. used the 26 miles of Franco-Suisse line from Neuchatel to Verr-

ieres and then continued over the French frontier on the French F.L.M. Rail-

way line to No difficulty would be experienced with this T.P.O.

as, since 1856. the Franco-Suisse lines had been worked by the P.L.M. Company.

The first recorded cancellation is in Type 15 with the French 'Ambulant'
Babbreviated in the wording to tAETt and the Train No, preceded by the -

French 1/1. This is recorded for the Neuchatel-Pmatarlier direction only.



1454•4984 100 JAME EISENSAHN
ZURICH ARFOLTERN ZUG LUZERN

Commemorative Slogan
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)

This inOne of the few lines an which Type 19 (used in 1863) is known.
Type 20 is also recorded in 1863, being similar to Type 19 but without the

"a" or could this be faulty recording? Another peculiarity to this line is

Type 13, used from 1863 to 1878. This has a ' 3 figure train number placed . under

the date and without either 
t T t or t Zt preceding it. The standard Type 23

was adopted in due course and is recorded in use from 1872 to 1889.

The Geneve-Sion T.P.O. is one frequently encountered and one which has

used a variety of interesting cancellations. The line was completed an

2nd April, 1861, with the opening of the section from Lausanne to Villeneuve
.

The line also used the metals of three companies in the beginning: the

Lausanne-FribourgSingine Railway provided the section from Geneve to Versoi
x,

the Western Swiss Railway from Versoix to St. Maurice and the Ligne dtItalie

from St. Maurice to Sion to complete the route of 96 miles.

Type 11 cancellations were used at first and are recorded from 1863 to

1865 with the prefix to the train number, a 
t T t . A change would appear to

have then been made to Type 22 from 1865 to 1867. This type is known with

either the wording 
t Geneve-Sion-Geneve

t or 'Sion-Geneve-Sion
t and would,

presumably be used in either direction. The same applies to cancellations

in Type 25 which, although they include the wording 
t Geneve-Sion

t , were used

in both directions. For the Geneve Sion line they are known without a Roma
n

letter after the wording and also with Roman section 'numbers from 
I I I to tr

after the wording. Reference to Schedules of T.P.O. routes of this period

reveals that although the designation of the T.P.O's was 
t Geneve-Sion', this

did not necessarily mean that the particular T.P.O. operated between Geneve

and Sion - it could operate on a section of the route ally. The service

operated varied considerably over the period this type of cancellation was

in use (1867 -75). For example; Geneve-Sion I on 1
st June, 1866, operated

Lausanne-Geneve-St.Maurice-Lausanne and on let June 1869, Geneve-St.Maurice-
Geneve. This also applied to Geneve-Sion II, Geneve-Sion IV an 1st June,1

866

operated Sion-Geneve-Sion and on 1st June, 1869 St. Maurice-Geneve-St.

Maurice.

Although the line ZurichRomanshern had been completed since 26th June,

1856, when the three miles from Zurich to Oerlikon were completed, there is

no record of a T.P.O. operating until 1861 or after 1869. Type 8 is known

from 1861 to 1863, Types 10 & 11 from 1862-79 and the cancellation Zurich-.

Romanshorn in Type 25 for 1868-69.

Probably the scarcest of the cancellations of this period is that of a

T.P.O. tAaraur-Neuehatel l in Type 7. This is the only recorded type of this
line and is known for 1863 only. The route had been in existence since 1860.

Another widely used and interesting route is the Luzern-Zurich line.

A Section of line from Zurich to Altstetten

(21-miles) forms part of this route and is

part of the original Zurich-Baden line opened

in 1847. The line from Altstetten to Luzern

(39 miles) was opened on 1st June 1864, by the
ZurichZu0.-Luzern Railway. The 100th Anniver-

sary was commemorated in 1964 by a speoial
automobile post-bureau cancellation as illust-

rated. It would appear that the line was Used

by T.P.O t s right from completion. I have a

cover with Type 11 cancellation dated 4th July,

1864, and this type continued in use until 1866.

Cancellations in Type 22 with either the inscription 'Luzern-Zurich-Luzern' 
or

'Zurich-Luzern-Zurich' are recorded from 1866 to 1868. These have the train

No. below the date. Cancellations in Type 23 with the inscription 'Luzern-

ZurichLuzern
t and a Section No. 'I

t or 'II I are recorded from 1871 to 1876.

The route Olten-St. Gallen is made up of the Zurich-St. Gallen
 route

used by T.P.O's in 1859, the North Eastern Railway line from A=341 to Zurich

and the Central Railway line from Olten to Aarau. The latter was opened on

9th June, 1856. Cancellations of this T.P.O. are recorded for 1864-66 only
 in

Types 10 & 11. It seems relevant that the same dates and types of cancella
tion

also apply for a T.P.O. 
tRomanshorn-Olten

t . This would cover the same ground

from Olten to Zurich and then diverge to Bomanshorn instead of St. Gallen.

(To be continued)
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THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CUP COMP
The final meeting of the current session of Landon Group Meet

ings will  fE
mice again be our Annual Cup Competition and have no doubts a

t all that this

event will be as interesting as on previous occasions. With t
he large increase-l-

in new members we expect it to be even more full of surprises
 and we look

forward to finding out who are the most successful entrants a
n this occasion.

The Competition will be held at ,THE KINGSWAYHAIL (Room 3
1) Kingway,"1-

London W.C.2., an DAY8th HAY at 6.45 p.m.

, We have much pleasure in announcing that the ADJUDICATORS this year will
be la, DESMOND CHAMBERLAIN, the well-known London stamp dealer, and our very
goorfriend TEL H.L. KATCHER, of Amateur Collector Ltd.,

RULES
TVVVVVVTV

1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined b
y the

Committee of the Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leaves 
from

collections of Swiss stamps owned by Members of the Society.
 The

display Shall be held at a meeting of the London Group and will be
 open

to all Members resident in Great Britain.

2. Competitors may enter not less than EIGHT and not more than T
WELVE

sheets,comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, speci
al,

postage dues, official or any other items; miniature sheets, 
flown

covers, postal stationery, etc., (Note: Thematic entries wil
l not

be excluded, although judges frequently have difficulty in as
sessing

these in comparison with other more philatelic entries).

3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatche
d by

registered Post and must be in the hands of the Competition O
rganiser:

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, and sent clo 48, Ethelbert Gardens, Gents Bill,

Ilford, Essex, not later than Monday, 6th Esq.. Members atten
ding the

meeting may, of course, bring their entries personally.

All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the per
iod

from receipt until return to their owners.

5. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shal
l judge the

entries and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the
 entry which

they shall select as most worthy. In addition a conso
lation prize will

be awarded.

6. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the gen
eral headings:-

(a) General Philatelic Interest ... 30 (c) Writing u
p,Arrangement

and Condition... 25

30 (d) Originality 15

7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually shall remain

in the possession of the winner for 11 months and then be ret
urned to the

Competition Organiser named by the Committee. The Cup shall 
then be award-

ed to the next winner, but if the same person wins three succ
essive Annual

Cup Competitions the Cup shall become his or her property and
 the Committee

shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.

(b) Philatelic Knowledge

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
77---liaa..12.0.S.-§rTIDEFAIR in Basle -

20,30 .April. The mobile Post

Office - Auto 4 - will be in attendance

and a special semi-pictorial cancel

will be used showing the winged helmet

and inscribed 14000 BASEL - date -

SCHWEIZER MUSTEBLESSEI.

(b) AEROPHILATELIC DAY 1968 - to be

held. .in Bellinzona on 27th April

A special cancellation will be used an

this day Showing a winged globe and

letters IPISA1reading: 16500
DELLINZONA - date - GIORNATA DELL

AEROFILATELIA1

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS

From 8th April:

K.470 3453 HEIMISBACH Zugut Geburts-
haus von Simon Gfeller

From 16th April:

K.471 5620 BREMGARTEN (AG)
L472 9113 DEGERSHEIK Kurort

Winter sport

K.473 6911 COMANO Soggiorno ideals

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL 

Auto 3 ZURCHER SECHSEMUTEN 1968 -

Zunft zur Schneidern
21/22 April



NORTHERN GROUP: . Hon Sec., R.A. HOYLE
6 Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,

Halifax, Yorks.

For the April meeting Group Members
heard Mr. J.N. Eighsted introduce the
subject for study; 'Varieties from 1930
Onwards'. Until one's collection is

- dismantled to provide a display of
nothing but varieties it is almost imp-
ossible to realise what a vast number of
'imperfect' stamps exist. Items showing
retouches, worn plates, doubled impres-
sions and paper folds were all on view
with all the main, groups of stamps, both
special issues and definitives being
represented. Your writer feels that
following this wonderful display, most
members will now be spending many hours
with a magnifying glass eagerly search-
ing their albums.

Helvetia members may also be inter-
ested to know that the Northern Group
are again holding a Study Circle at the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association Con-
vention at Hullersfield on 4th May.
This will be held at the Town Hall and
any member who may be in that part of
Yorkshire will be very welcome.

The final meeting of the current
season will be the Northern Group's
A.G.M. on Saturday, 27th April.

pc:; 7UMST'EIN
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
SWITZERLAND /LIECHTENSTEIN XIXTH EEN.

Price: 35/-d. + 4/6d. post & packing.

The trustworthy guide for specialists
of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1268: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post
backing*

With thumb index: 66/- 4
.
 4/6d. post

/packing*
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 Pocket
size. Price; 10d. post/packing.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
Strand / London E.C.2.

••••nnn•••nn •••••••••n••••n••••

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNM/BRIEFMARMT
-ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 24/- with
extra supplement on white paper26/-

•••••nnn••nn n•••••n••••n•••

For fine RARITIES OF STITZERLAND &
EUROPE send your Want Lists to:-

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(proprietors: Hertsch & Co.,)
P.O. Box 2585, 011-3001 1 BERNE

CLUB PACKET
Mr. Lienhard reports:-

"Since taking over the office of
Pkt. Secretary I have been able to
circulate 21 packets of 6 booklets
each, and hope this has gone some
way towards reviving interest in
this facility. Also that some of
you have been successful in obtain-
ing material to help build up your
collections * Sales figures would
seem to indicate that this is so.

"..No packets will be sent round
during the holiday season because
of the difficulty of maintaining
the quick circulation required by
the insurance time limit an each
packet.

"For the same reason I would be
grateful if members would let me
have a note of likely absence from
home until, say mid-July, in order
to keep track of packets still going
the rounds.

"If you do not feel happy about
any aspect of the present arrange-
ments, please let me know and I will
do my best to find a solution.

"Circulation of packets will
recommence in October and I would
like to start receiving a new supply
of booklets from mid-September on-
wards.., the more I receive, the
more packets can be sent out.

"Finally - please comply with the
Packet Rules, a return must always
be sent - even when purchases are
nil,"

For those interested in coil
stamps the article which recently
appeared in the 'Schweizer Brief-
marken Zeitung" has been reprinted
in pamphlet form and is available
at Fr.3.- post & packing. from
Burl_ & Cie, Eigerstrasse 71,
3001 Bern.

SWISS STAMPS PROVIDE all the
interest a collector can desire:

Early issues for the specialist;
many series of beautiful designs; a
wealth of postal history and every
type of cancellation; airmails;
special flights, T.P.O's; Soldier
stamps and many more.

Let me know your requirements -
Wants lists welcome or material sent
on approval.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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THE CuP COMPFTIT1ON
MR. DIXON DOES IT AGAIN1

Fourteen entrieswere receive
d, occupying every inch of s

pace available

and if this does not sound a
 great number it provided, n

evertheless, some 160

sheets for the Adjudicators,
 MR. D. CHAMBERLAIN and NIL 

H. L. KATCHER to study,

and they were hard put to co
mplete their task within the

 allotted time and to

allow members to take a clos
er look at the winning entri

es.

The full list of winners is 
as follows:

SILVER CUP: awarded to M
R. H. DIXON of Leanington Sp

a for his superbly presented

entry on the 'Strubeli
t issues, mounted on black le

aves with the

writing up, postmarks etc. i
n white.

RUNNER-UP to MR. I. TILIEN of Birmingh
am, for a most interesting e

ntry on

'Postmarks', from early stra
ight-line to the more unusua

l, including

Internment Posts, Railway ca
ncels and Postal Agencies ab

road. This

entry scored highly on originality And rese
arch.

Highlff a MISS A. GRUNBERG of London
 -.Handstamps of Ct. Ticino

Commended: NIL E. LIENHARD of Chelmsfor
d - Postal Stationery

NIL R. A. HOYLE of Halifax -
 Standing Helvetia

d. MR. J. HESS of London -
 Propaganda Flight Labels

Because of the many outstand
ing entries it was decided t

o name four 'Highly

Commended' instead of the us
ual three.

Other subjects covered by en
tries were T.P.O. Cancels, P

ro Patria,

Provisional Issues, Varietie
s, Historical Series and Let

ters from Switzerland.

Sunning up, Mx. Katcher, act
ing as spokesman, said that 

they had each

made their assessment by dif
ferent methods but had event

ually arrived at the same

conclusions,

While not wishing to make an
y enemies, but rather for th

e guidance of

future competitors, he said 
that they had looked for ori

ginality of ideas or

presentation in preference t
o the well-tried themes, alt

hough it is realised that

it is extremely difficult to 
do . justice to the majority of s

ubjects within the

limit of 12 pages. Points which 
could make a great deal of 

difference to the

appearance of a competition 
entry were the use of very l

ightly quadrilled leaves,

providing an unobtrusive bac
kground and the avoidance of

 overcrowding on the

sheets, whether it be stamps
 or covers.

They had enjoyed their visit
, congratulated the winners 

and hoped the

other entrants would not be 
too discouraged and would ma

ke even greater efforts

next year,

Mr. Slate thanked both Adjud
icators for coming along and

 undertaking a

very difficult and often ard
uous task.

During the judging period me
mbers held an informal meeti

ng, in particular

in relation to possible subj
ects for the ncxt season's p

rogramme, details of which

will be published as soon as
 possible.

In closing the meeting Mr. S
late wished all members very

 happy holidays

with good stamp hunting duri
ng the recess, and he looked

 forward to seeing everyone

again in the autumn.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Will members please no that

A.J.  HARDING

our Hon. Treasurer, will be

moving away from the London

area to enjoy a well-earned

•retirement.

As from 1st June his

address will be:

"Woodland",
Blo'Norton,
Nr. Diss,
Norfolk.

Mr. Harding has been our Treas-

urer since 1950 and has been an

indefatiguable worker and amost

regular attender at meetings,

Distance will make it imposs-

ible for him to maintain this

regularity, but he hopes to
attend some meetings and is

willing to continue in his

Office.

We cannot do better than

leave our financial affairs in

his capable hands and we wish

him and Mrs. Harding every

happiness in their new surround-

ings.

'PRO PATRIA' 1968 - for

details of the 1968 new issue see

page 32.

RECENT SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

(a) EUROPA DAY: On 5th May the member

nations of the Council of Europe

celebrated EUROPA DAY and a special can-

cellation was used in Basle. This had.

the date 5.5.68 in a circle of 12 stars

and inscription: '4000 BASEL - EUROPATAG

JOURNEE DE L'EUROPEI#

(b) WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION.

21st Assembly of the W.H.O. was held

from 6th - 25th May at the 'Palais des

Nations' in Geneva. During this period

mail posted received a special cancellat-

ion showing the date and serpent emblem

and reading: '1211 GENEVE - ASSEMBLEE

MONDIALE DE LA SANTEE'.

(c) 50 YEARS OF POSTAL BUS nom NESSLAU
TO BUCHS. To make this Jubilee

the post office in Nesslau used a special

cancellation on 8th May. This depicted

an old-time post-bus and had the inscript-

ion: '9650 NESSLAU - 50 JAMIE - POSTAUTO..,

LINIE NESSLAU-BUCHS 8.5.68'.

(d) INAUGURATION OF NEV AIR TERMINAL AT

GENEVA. This took place on May 17th

and a special cancel was used reading:

'1215' GENEVE - INAUGURATION DE LA

NOUVELLE AEROGARE - 17.5.1968'.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCEL 

As from 15th Mays

K. 474 2012 AUVERNIER

INEXPENSIVE UNUSUAL ITEMS

The following three half-sheets show n number of minor var
ieties

and are in excellent condition for this type of material:

Sitting Helvetia:

Sitting Helvetia:

Sitting Helvetia:

2c. No.37e, mint, half sheet of 50 copies

with sheet margins, brilliantly fresh ...

25c. No.40, mint, half sheet of 50 copies

with sheet margins, brilliantly fresh ...

5c. No.45, mint, half sheet of 50 copies
with sheet margins, including the double

print on field 28 •.#

E17.10.0.

E12.10.0.

60/-
AWOMAINVIIMWO.RX

Tell Boy: No.102, fine used half sheet, a scarce item • • • E16. 0.0.

Tell Boy: No.102, fine used, part sheet of 40 only • • • E12.10.0.

Tell: No.173, superb used half sheet I • di E 5. 0.0.

Postage Due: 250. No.46 1 superb used half sheet of 50 • • • 110/—

Postage Due: 30c. No.47, superb used half sheet of 50 • • • E 6. 0.0.

The above used half sheets or part sheets contain a minimu
m of

10 blocks of fours Such material is always admired in displa
ys.

....2.4.L.Alwa. Centenal R a No.277, complete mint sheet showing broken

spoke on field 6 and the major retouches

on fields 10 and 18

S.D.N. No.39 9 superb used on official League of Nations cover ..
.

Tell Boy: 30. No.137, complete sheet with 10 each Tete-beche

and punched-hole gutter pairs (K10 & K11) superb

mint. A quite exceptional items E25, 0.0.

110/-

E 7. 0.0,
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SWISSRALWAYS anCANCELLATIONS
by: R. L. CHRISTIAN Part III

Although the line Sargans-Zurich had 
been completed on 1st Ju1y1859

and used as part of the route Zurich-
Chur, the cancellations of a T.P.O. w

ith

this designation are not recorded unt
il 1865 and then only for 3 years to

1867. All are in type 11.

Another composite route is that 
of Bern-Romanshorn. This covers

the lines also used by the Bern-Aarau
, Aarau-Zurich and Zurich-Romanshorn

T.P.0
1 s. Types 10 & 11 are recorded

 for 1866 and 1865 respectively. Type 24

with the abbreviation "B.P." preceding 
'Bern-Romanshorn

1 and 1Romanshorn-Bern1

is recorded for 1868-77 and two distinct types of can
cellation, one in Type 21

and one with smaller lettering on Typ
e 23, recorded for 1870-74. These have

large and small non-serif letters and
 exist for both directions, contrary 

to

the normal praotice for this type.

From at least 1864 T.P.0 1 s. ran not only between Pontarlier a
nd

Neuchatel, but also between Pontarlie
r and Bern via Neuchatel.

 This became

possible from 1st June, 1864 with the
 opening of the section of line Biel-

Zollikofen by the Bernese State Railw
ay. On this date the Berne

se State

Railway assumed responsibility for th
e working of the Neuveville-Biel sect

ion

from the Central Railway. The t
hree Western Swiss lines had formed

 a working

agreement under the name of the 
1Chemin-de-fer de la Suisse Occidental

e
1 from

1st January, 1865 and in the same yea
r took over from the P.L.M. Railway n

ot

only the working of the former Franco
-Suisse line VerriAres to Neuveville,

but also the operation of the 7 mile section of the P.L.M. line between Le
s

Verri6res and Pontarlier. As a r
esult of this the whole route was o

perated

by Swiss Companies.

Three types of cancellation are recor
ded for this line. Types 12,

20825. Type 12 exists with Berne s
pelt both with and without an 

tE t
t
 and

Type 25 za. also. Cancellations are record
ed from 1864 to 1871.

The Luzern-Olten line of the Centra
l Railway was completed on 1st

June, 1859 with the opening of the se
ction from Emmenbruke to Luzern, but 

the

first recorded cancellations are in t
ype 22 in 1866. These continued until

Type 23 was adopted in 1868. Type 23 exists with section numbers '
I t and1II1

and is recorded from 1868 to 1877.

Mention has already been made of the
 T.P.0

1 s Olten-St.Gallen and

Romanshorn-Olten. A third line in the
 area also used by a T.P.O. at the 

some

period was the line Olten-Zurich. Type 10 is recorded for this in 1666.

The route Zurich-Bern combines the line
s Zurich-Aarau of the North-

Eastern Railway and Aarau-Bern of the
 Central Railway. A cancellation in

Type 4 is listed in the 'Grosses Handbuch
1 but attributed the date 1854, which

is impossible. No further cancellations ar
e recorded until Types 10 & 14 in

1867, continuing until 1869. It will be noticed that Type 14 has t
he section

letter at the foot in place of the Swiss cross.
 Sections I to IV exist.

Sections I & II operated Berne-Zurich-Bern and Se
ctions III & IV Zurich-Berne-

Zurich.
There are two alternative routes from

 Lausanne to Berne and both

were used by T.P.O's. The more direct Lausa
nne-Berne route ran via the former

Suisse Occidentale line Lausanne-Chex
bres-Palezieux-Romont-Fribourg-Thoris

haus

and the Central Railway line from Thorishaus
 to Berne. Cancellations in Type

17 are recorded for 1866-67 inscribed' 1Amb. Lausanne-Berne No. 1
1 and 'No. 21.

This type was followed by Type 25 fr
om 1867-1874 with section Nos. 

1 I 1 to ?IV%

T.P.0 1 s also operated Lausanne-Bienne-Berne
.  This route ran from

Lausanne via TVerdon, Neuchatel, Neuv
eville and Biel. The section Bern-Lyss-

Biel of the route was built by the Be
rnische

Staatsbahn in 1864 to complete the 
route.

The 100th Anniversary was celebrated
 in 1964

and the illustrated Automobile Postb
ureau

cancellation used. On this route Type 16

cancellations are recorded for 1867-69 in-

scribed either 
l Amb. Lausanne-Bienne-Berne'

or 1
Amb. Bern-Bienne-Lausanne', The section

of this route Lausanne-Neuchatel also
 had

Type 25 cancellations at the same tiMP

(1867-69).
Commemorative cancel
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In the opposite direction to the above, a line from Lausanne-Geneve

completed in 1858 first has a T.P.O. cancellation in Type 22 from 1867-69.

This had the text 'Geneve-Lausanne-Geneve' and the train No.'T.10' above the

date.
Other routes appearing about this period are Herzogenbuchsee-Biel,

which used Type 25 from 1867-1868 and the line Geneve-Culoz from 1867-1870.

The latter is rather unusual, as although the route is 41 miles long, only

4 miles from Geneve to La Plaine are on Swiss territory. The Swiss sectio
n

was opened on 18th March, 1858 and the whole line was laid by the Lyon-Genev
e

Co. It was one of the main routes into Switzerland from the south-west.

Two lines first recorded in 1868 are Aarau-Thun completed on 1st

July, 1859 with the opening of the section Bern-Thun and which so far has b
een

recorded as using Type 25 from 1868 to 1875 and Sierre-Bouveret. The
 latter

line was built by the Ligne d'Italie Co., and was completed on 15th October,

1868. A cancellation in Type 16 is recorded in 1868, Type 18 in 1869 and

Type 23 in 1873o

Operating partly on the same line as the T.P.ONsLausanne-Bienne-Berne

the T.P.O's of the route Lausanne-Herzogenbuchsee in fact operated a circul
ar

route Neuchatel-Lausanne-Herzogenbuchsee although this is not implied by the

designation. Cancellations in Types 17 & 18 are recorded for 1869 with

Herzogenbuchsee abbreviated to H.Buchsee. Type 23 exists for both directi
ons

and both with the use of the abbreviation and with Herzogenbuchsee in full.

Dates of use cover the period 1870-75.

The 19 mile line from Schaffhausen-Winterthur was promoted separately

butwastakenoverby the North-Eastern Railway when opened on 16th April, 185
7.

The line was known as the 'Falls of the Rhine Railway'. Although T.
P.O's

existed in 1869 so far the only recorded cancellations are in Type 24 from

1870 to 1875.

The following is a copy of the T.P.O. Schedule of 1st June, 1869, and

shows the various routes operated and their respective designations.

Dis- No. Route Operated Train No. Length Designation

trict of line
(Km.)

1 Culoz-Geneve-Culoz 17. 18 134 Geneve-Culoz

2 Geneve-St. Maurice-
Geneve 3. 10 228 Geneve-Sion I

3 11 IS " 7. 16 228 " II

4 Lausanne-St. Maurice - 1.8. 17 228 it " III

Geneve -Lausanne
5 St. Maurice -Geneve - 4. 15 228 It

" IV

St. Maurice
5a Lausanne-Geneve- 2.11. 18 228 " V

St. Maurice-Lausanne

II 6 Sierre-Bouveret-Sierre- 2.3.6.7. 320 Sierre-Bouveret

Bouveret-Sierre
7 Lausanne-Berne-Lausanne 21. 24

8 ' H ft 23.26

9 Berne-Lausanne-Berne 25. 28

196
196
196

Berne-Lausanne I
ft IS II
ft St III

10 -Herzogen- 22. 37.8.
buchsee

243 Ambulant Circulaire I

11 Herzogenbuehsee -Lausanne - 54.45.3. 243
Berne 34.27

12 Neuchatel -Lausanne- 32.35.6. 290 Lausanne-Herzogenbuchsee

H.Buchsee -Neuchatel 52.9.42.

IV 13 Neuchatel-H.Buchsee 31.2.48.
Lausanne -Neuchatel 51.7.40

290 Lausanne-Herzogen-
buchsee II

47
14 Pontarlier-Neuehatel - 51.54 104 Pontarlier-Neuchatel

Pontarlier
15 Neuchatel-Pontarlier- 32-53 104 Neuchatel-Pontarlier

Neuchatel
III 16 Bern-Biel-Bern Dopple - 3.4.7.

8 .

kurs (twice)
136 Bern-Biel

17 Bern-Romanshorn-Bern 28.1.8.11. 432 Bern-Romanshorn

16. 17.43.
el18 36.9.18.19. 216

19 Romanshorn -Bern 6.9.8. 35. 216 Romanshorn-Bern

(Continued)



Train No. Length
of line 
(Km.)

1.4.31.40. 264
13.22
3.12.13.19. 300

41
32.5.14.15. 300
30
2.29.31.36. 288

35.42.13.
4.5.8.9.15. 246

Desii5nation

Zurich-Bern

Zurich-Romanshorn

Bern-Romanshorn

Aarau-Thun

Basel-Olten I

2.13 82 " " II

1.16 82 It " III

40.41.22. 234 Zurich-Luzern-Olten I

21
18.17.44. 234

45
39.20.19. 234
46
42.43.24. 234
23
3.7.4.13. 232 St.Gsllen-Zurich I

10.20.
2.11.6.15, 232

Ti IT " II

1.14. 216 St.Gallen- Chur
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS 
(Continued)

lia- No. Route Operated 

triet

VIII 20 Zurich-Bern-Zurich

21 Zurich-Romanshorn-Bern

22 Bern-Romanshorn-Zurich

III 23 Aarau-Thun-Bern-Thun-
Aarau

24 Olton-Basel-Olten
3 Kurse

25 Olten-Basel-Olten

26 Basel-Olten-Basel

VII 27 Luzern-Zurich-Luzern-

& Olten-Luzern

VIII 28 Luzern-Olten-Luzern-
Zurich-Luzern

29 Zurich-Luzern-Olten-
Luzern-Zurich

30 Luzern-Zurich-Luzern-
Olten-Luzern

IX 31 Wintexthur-St.Gallen-
Winter thur Doppelkurs

32 St.Gallen-Winterthur-

St.Gallen Doppelkurs

X 33 St.Gallen-Chur-
St.Gallen

34 Zurich-Sargans-Zurich 81.88

35 Chur-Zurich-Chur 84.85

36
VIII 37 Schaffhausen-Winterthur- 6a.7.16

a.

Schaffhausen 15a.38.196.

Bahnkilometer 8546

It will be seen from the above how co
mplex the study of Swiss T.P.O's

of this period is, and how necess
ary it is to delve behind the designa

tion of

the T.P.O. to see the actual route op
erated. Some logical explanati

ons can

be extracted, without definite proof.
For example, presumably the St.Gallen

-

Zurich T.P.O. operated only between W
interthur and St.Gallen at this perio

d

(at least 1866-1869) as connection w
as made at Winterthur with the Zuric

h

Romanshorn T.P.O
l s. Presumably also the Zurich-Luzern

-Olten T.P.O's were

divided and used cancellations Zurich
-Luzern and Luzern-Olten, but if ther

e

were four sections do cancellations f
or Sections III and IV exist which ar

e

unrecorded?
It will be seen that No.16 on the abo

ve list is the T.P.O. Bern-

Biel-Bern. The cancellation of this line a
s a separate entity (as distinct

from part of the LauSanne-Bienne-Bern
e route) is first recorded in Type 23

 in

1870 and until 1873. Another section
 of line also to receive a cancellat

ion

recorded for the first time in 1870 i
s the line St.Gallen7Sargans. This is

known up to 1874. (To be continued)

BELLINZONA AEROPHILATELIC DAY BALLOON
 POST

At the last meeting members enquired 
about the progress of this event.

A cutting from a French-Swiss newspap
er, was produced and translated on the spot:,

Locarno, 28th April.

"A postal balloon carrying 4 persons, which to
ok off yesterday from

Locarno for Bellinzona during the 
1 Journees Philateliques' and had on bo

ard a

bag containing hundreds of items with
 special cancellations, had to make a

forced landing around 1645 hrs. in th
e region of Lavertezzo in the Val Ver

zasca.

The landing was successful and the o
ccupants of the gondola were unhurt.

 The

speoial mail evidently continued its 
journey to Bellinzona by other means.

The balloon was rescued some time later."

This news has been confirmed by Mr. E
usebio who is in touch with the

organisers to ascertain the fate of t
he items ordered and the matter will 

no

doubt be resolved before publication 
of this 'News Letter'.

it

206 Chur-Zurich I

260 It tt II

86.87 260
186 WinterthurSchaffhausen

It " III



LONDON GROUP NEWS

We regret to have to
announce the death of

MR. H. H. MOSS

of Southall, Middlesex,
who had been a member
for many years.

Congratulations to
MR. L.E. LISTER of

Worthing, whose Swiss stamps

continue to win awards, i.e.

the Display Salver of the

Worthing P.S., and 2nd place

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER May 1968

PRO PP-TRIP 1968
This year's set of 'Pro Patria stamps, to be issued

 on 30th May,

again comprises four values with additional charge, 
and continues the series of

'Art & Applied Art
t , but now introduces a new subject, a st-lined glass 

cycle,

reproducing stained glass from the rose window of L
ausanne Cathedral. This

year will depict symbols of the month and signs of the Zodiac, and 
over the

next few years furtherm.ostarpieces of medieval and 
modern stained glass will

be shown.
90A of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the

National Day Collection of 1968, in favour of the Swiss National Donation for

soldiers and their families. The remaining 10A is in
tended for the further-

ance of cultural and social work of national importance.

Details of the stamps are as follows:

10 + 10 c. MAIUS - huntsman on a dapple-grey horse, symbolising the m
onth of

May. Five colours: darkgeen/black/blue/yellow/red

20 + 10 c. LEO - heraldic figure, medieval representation of a lion
.

Five colours: dark violet/black/blue/yellow/red

30 + 10 c. LIBRA - virgin in yellow garment, holding a balance in her right

hand. Five colours: dark brown/black/blue/yellow/red

50 + 20 c. PISCES - naturalistic representation of a pair of fishes.
Five

colours: dark blue/black/blue/yellow/red

Fr.1.60

No. of sheets per f mylind.er: 2 A & B

No....._2f_aLama_rtall_allttlt : 50

Lska....z_Easta t: Unlimited

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices and m
obile post offices

from 30th May to 31st August, 1968, and from all 
Philatelic Offices PTT from

30th May as long as stocks last, but not longer than 31st December, 
1968.

A special First Day cover is being issued, with a vi
gnette in relief

of the subject of the 10 c. stamp - at a cost of 30 
c. or Fr. 2.10 with stamps.

As the picture subjects of this year's Pro Patria st
amps have been

taken from Lausanne Cathedral, and in compliance wit
h a long-standing wish from

French-speaking Switzerland, the General Directorate
 PTT has, exceptionally,

approved the use of a first day cancellationAith Fre
nch text to be used in

Bern and Lausanne only. This uses the same motif 
(the 10 c. stamp) and reads:

'1000 LAUSANNE - JOUR d'EMISSION 30.5.68 - TIMBRES PRO PATRIA
t . The normal

philatelic office cancellations will be used in Base
l, Geneva, Lucerne, Lugano

and Zurich.
Collection sheets (No.239) and Folders (

go. 86) will also be available.
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NEW ISSUhS F.D.Cts

SPECIAL COVERS send in details of your

requirements.

I hold large stocks of all issues,

both mint and used; miniature sheets; air-

mails; flight covers; tete-beche and

s6- tenant etc., etc.

If you have not seen my approval

selections you should send for some now be-

fore prices rise still further. Want lists

welcome.

J.S.k:1MSTRONG
* • • 14, Low Line, Torrisholme, MORECAMBE

Lancs.
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THE NANSLN 'STAMPS

given permission for US to record in our

From a booklet entitled MO 
Years of International Assistance

 to

Refugees', supplied by Mr. J.D.R
. Kelly, U.K. Representative of 

the United

Nations High Commissioner for Ref
ugees, come the following facts:

Assistance to refugees was first 
organised under international

auspices in 1921 with the appoint
ment of Fridtjof Hansen as League

 of Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees. His
 task was purely humanitarian a

nd consisted in

giving relief to and helping to r
e-settle the ti million Russians 

who, as a result

of the Russian revolution and cou
nter-revolution, found themselves

 outside the

borders of their own country and 
unable, or unwilling to return.

 He also had

under his charge an unknown numbe
r of Bulgarians, Greeks and Armen

ians, displaced

during and after the First World 
War. Nnnsen was requested by the Leagu

e of

Nations to provide them with imme
diate relief and long term assist

ance.  Some of

hist-oltswere to take census of t
he refugees, to take emergency ac

tion to ward off

threatened,epidemica in the amps in
:the LstrantlIndOonLantinopIe w

here many of

the refugees were living, and to 
establish some kind of document i

dentification

without which no refugee couldtra
vel since they were unable to acq

uire 'national'

passports. In this connection he dev
ised an identity card known as t

he Hansen

Passport, which was recognised by
 52 countries.

In February of last year

a short paragraph appeared in
the 'Philatelic Magazine'

relating to two vignettes issued

in 1926, bearing the portrait 
of

Dr. Fridtjof Hansen and inscribed

as shown in the accompanying

illustrations, and asking for

further information on the
se

somewhat unknown items.

Mr. H.L. Katcher followed

up this query and elicited some

interesting information, which

both he and Mr. G. Harris have

'News Letter'.

and cancelled by the authority is
suing the

In addition to the 5 gold franc

issued stamps for the Russian ref
ugees to

and for Armenian refugees to a va
lue of 5

The income of the Hansen Office

was derived from a small annual

allocation made by the

League to cover administrative

expenses, voluntary contributions

from governments, donations

and legacies from charities

and private persons, and the

sale of Hansen stamps which

were Chancellery or fiscal

stamps affixed to the pass

ports.

An 'arrangement' of 12th

May 1926 states that in

addition to fees payable in

each country for the issue of

an identity certificate, a

charge of 5 gold francs should
be made for the benefit of the

fund created by the League of

Nations and payable by all

except those without means,

to take the form of a stamp

affixed to the identity card

document.

stamps shown abovei. the Office a
lso

a value of 5, 3, 1 and 1.25 gold francs

and 3 gold francs (also illustrat
ed).

The stamps were not postage stamp
s, but fiscals used as receipts f

or

money paid and all stocks were us
ed up. Because of the nature of their use

it is only rarely that they may c
ome to light.

E.J.R.
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MORE SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:

a) 75.1EALSOLZIE_INTERNATIONAL UNION 
OF METAL WORKERS, The 21st

Congress of this body will be held in

the Kongresshaus in Zurich from 27th

to 31st May. During this period a
special cancellation will be used;

'8000 ZURICH - date - IMF-PITIN-IMB -

1893- 75 (in a cogwheel) - 1968 -
XXle CONGRESS PICK'.

b) 50 YEARS OF THE SWISS WOMEN
/ 6 ALPINE

210_1918-1968. This Jubilee will
be celebrated in Montreux on 25 & 26 Nay,
The mobile Post-Auto 3 will be in attend-
ance and a special cancellation will be

used showing 3 triangles (representing

mountain peaks) and Federal Cross, and

reading: 1 1820 MONTREUX - 25/26.5.1968.-
50 ANS CLUB DE FEMMES ALPINISTES/.

c) 52nd INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE

IN 'GENEVA. To be held from 3 - 27
June in the /Palais de Nations.

/ A
special cancel will be used for mail

posted during this conference, showing

a globe harnessed to a wheel =dread-

ing: 1211 GENEVE - date - Conference
Internationale du Travail'.

PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCEL

As from 15th Mays

CHAN' Zugersee

I 9 6 8 rtcNiVoLdNulE
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE

Price: 35/-d. + 4/6d. post & packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists

of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post
/packing.

With thumb index: 66/- + 4/6d. post
/packing

SW1TZERLAND/LlECHENSTEIN 1968 Pocket

size. Price 7/- + 10d. post/packing.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam St.,

Strand, London, E.C12.

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
-ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 24/- with
extra supplement on white paper26/-

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE

send your Want Lists to:

Z UMSTEIN & CIE,
(proprietors: Hertsch & Co.,)
P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001, BERNE.

il-IHE****-X-**

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle,

6 Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,
Halifax.

Helvetia Successes at Yorkshire Convention

At the Annual Convention of the

Yorkshire Phil, Assoc, the Northern
Group won 2 Cups and 5 Certificates.
Mx. G.D.Wilson of Leeds won the Stewart

and Nary Beith Cup for the best entry
in the General Section with a display of
Swiss Provisional Issues. This was also

judged the outstanding entry in the whole

competition by Mx.V4 Townsend the Presi-

dent of the Royal Philatelic Society and

gained for Mr.dilson the Sidebottom
Trophy, the premier award of the Y.P.A.

Certificates were awarded to Dr.

G.G.Ritchie for his displays on 'Post-

cards of Liechtenstein 1918-1940'
(Second in Postal Stationery Class),

The Postmarks of the Austrian Post in
Liechtenstein (Third in Postal History

Class) and for his entry 'Swiss
Definitives 1960-67' which was second
in the General Section.

At the A.G.M. of the Northern

Group, held on 4th May, the Officers
for the coming season were elected and

a programme arranged, as follows:

OFFICERS for 1968-69 Season:

President Mr. J.A. Eastwood

Vice President: M. J.N. Highsted

Secretary: Mr. R.A. Hoyle

Treasurer: Mx. J.A. Eastwood

Librarian: Mr, H.W. Robertshaw

Pkt. Secretary: Mr. I. Gilchrist

Press Secretary: Mr. R.A. Hoyle

Translators: Mx. A.J.L. Hug and
Dr.G.G.Ritchie

Social Secretaries: Miss N.Chatburn and
Miss R.N. Solly

Y.P.A. Delegate: Mx. R.A. Hoyle

Delegate to Congress: Miss R..N.Solly

.11191Egg_LM_I968-°21_211a2al

Members Displays
President s Display

(Mx. J.A. Eastwood)
Frank Stamps & 'Paid Markings

Discussion Leader
Mx. H.W.Bobertshaw

'Going for a Song' (With
apologies)

Fiscals (Discussion Leaders
Mr.J.N.Highsted)

Competition for the
HIGHSTED CUP

Display by Mr.E.C.Slate
Chairman of Helvetia P.S.
A. G. M.
Y. P. A. Convention,

Sheffield R.A.H.

REGIOPHIL VI in ZURICH

Anyone visiting Zurich between

5-7 July may like to see the large
amount of material to be staged in
the Exhibition Hall, Stadthaf 11,
Zurich-Oerlikon.

1968 
5th Oct.
2nd Nov.

7th Dec.

1969 
4th Jan.

1st Feb,

1st Mar,

29th Mar.

26th Apr.
3rd May
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LOST IN THE AIR A Report on AEROPHILATELIC DAY.

Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio has sent us the fo
llowing translation of the report

in the May/June 1968 issue of the Clu
b Bulletin of the Bellinzona Philatel

ic

Circle, which comments thus upon thei
r lastest event:

.... we are naturally always a li
ttle reluctant to comment in our

Bulletin on our past events, for reas
ons that we have had frequent occasio

n to

mention. In this particular ci
rcumstance, however, we cannot hold

 back: we

feel we must make mention of the 
t DAY OF AEROPHILATELY

1
 held on 27/28th April.

Maybe one day we shall be able to re
construct events with greater calm, 

when

that is, we shall have freed ourse
lves from the suspense that held us g

ripped

for several weeks and which re
ach

ed a culminating peak for some tens 
of isinutes on

Saturday, 27th, First of all we must 
thank our member, Ing. Gertsch, who

 in

the critical moment with the balloon 
in the air (in the neighbourhood of L

aver-

tezzo, having already collided severa
l times with the mountainside and hav

ing

lost radio contact while it was being
 driven by the strong winds into a na

rrow

lateral valley) took the initiative a
nd directed all efforts to bringing h

one

safely persons, materials etc. A s
pecial thank you also to members Pa

nzera and

Sala who assisted in the operation.

''We shall not lightly forget the helic
opter flight: departure from

Bellinzona, rising along the side of
 the t Oima dell 

tUomo
t up to 1900 metres of

altitude, then the search in the late
rial valleys of the Valle Verzasoa un

til

the red balloon was spotted, suspende
d in the air, above a precipice of 

SODIB 500

metres in depth, caught up in the tre
es, with four passengers on board wav

ing

their arms, and amongst them a 'cland
estine' woman, not more closely ident

ified.

Then the helps some ten persons goin
g up the mountainside by two separate

 paths

to reach the balloon, while the pilo
t of CAIT helicopter was having to keep a

sharp look-out for carrier wires, man
y of which are stretched across these

valleys and constitute a hazard. Duri
ng those moments the thumping of th

e

heart could unmistakably be heard ..
. is that not so, dear Dr. D

t Apuzzo? And

in our oars the formidable noise of t
he powerful helicopter engine, broken

every now and again by the buzzing 
of the cinc-camera. Yes, we are hopeful

to be able to show members the film t
aken during this event.

"Now it is all history. We thank all
 those numerous friends who,

following our call, gave us material 
support. And also all those who fulf

illed

the various chores connected with the
 flight, the show and the auction sal

e.

The Committee"

By all accounts it would appear to ha
ve been an eventful day. The

strong winds which sweep through the 
narrow valleys must make ballooning a

hazardous pastime indeed, and it is g
ood that the event suffered no greate

r

calamity than being caught up in a tr
ee.

The special mail carried by the ballo
on was franked with the commemor-

ative cancel 
1GIORNATA DELL 

t
AEROFILATELIA

1 , and the balloon cards had in

addition a special label depicting a balloon and 
I Giornata dell taerofilatelia

Bellinzona 27.4.1968 - Vole con aerostato
t
, the balloon cancellation SAVOIA

HB-BOF (pilot avv. Segre) and the he
licopter cancel 

tEL1TICINO HB-XCE
1 , (pilot

Stangler). The picture on the card is 
of the late Erminio Flori (1885-1963),

a 'freeman' of Bellinzona, who was a 
pioneer balloonist, and in whose memo

ry

the flight was arranged. .
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Few people realise what

beautiful productions, both i
n print-

ing and design, are available
 in this

field. They are not, of cours
e, post-

al stationery, but neverthele
ss, a

charming, inexpensive additio
n to any f

well-kept Switzerland collect
ion.

With a few exceptions they

come in sets of five and we have o
ne i

set each of most years from t
he early 1

HiLiKatcher
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR ITD.,

151 Park Road, St.John t s Wood,

London, N,17.8 ti.

Telephone: JUNiper 0616 q

1920's to about 1960.

- Price-per set of 5 cards

(which show such themes ao pai
ntings,

flowers, animals, etc. etc.),
 is 10/-

A charge for postage and pack
ing of

1/- will be made for 1-3 sets
; 1/6d;

for 4-6 sets and 2/-(1. for 7-
10 sets.

Approvals on request.
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11

11/12 Mhi 1968 Interlaken -

Interlaken 11/12 May

3 Feier 20. Jahrestag der Grdndu
ng

des Staates Israel - Basel -

1 May 1968 - Basel, 1st May

3 8. Schweiz, Import-Messe Z
urich

1968 - IMPO - 10-18 Mai -
Zurich 10 - 18 May

4 Ausstellung far Gewerbe, Landwirt-

Sursee 8/9th June

3 78a Assemblea del delegati 
dell'

t1 3

3

3

4

SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY CARDS

Our Northern Group member,

Dr. G.G. Ritchie, reports tha
t he

visited the 
I Stampex

l Exhibition and

had an interesting talk with 
the PTT

Representative, who assured h
im that

the Swiss postal stationer
y cards

with pictures had not been wi
thdrawn

permanently. They would coma
 back

in 2 or 3 years' time. It wa
s also

explained why the post office
 has

been able to supply such card
s for

years for only the price of t
he im-

printed stamp. The Tourist Of
fice of

the place concerned pays Fr.250.-fbr

each picture used on the card
s. This

apparently pays for the paper
 and

printing and in view of the
 large

numbers printed is a form of 
cheap

publicity.
ft

11

POSTMARK NEWS 

AUTOMOBILE POST CANCELS

Auto 2 7 Schweizerische Knab
enmusiktage

schaft, Industrie, Handel (BE
A)

4/14 Mai 1968 - Bern 4-14 May
2 25 Jahre Philatelistenvere

in

Schwyz 1943-1968 - Schwyz 
15/16

June.
3 Zentralschweizerisches San

gerfest

These facts may be of interes
t

Unione delle Societa filateli
ohe

svizzere LOCARNO - 15/16 giug
no

to those who, like Dr. Ritchi
e, are

interested in postal statione
ry.

1968 - Lecarno 15/16 June

Jugendfest fdr Entwicklungshi
lfe

Zurich - 22-24 Juni 1968 - SPECIAL CANCELLATION

Zurich 22/24 June

St. Galler Kinderfest 1968 -

St.Gallen 25th June

Sierra Journees federales de

lutte lib's 1968 - 29/30 June

Luzern - II. Harmonika-Welt-

Festival 1968 - Lucerne 7/9 June

INTERNATIONAL HIGH ALPINE BAL
LOON

SPORT WEEKS AT MOREN - being
 held

from 15th 1114 to 29th June. The norma
l

'tourist cancellation will be 
replaced

by one reading, 3825 MURREN

Internat. Alpine Ballonsportwochey.
11

It 4 14. Eidg. Jodlerfest Winte
rthur

14-1
6 Juni 1968 - Winterthur,

14-16 June

LTEl_aANOG  CANCELLATIONS

1968 Intexnationales Jahre de
r Menschen-

rechte - 4000 Basel from 20th
 May

1968 Anna internationale des 
droits de

l lhemme - 1200 Geneva I from 20 l
aay7

Harmonika-Welt-Festival Luzer
n .

7-9 Juni 1968 - 6000 Luzern 2
 from

12 May to 9 June

Pfingstrennen Frauenfeld - 85
00

8500 Frauenfeld

Nehmt toil am Eidg. Feldschie
ssen - Tag

der Schtitzen 25/26 Nai 1968 -

3000 Bern 1 to 14th on alternate

days; Thun 1 to 25th.

Jeder:Schweizer ans Eidg. Fel
dschiessen

25/26 Mai 1968 --8000 Zurich
 1 to D

5th June on alt. days; 8023 Z
urich 1

23, 8610 Uster; 8304 Wallisel
lantoii

25th.
Festa del fiori - Fete des flour

s -

Blumenfest Pentecoste Locarno

6600'Locarno 1.

50 Jahre Studentenschaft 21 
Juni 1968 - I

Basel.
Altdorfer Tellspiele Juli-Sep

tember

6460 Altdorf to 6 Sept.

17. Kantonal-Schttzenfost bolde
r Basel !:

28-30 Juni und 6-8 Juli 1968.

100 Jahre Feldschdtzen Basel

Unspunnenfest 1968 Interlaken 29.8 -
- 8.9 3800 Interlaken from 17th

Chapitre International de la 
Chaine des

Rotisseurs St.Gall - 8000 St.
r 1__ AnG0
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AND
SWISS RAILWAYS THEIR CANCELLATIONS

by R. L. CHRISTIAN

The 15i mile line of the Toggenburgerbahn from Ebnat to Wil, via

Wattwil and Lichtensteig was ope
ned on 24th June, 1870. Th

e line was worked

by the United Swiss Railway 
Co. It would be used as 

a T.P.O. route from

completion. Cancellations
 in Type 23 are known from

 1870 to 1877.

A major route from Geneve-Bale is first known i
n 1872. The actual

route taken is not as yet de
termined but would presumabl

y be either the line to

the west or east of Lake Neu
chatel and covers with actua

l cancellations of this

T.P.O. posted from cities o
n either of these lines cou

ld determine this. There

are a number of slightly dif
ferent cancellations in Type

 23 from 1872 to 1881.

Only two more cancellations 
remain to be dealt with for 

this period.

Bern-Biel-Thun used Type 23 in
 1874 and Basel-Bern-Basel 

Type 23 in 1875.

These are all the cancellat
ions of the first period kn

own to me with

the exception of the Ambulan
t Circulaire. From 1863 t

o 1869 certain Travel-

ling Post Offices were desig
nated 'Ambulant Circulaire

l and operated 'round'

trips, e.g. NO.1 in 1864 ope
rated from Bern to Biel and 

Lausanne and back via

Fribourg to Bern. At this t
ime No.4 - the highest numb

er used - operated Bern-

Lausanne-Olten-Bern4 The t
ypes of cancellations used a

re shown below:

SECOND PERIOD - 1870 to 30th April, 1910.

The first major change in Sw
iss T.P,O. cancellations beg

an in 1870.

From then a new series of ca
ncellations was gradually in

troduced to replace

those of the first period, a
ll of which contained the te

rminal stations of the

route. It is not possible t
o draw a hard and fast line

 as to where one period

ended and another begins. A
s will h ve been seen, som

e of the early cancell-

ations continued in use up t
o 1889. Again as early as 

1885 some of the Region

-al railways began to use cancellations which will be considered under
 the third

period.
The new cancellations, inst

ead of the terminals, had t
he inscription

'Ambulant' or 
1Bahnpost

l and at the foot (mainly) a
 route number. This route

number referred to the T.P.O
. Time-Table or Schedule and by reference to this

it was possible to tell on w
hich route the T.P.O. was op

erating and the letter

carried. The matter is not,
 however, as simple as thi

s.  Each year winter&

summer services were operate
d with separate schedules an

d in all probability

changes were made even betwe
en the dates of these. It w

ould be necessary as a

minimum to have copies of the various winter
 and summer schedules for every year 

to determine the route with 
any accuracy and this inform

ation has never been

published. Some routes used
 the same number over the w

hole period, e.g. N0.1

was consistently Geneve-Culo
z, but for the most part the

 numbers varied consider-

ably. This is not surprisin
g as in June 1882 there wer

e 61 routes, by June 1889

69, revised on the 15th October 1889 t
o 32 only and by the end of

 the period

(30.4.191
0 ) increased again to 40. A co

py of the schedules for Ju
ne 1889 and

October 1889 are appended:

District,	No

June 1889

Denomination

I Geneve
Culez-Genelie

2 Geneve-Culoz

3 Lausanne-Geneve

V Basel
Geneve

4
5

Geneve-Bale alternative
Bale-Geneve

I VIII
I VIII

Romanshorn
Geneve

6
7

Geneve-Romanshorn alternative
Romanshorn-Geneve

VIII Romanshorn
Geneve

8
9

Geneve-Romanshorn-Zurich alternative
Zurich-Geneve

I III Basel
Geneve

ad 8
ad 9

Geneve-Bale DIaMbulant annexe
Bale BB-Geneve

IV Geneve 10 Bienne-Geneve13,
-4-,14evaSt- Maurice
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATI
ONS (Continued)

Denomination

Pontarlier-Lausanne
Lausanne-Brigue
Brigue-Lausanne
Berne-Geneve
Lausanne-Lyss
Payerne-Lausanne-L ss
Lausanne-Basel alternative
Basel-St. Maurice
Geneve-Delemont-Lausanne alternative
Lausanne-Delemont-Geneve

Basel-Delle
Neuchatel-Pontarlier
Pont arlier-Neuchatel
0haux-de-Fonds4lorteau
Lode-Neuchatel-Lode
Ohaux-de-Fonds-Bern
Porrentruy-Delle-Bale
Basel BB-Buchs
Bern-Obaux-de-Fonds
Bern-Scherzligen
Basel-Scherzligen
Burgdorf-Langnau-Solothurn

Bern-Luzern
Luzern-Bern
Belfort-Basel
Lausanne-Romanshorn
Romanshorn-Lausanne

 alternative

Zurich-Romanshorn-Bern alternative
Bern-Zurich 
Olten-Biel-Olten-Neuenburg alternative
Neuenburg-Olten-Biel-Olten

Basel-Chiasso 
)

alternative
Chiasso-Basel
Basel-Chlasso )

alternative
Chiasso-Basel
Basel BB-Chiasso
Chiasso-Basel BB
Luzern-Basel alternative
Basel-Luzern
Luzern-Basel
Luzern-Basel
Aarau-Rothkreuz
Zurich-Basel
Zurich-Bern
Luzern-Zurich

alternative
Zurich-Luzern
Rothkreuz-Zurich-Basel
Wald-Winterthur
Schaffhausen-Winterthur
Zurich-Schaffhausen
Konstanz-Winterthur
Zurich-Linththal
Linththal-Zurich
Zurich-St. Gallen-Sprgans

St. Gallen-Sargans-Zurich

St. Gallen-Zurich-Sargans

Sargans-St. Gallen-Zurich

Ebnat-Wyl
Zurich-Chur
Zurich-Chur
Chur-Zurich
Char-Zurich
Konstanz Rorschach
Zurich-Basel BB
Basel BB-SCB Zurich
Biel Basel
Winterthur-Zurich-St. Gallen

Basel SOB-Base). BB (10 Km)

Zurich-Bern
ni+,,n-Zurioh (to be continued)

District No.

II Lausanne 12
Brigue 13
Lausanne, 14

I Geneve 15

II Lausanne
17

Basel 18

Lausanne 19

II IVBiel 20

Lausanne 20a

3 Basel 21

IV Neuchatel 22
22a

Chaux-de-Fonds 23
Lode 23a

Bern 24
Delle 25

3 Buchs 26

III Chaux-de-Fonds 27
Thun 28

29
Solothurn 30

Luzern 31

VII Bern 32

3 Basel 33

III.VIII Romanshorn 34
Lausanne 35
Romanshorn 36

Zurich 36a

3 Biel 37
IV 37a

3 )(I Chiasso 38
Basel 39
Chiass9 40
Basel 41
Chiasso ad 40
Basel ad 4.1

3 Basel 42
Lucern 43

VII Basel 44
3 VII Basel 44a

VI Aarau 45
VIII Basel 46

Bern 46a
VII VIII Zurich 47

VIII 48
3 VIII Basel 48a

VIII Winterthur 49
Sohauffhausen 50
Ainterthur 50a
Konstanz 51
Zurich 52

IX Zurich 53
VIII St. Gallen 54
IX Zurich 55

55a
St. Gallen 56

Ebnat 57

VIII Chur 58
VIII X 59

X 60

VIII X Zurich 61

VIII Rorschach 62

3 Zurich 63

Basel 64

IV 65

VIII St. Gallen 66
3 Basel 67

III Zurich 68
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OUR BOOK REVIEW:
"ALTSCHWEIZ  WAS NICHT IM KATAIO

G STEHT"

by Josua Bdhler, S.R.D.P., F.R
.P.S.L.

Obtainable from the P.T.T. Phi
latelic Bureau in Bern at Sw.F

r.5.0(Postcheckkonto
30-6456)

From all angles this is a most
 delightful and desirable litt

le book -

binding, paper, print and marv
ellous coloured illustrations 

make it a perfect

example of modern Swiss printi
ng technology. A near-m

iss translation of the

title might well be: "EARLY SW
ISS - BEYOND THE CATALOGUE", b

ecause our member

Herr Baler, in a well arrange
d and easily understood text 

has selected from

each of the different fields a
nd periods covered, a few exam

ples of unusual or

unlisted uses of stamps, postm
arks etc., not to be found in 

any general or even

special catalogue, and all mus
t agree that it is from this p

oint that real

Philately or Postal History be
gins.

The work, published to commemo
rate the 125th Anniversary of 

the first

stamps of Continental Europe 
- the famous Wrich 4 and Ulrich 6, issued on 1st

March 1 843 - was sponsored by
 the "Fonds zur F8rderung der 

Philatelie" who

invited Herr Bthler lwith his vast k
nowledge of the classic stamps

 and early

postal rates, to write it. As
 Herr Miler acts as philateli

c adviser to the

P.T.T. Museum in Bern, he was 
able to draw upon a great weal

th of rare material

as a basis for his study. The 
main sections covered by the 4

8 pages of text

and 12 pages of illustrations,
 briefly are:

1. Pre-stamp: Lepartement numera
ls, Helvetic Republic, early h

andstruct marks,

tax markings, 
lAuslage

t , the scarce 
I L.G.

1 (lettre genevoise),

I L,V.
I (lettre vaudoise), 

t laN.
, (lettre neuchateloise), route

 marks etc.

2. Zurich - Geneva - Basel: Hel
pful notes on the postal and c

urrency situation

before and following the intro
duction of stamps,

with text of the official regu
lations governing distance, we

ights and rates.

One is reminded by a quotation 
from the regulations that the 

Basel Dove of

ak 4. was announced as being on sale at the
 price of 5 Batzen for 20 stam

ps 

3. Transitional Period & Rayons: 
Deals with the currency diffic

ulties of the

period and gives tables showin
g the rates

calculated by weight and dista
nce, also special detailed ref

erences to-the

regulations on Nachnahme and r
egistered letters, and on appl

ication of

cancellations, both handstampe
d and pen cancelled.

4. Unification of Currency. The new F
ederal currency was introduced

 on lst

January 1852, at the same time
 as new rates

(including Rayon III) but old 
stamps were held back and none

 were sold at post

offices from Dec. 25th 1851. S
ince few people held stamps, l

etters handed in

had to be paid in cash and the
 handstamp 'FRANCO

T applied.

5.' End of validity of Cantonal & Ra
yon stamps. Attention is drawn to th

e fact

that as all previously issued

stamps were declared invalid a
fter Sept. 30th, 1854, and the

 tStrubeli
t only

appeared during that month, Mi
xed Frankings are quite rare.

6. The t Strubelis
t (Silk Threads,) A condensed histo

ry of the difficulties

which delayed production. Men
tion of

differences iniaper and in impressi
on.

7. Sitting Helvetia perf: Local Post was re-introduced 
within a radiusa

2 hours (about 10 km) at 5 Hp. For 
more dist-

ant journeys 10 Hp. was charge
d, and unfranked letters were 

taxed at 15 Hp. - a

first attempt to enforce the u
se of stamps and percentages a

re shown of franked

and unfranked letters from 18
62 to 1877. Notes on the trea

tment of parcels and

Tharge
t letters, and the 

I remaindering
t of impressed control mark sta

mps and

the danger of false postmarks 
on the granite paper issues.

8. Printed Stationery: Ranging from the G
eneva envelope of 1846 to the Federal

ones of 1867 and first postcards of 
1870, with notes on

wrappers etc., this section wi
ll help those interested in th

is resuscitated

field of collection.

9. Cross & Figure and Standing Helv
etia: A brief survey leading to Th

e

Introduction of Commemorative Sta
mps.

10.Postage Due stamps: An interesting s
urvey from 1878.

Other sections cover the field
 of bisects, 'ILL.' marks, 

t Specimen
t stamps,

Frank stamps, Telegraph, Railway & H
otel stamps and Express letter

s. Arrangements

with other countries and throu
gh the U.P.U. are mentioned in

 several sections.

(Continued over ...)



Summer and holidays may

be here, but there is no reason to

take time off from one's interest

in Swiss stamps.

Rather is it a time to

consider the next phase to be

pursued. What will it be?

FLIGHT COVERS - always

an interestingfield?

A study of FLAWS and
VARIETIES?

The STANDING HELVETIA
issues?

t
I
1
1

I
i
1
I

Ii
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

—.....J
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

POSTAL HISTORY - with its

many facets from the pre-Stamp.
era to more modern times?

COMMEMORATIVE CANCELS -

SOLDIER STAMPS - TETE-BECHE &

SE-TENANT - STRUBELIS so
many subjects for study.

With all these I can

assist by sending material on

approval or supplying against
Want Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
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BOOK REVIEW - (Continued)

The final section deals

with the many gifts to the P.T.T.

Museum where the display is being en-

larged to make more of this excellent

collection an view to visitors.

The present work is printed in

German, but written by Herr B
ghler in

a logically expressed & easily under-

stood way and greatly helped by the many

illustrations with captions, it presents

ho great difficulty to any collector vith

a smattering of the language.

If there is a real demand, it will

later be published in French, and with

the permission of Herr Bthler, we hope

in due course to give fairly full

translations of some of the sections in

these columns - in English. La.

tEditor
l s Note:

If any members are interested in

obtaining this book endeavours will be

made to obtain copies from the P.T.T.)

ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY 

A copy im pamphlet form of the re-

cent article in the Schweizer Briefmarken

-Zeitung
t on /ROUEN-MARKEN' (Coil stamps)

by Rene Amrein has been obtained.

1968 UMSTF IN
CATALOGUE

iZUMSTEIN SPECTAT,ISED CATALOGUE

ISWITZERIAND / L
I
TICHTENSTEIN XIXTH EON.

'Price: 35/-d. + 4/6d. post and packing

'The trustworthy guide for specialists'

lof the stamps of these two countries.

!EUROPE 1968: Price 571- + 4/6d. post/
packing.

With thumb index: 66/. -I- 4/6d. post/
packing.

ISWITZERLANIOTRICHTENSTEIN 1968 Pocket
i
size, Price 7/- 10d. post/packing.

'Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam St.,
Strand, London, E.C.2.

i
Supppements to the catalogues are

published in the BERNER BRIEEKARKEN

ZETTUNG. Annual Fee: 24/..d, with

extra supplement on white paper 26/

For fine RARITIES OF SILITZERIAND & EUROPE

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN & CIE

(proprietors: Bertsch & Co.,)
P.O. Box 2585, 0-3001 1 BERNE•

JUNE 1968

_ MEV/MEMBERS 

ABBOTT, 0. 9 20, Holme Court, Lower

Warberry Road, Torquay, Devon.
CHILD, G.E., 25, Evelyn Avenue,

Ruislip, Middlesex

HATCHARDo S.C., 1, Alexandra Road,
Benfleet, Essex

LEVITON, Dr.M, 61, St.George
t s Rd.

Bellevue, JohannesburgIS.Africa

MOSS, Miss L.A., 9, Argyll Avenue,
Southall, Middlesex

STEINER, H., 17, Chalcombe Avenue,

Sunnysidel Northampton

WILTSHIRE, Mrs,E.I„, 26, SiMmil Road,

Claygate„ Esher, Surrey

CHANGES OF ADDRESS:

BALMFORTHI A., 43, The Pryors,
East Heath Rd.,EbmpsteadJLL3

HARDING, A.J. (see front page)

KOFRANEK, A.M., 1630, Holly Lane,
Davis, Calif.95616, U.S.A.

If any member is visiting

Switzerland this year and has an

interesting experience - preferably

with a philatelic connection, however

slight - to report, the Editor will

be pleased to consider it for public-

ation in a future 'News Letter'.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCEL

As from 27th May:
3963 CRANS-SUR-SIERRE - Soleil, golf,

sports

11.41NETIA NEWS LETTER
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STPMPS AND STAINED GLASS
Some interesting notes on the new 'Pro P

atria
l stamps are given in

the June issue of the 
I Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung by Herr Er

win Bosshard

and may be of interest to our readers.

FollOwing the success of the ceiling pai
ntings from St. Martin's

Church at Zillis, this year sees t
he start of a new series, the subject of

which is stained glass. To reduce su
ch subjects to the small size of a pos

t-

age stamp calls for great skill and sens
itivity and this has been achieved by

the eminent artist, Ernst Aitzig of Laus
anne.

For this first series, 4 scenes from the rose

window of the Cathedral of Lausanne have
 been chosen,

and it is proposed over the next few yea
rs to

include other masterpieces of medieval a
nd modern

stained glass.

The massive edifice dates from the begin
ning

of the 13th century. Destroyed by fire
 in 1235, the

rebuilt cathedral was consecrated by Pop
e Gregory X

in 1275. Although further damage by fire occurred
,

most of the glass in the rose window dat
es from the

13th century. With a diameter of 9 metres it is

one of the finest examples of early Goth
ic work.

Over the centuries restoration work has 
been under-

taken, not always with happy results. The
 last

occasion was between 1894 & 1899 when Eduard

Hosch completely replaced 27 of the 105 sections

on the lines of the original 13th centur
y work.

The central section of the rose

window (entirely remade by Hosch) depic
ts in 5

oval medallions scenes from the Creation
,

surrounded by 16 8cenes in 4 half-circles of
the 4 seasons and the 12 months of the year and
their labours, 20 medallions in groups of

 5

show the elements, the constellations, t
he signs

of the zodiac and the prophesies. Finall
y there

are 4 outer groups of 3 medallions, 4 of which

depict the rivers of Paradise: Goon (Ni
le),

Tigris, Euphrates and Phison (Ganges), a
nd the

whole completed by 8 groups of 3 small medalli
ons

of decorative characters, SOMB idea of the arrangement may be gathered 
from

the above sketch showing one quarter of 
the window.

In selecting the subjects for the stamp 
designs the totally restored
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STAMPS AND STAINED GLASS  
Continued)

scenes were
excluded and
from the remain-
ing13th cent.
scenes, those
used were
selected as
having an appeal
to public taste.

The only
criticism which
has been
levelled at the
new stamps is
that a slightly
larger format

might have enabled the details to be mo
re clear-

ly seen. The accompanying ill
ustrations may

help in this direction.

10 + 10 Rp. Symbolises the month of M
AY and

shows a hunter on a dapple-grey

horse with a falcon iit his h
and.

Similar medallions for May are to

be found in the cathedrals of

Rheims, Sens and Strasbourg.

20 + 10 Rp, The zodiac symbol of LEO-t
he lion.

30 + 10 Rp.
ti II " LIBRA the

balance,

50 + 10 Hp. " PISCES - the fishes.

The stamps have been nicely balanced by 
selecting two

figures, while the other two are from th
e animal kingdom*

designs with human

MODERN VARIETIES 

'THREE APPED LIMES OW

20e COU. L.VPIMOUS

I. LINE AT END OF MUSTACHE

2. OWE AT EHD OF CHIN UNE

3. LIME Ar Loweefiflar oF
tiou.Ae.

*STAMP WITH ØROICKM COLLRIE

Following the publication some

time ago of the articles on "Modern

Varieties' and also of 'Swiss Coil

Stamps', Mr. W. T. Schaffer of Baltimore
,

has sent the above sketch of a further

variety, which he has found on the 20 c.

post-rider stamp on luminous paper. He

has one copy with very clear lines and

another with faint lines in the same

position. In the sketch the added

lines were shown in red, which we cannot

imitate, but the dotted lines may serve

to indicate the lines in question

SDN and BIT MINT

We have been fortunate in

purchasing a fine collection of

these which we are now breaking

up.

Items concerned are between

Nos. -35 SDN, and Nos, 1 - 31

B12.

Collectors interested in

this type of material are invited

to forward wants lists.

114:Katcher
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,
LONDON N. W. 8.

Telephone: 01-586 0616
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
by R. L. CHRISTIAN

Part:5.

Second Period - 1870 - 1
910 (Continued)

As stated in the June issu
e the number of routes was

 reduced in October

1889 to 32. These were:

Route No Geneve - Culoz

2 Geneve - Neuchatel - Basel

3 Geneve - Bern - Basel

4 Geneve - Bern

5 Geneve - Bern - Romanshorn

6 Lausanne Pontarlier

7 Lausanne - Lyss

8 Lausanne - Brigue

9 Neuchatel - Pontarlier

10 Neuchatel - Lode

11 Neuchatel . Biel - Olten

12 Bern - Chaux-de-Fonds

13 Bern - Romanshorn

14 Bern - Luzern

15 Bern - resp. Basel - Scher
zligen

16 Langnau - Solothurn

17 Langenthal Huttwill

18 Basel - Belfort

19 Basel - Luzern

20 Basel - Chiasso

21 Basel - Zurich Buchs

22 Olten Aarau Rothkreuz

23 Zurich - Luzern

24 Zurich - Schaffhausen

25 Zurich - St.Gallen - Sarga
ns

26 Zurich Rapperswil Chur

27 Zurich -;

28 Winterthur - Wald

29 Winterthur - Konstanz

30 Konstanz - Rorschach

31 Wyl Ebnat

32 Landquart - Davos

Type A - Inscription 
1 Bahnpost

l with Swiss cross in circl
e at foot.

Type B - As A, but with in
scription 'Ambulant'

Type C - Inscription 'Ambu
lant No.-

1 around complete double ci
rcle,

except for Swiss cross in 
circle at foot.

Type D - Similar to B, but Swiss cross without cir
cle.

Type E Inscription 'Ambul
ant', route No. and cross

 at foot, complete

double circle, bars in seg
ments.

Type F - As E, but with in
scription 'Bahnpostl.

Cancellations with the ins
cription 

1Bahnpost
l are considerably
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6WiSS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELIATIONS 
(Continued)

rarer than those with 'Ambulant' and
 Tye C appears to have been used on 

two

or three routes only in the Geneve ar
ea (routes 6, 7 Se 8).

Covers with
the cancellations

of this period

often have the
straight-line
handstamp of the

station of post-

ing. In Belgium

at this time it

was the practice

for the T.P.O.
staff to leave
the van at
stations, clear
the box and apply

the station hand-
stamp to the
letters (but not
on the stamp) and

take them on the
T.P.O. for sort-
ing and cancell-
ation. Presum-
ably this would

• be the case in Switzerland,
 If the letter was posted direct in

to the

T.P.O. it would not receive this stat
ion mark.

to be continued.

ca

EGG ENTHAL

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

1. 5th International Congress of Rail-

way Philatelists - held in Bern on

15/16 June. The ITT granted the us
e of

a cancellation (not illustrated) add-

itional to the normal date stamp.

2, Mille of Commune of Oens en

Ct, Solothurn • A special pic-

torial cancellation: 
1 4702 OENSINGEN -

date - 1000 JAHRE
: will be in use from

29 June to 31 December, 1968.

3, 31st International Conference on

Public Instruction - held from 1

10 July at the Palais Wilson, Geneva,

A special cancel was used during this

period showing a globe on a book, wit
h

inscription: '1211 GENEVE - date -

Conference internat, instruction

publique.'

4.
1 REGIOPHIL 1968

1 in-Zuxich-Oorlikon.

This philatelic event was held from

5-7 July with the use of a special can-
. cel depicting a mounted post-rider

 and
1 8050 ZURICH - 5

.7.V11.68 REGIOPHIL

5. at the A special

cancel will be used on 1st August

showing the head of a halberd and '64
41

RffILI - BUNDESFEIER. AN HISTORISCHER

STMTTE 1.8.68.'

6. 2 zatione Da anne-a adesi

as of a stained glass window:

'1000 LAUSANNE . .MTE NATIONALE -

1.8.1968.:

(see next column)

7.. National Day at Bellinzona - the
design shows the 3 oastlest

'6500 BELLINZONA FEST& NAZIONALE

1.8.68'.

PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCELS 

1. As from 1st July a pictorial

slogan: MARTIGNY ville etape

carrefour touristique . will replace

the publicity cancel No. K.134

2. As from 18th July:

BRIG an Simplon - das ideale

Ausflugszentrum der Oberwallis

Ausflugsziel MURTEN

3. As from 25th July:

MURAIE0 vegetazione subtropicale.

This will replace the publicity

cancel K.30,

NEW PICTORIAL PUBLICITY CANCELS 

As from 15th Julyt

K.476 3701 FEUTERWEY Ruhe - Erholung

K.477 3807 ISELTNALD das estliche

Fischerdorf am Brienzersee

•K.478 9434 AU (SG) - Am Monstein

K.479 9038 REHETCBEL - Klimakurort

K.480 6648 MINUSIO - San Quirico

(The latter replaces No, K.29)

THE LONDON GROUP PROGRAMME for the co
rn-

ing season will be published next mon
th



NEW 5 FR. STAMP BOOKLET 
Changes in postal tarifs 

necessitate

amendments in the content
s of stamp book-

lets. A new 5 Fr. booklet consisting of
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LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES
The following new stamps 

will be issued on 29th Au
gust, 1968:

(a 2 further valu
es in the series 'Patron

s of the Church'

A Silver Wedding commemor
ative

3 new values in the
 series 'Legends of Liech

tenstein'

10 new Service stamps

Details are given below:

(a) PATRONS OF THE CHURC
H

St. Joseph (Planken) - 
4 colours: yellow/orange/viol

et/brown

5 Rp.

Fr.1.50
4 colours: yell.grn/blu

e/

red.or./YellowSt. Maria (Bendern-Gnmpri
n)

Designer:
Printing:
Stamp size:
Paper:
Sheets:

Georg Malin, Mauren

Roto-heliogravure by Cou
rvoisier S.A., La Chaux-

de-Fonds

26 x 36 ram.
White with brown and gree

n fibres

4 unnumbered shee
ts each of 20 stamps

(b) COMMEMORATIVE stamp t
o mark the SILVER WEDDIN

G of Prince Franz Josef 
II

 and Princess Gin
a (7 March 1943).

75 4.

Designer:
Printing:
Stamp Size:

Paper:
Sheets:

(0) SPECIAL

30 Rp,
50 RP.
80 Hp.

Designer:
Print ins:
Stamp size:
Paper:
Sheets:

Coats-of-arms of the Hous
es of Liechtenstein & Wil

czek

7 colours: wine-red/vermilion/
blue/green/black/silver/

gold

Louis Mger, Vaduz

Heliogravure by Courvoisi
er S.A.

36 x 36 mm.

White with brown and gree
n fibres

4 unnumbered sheets each
 of 10 stamps

STAMPS illustrating 'LEGENDS OF LIECHTENSTEIN' 

The Treasure of St. Llam
erton - 3 colours: grn

./blue/red/yellow

The Goblin in the Bergerwald
3-eeloure4- -gree bluajya

Ilow

Three Sisters - 3 co
lours: ultramarine/lt.bl

ue yellow

Louis Mger, Vaduz

Roto-heliogravure by Cour
voisier S.A.

36 x 26 mm.
White with brown and gree

n fibres

4 unnumbered sheets each of 20 
stamps

(d) New SERVICE STAMPS - Design as before: Crown 
on lozenge background

5 RP, olive
60 Hp. orange

10 Hp. blue-violet
70 Hp. violet brown

20 Rp. - red
80 Hp. blue-green

30 Rp. - green Fr. 1.00. red-violet

50 Hp. - blue Fr. 1.20. yellow-brown

2.02.dgnar.: Karl Bickel, Walenstadtbe
rg

Printing: Rotary engraving by the P
TT Stamp Printing Works, 

Bern.

Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm.
Paper: White security paper with

 red and blue fibres and 
with orange

luminescent dots

Sheets: 2 sheets (Nos. 1 & 2) eac
h of 20 stamps

Service stamps of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 55, 60, 80, 9
0, Rp. & Fr.1.20

which have been in use si
nce 1950 will be withdraw

n on 24th August and will
 lose

their postal validity.

A special First Day cance
llation will be applied t

o all the above

stamps posted at Vaduz on
 29th August.

is being issued. No spec
ific

date of issue is given, b
ut it is

stated that as from 24th 
June

sheets of stamps prepared
 for such

booklets, i.e. 40 x 10 Rp
. or

10 stamps at 10 Rp. 0,** 1.00 80 x 10, 20 & 30 Hp. will
 be avail-

8 " at 20 Rp. 006 1.60 able exausively from the
 Philatelb

8 " at 30 Rp. • * • 2.40 Bureaux.

5.00
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SWISS STAMPS WIN IN CANADA

Our member, Mx. J. Pascoe Ta
ylor

of Vancouver, acted as Chairman and

chief organiser of the 28th Convention

of the Northwest Federation of Stamp

Clubs - ROYPEX '68', held at New

Westminster, B.C. from 24 - 26 May.

The event, supported by 44

affiliated Societies and Clubs, and

attended by hundreds of philateliSts

from Canada and the U.S.A., was a

great success. The exhibition, which

covered items from all over the world,

included many superb selections of

stamps.

With months of hard work behind

him, we offer our congratulatio
ns to

Mx. Taylor, not only on the success

of the event, but also on winning the

award for the best Foreign entry with

his "Switzerland 1809-1930."

Mr.Taylor also had a 2 frame ex-

hibit of "Swiss Zeppelin Flight Cov-

ers" .. and prevailed upon the PTT to

contribute 8 frames of material!

Only one other Swiss exhibit was in..

eluded, 5 frames of the 'Pro Patria,
stamps, nevertheless it is felt that

Switzerland more than held her own on

this occasion. 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 7e Concours hippique national

25 au 28.
11II.68 Tramelan

27/28 July

4 Baptist World Youth Conference

Bern - 22/28 July

JULY 1968

REVIEW

The 'bWiSS PHILATELIST' - published

by The Amateur Collector - which has

been missing for some time, due to

pressure of other work, has now come

out with a bumper issue containing

articles on a variety of subjects.

"Swiss Proofs & Essays" by R.F.

Bulstrode, provides much information on

this subject, as does Mr. Katcher's own

contribution on "Proofs & the Collector"
,

while our own member, Ivan Tillen,

gives a most comprehensive introduction

to a fascinating side-line, the almost

inexhaustible variety of cancellations

to be found and studied.

"The Price Craze" by Milton K.Ozaki

is a humorous endeavour to explain the

difficulties of stamp dealing (and it is

hoped will not encourage too many

collectors to take up another hobby.)

"Maderanerthal", a short article by Pete
r

Kelley on this Hotel stamp; the first

part of a "Who's Who on Swiss Stamps"

and not forgetting "HIK's Corner", with

offers of outstanding items from stock,

should all provide something of interest

to Swiss collectors. If you have not

got your copy - get one now
E.J.R.

Price: 35/- + 4/6, post and packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists

of the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post/
packing.

With thumb index: 66/- + 4/6d. post/
packing.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 - Pocket

size. Price 7/- + 10d. post/packing

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,

Durham House, 16 John Adam St.,

Strand, London, E.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are

published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN

ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 24/- 9 with

extra supplement on white paper: 26/-

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROP
E

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN & CIE

(Proprietors: Hertsch & Co.),

P.O. Box 2585, CH,-3001 1 BERME

To build up a first-class

collection of Swiss you must have

the best material.

For stamps mint or used, FDCs

or other items on cover, you can order

with confidence.

You will want major flaws and

varieties, tete-beche and se-tenant

items. These you may wish to con-

sider in zehtion to your collection -

material can be supplied on approval.

Then those extra items - flight

covers with special cancels and

cachets; balloon posts; special

cancellations of all types; miniature
sheets; booklet stamps; soldier

stamps (on and, off cover) all

these and a host of other material

can help to make your collection an

outstanding one.

Prompt service to Helvetia

Members.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, TorrishoIme„,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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PUTUMN STAMP ISSUES
NEW SUBJECTS FOR THE C T DEFINITIVE STAMPS

To enable each canton of Switzerland to be re
presented with at least one

building of artistic or historical merit, 
9 further stamps will be issued

an 12th September 1968, and these will close the series. The new 
5, 10, 15

and 20 RI). Values will replace those showing
 early postal messengers, in use

since 1960. Details are given below:

5 Rp. Lenzenburg 
Castle - bluish-red

10 Rp, Freuler Mansion, Ndfels - reddish-blu
e

15 Hp. Church of St. Mauritius, Appenzell - 
brown

20 Rp. Planta House, Samedan - bluish-green

30 Rp. Gabled houses bordering the main squa
re at Gais - red

50 Rp.. Castle and towers of the Collegiate Church, Ne
uchatel - blue

Yt.1- Church of Santa Croce, Rive San Vital
e - bluish-grey on chamois

security paper

Fr.1.20 Collegiate Church, Payerne - reddish-
brown on chamois

Ft.1.50 La Porte de France, Porrentruy - gree
n on chamois

Desazzels: 5, 30 Hp., Fr. 1, 1.20 & 1.50 - Hans Hartmann 
of Kbniz

10, 15, 20 & 50 Rp. Jerner Weiskdnig of S
t. Gallen

Engraver: Albert Yersin of Echandens

Printiaa: Line-engraved intaglio printing by
 the Postage Stamp Printing

• Office of the PTT, Bern

Stamp  size 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 & 50 Hp. 29 x 24 Elm. (26 x 21 mm.)

Ft. 1-, 1.20 & 1.50 24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.)

White postage stamp paper for line-engraved i
ntaglio printing,

with luminous substance and violet fibres.

NO.of Sheets: Four (Nos. 1 - - 50 stamps per sheet

The above new stamps will be on sale at all p
ost offices from 12th September

and available an deaand, since stocks of exis
ting stamps will be used up.

They will be available from the various PTT P
hilatelic Bureaux.

Two special covers will be on sale,' one to take the
 6 lower values and the

other to take the remaining 3 values, and a s
pecial First Day cancellation.

will be applied in Bern. Collection sheets a
nd folders will also be available.

SPECIAL POSTAGE STAMPS 1968 - Series II

The second series of 4 stamps marking special events or anniversaries will

also be issued on 12th September and will be 
as follows:

10 Hp. 2years of the Swiss Accident Insuran
ce Ca-,, 193_17_.1_2._.

On let April 1918 the Swiss Accident Insuranc
e Company (SUVA) started its

beneficial Work. The specially designed stam
p shows the protective helmet

worn by workers on building sites and in indu
strial plants, as a symbol for

accident prevention and the protection given 
by insurance, two of the foremost

tasks of SUVA.
(continued)



AUTUMN NEW ISSUES (Continued
)

20 Rp. 12 Years of Swiss Posta e St
an's 1843-1968

Zurich was the first Swiss Canton, an
d also the first postal administratio

n in

Europe
' to issue, on let March 1843, two pos

tage stamps, the Zurich 
1 4

1 & ' 6',

and on 1st October of 
the same year Geneva followed suit wi

th the now much prized

' Double Geneva'. The use of 
such stamps for franking letters met

 with little

public approval at first and it was m
uch later before the postage stamp be

came an

indispensable tool of the postal ser
vice. Today it fulfils additional ta

sks in the

fields of publicity and fund raising 
in favour of social and cultural work

, as well

as providing interest and pleasure fo
r the collector.

30 Rp. 211,224rs_of the Swiss Socie
tL . fsEerritorial P1an

nina_1924.1,-.1222.

The Swiss society for Territorial Pla
nning aims at achieving an appropriat

e lay-

out and settlement of the territory, 
with due regard to the federalistic s

tructure

of the country. The design chosen, a
 segment of the Swiss map, conveys t

he idea of

systematic planning.

511) c. 100 Years of the Rhine
 Navigation Actj 186 1268..

Navigation an the Rhine, so vital for
 Swiss economy

., is governed by the revised

Rhine Navigation Act, signed in Mannh
eim by the riverside states on 17th O

ctober,

1968, and ensures free shipping on t
he Rhine river. The central Committe

e for

Rhine Navigation in Strasburg, whose
 flag serves as the subject for the 

stamp

design, watches over the observance 
of the agreement. The stars shown ov

er the

anchor represent the six countries w
hich are parties to the agreement: B

elgium,

Germany, France, Great Britain, the N
etherlands and Switzerland.

10c. Protective helmet - two colour
s: green/yellow

20c. Cantonal stamps of 1843, Zurich
 and Geneva - three colours: red/

light green/grey

30c. Segment of the Swiss map, with 
test - five colours: chamois/light b

lue

/brawn/grey-violet/red

50c. Flag of the central Committee f
or Rhine Navigation - three colours:

blue/yellow/dark blue

Designers: 10 c. Edgar Kling (Lucerne
)

20 c. Peter Kirkhduser
(Basel)

30 c. Beni La Roche (Zurich)

50 c. arg Mauerhofer
(Ostermundigen)

Rotogravure by Courvoisier

S.A. La Chaux-de-Fonds

Lamp sizes , 36 x 26 Dim. (33 x 23 mm.)

Paper: White, with luminous

substance and violet fibres

No. of Sheets: Two (A & B) -
_ 50 stamps per sheet

Special covers will be available, one

for each value and one for the comple
te

set (at a cost of 30 c. each) and the

same First Day cancellation as for th
e

definitive stamps, will be used in Be
rn.

Collection sheets and folders will al
so

be obtainable.

The stamps will be an sale at all pos
t

offices from 12th September, in place
 of

ordinary stamps, until stocks are exh
aust-

ed, but no longer than 11th January 1
969.

The postal validity is unlimited.

Will Members wishing to attend the

October meeting at 151, Park Road, please

advise the Hon. Secretary (Mrs Rawnsley),

in advance, to enable the necessary

arrangements to be made.

Printing: 

PROGRAMEM FOR LONDON GROUP

MEETINGS FOR THE SEASON_ 1968 69

All meetings on Wednesday evenings

2,968
Oct 9th - L. H.L. KATCHER will hold

an 'AT HOME EVENING' at

151, Park Road, N.W.S.

Nov 13th - ANNUAL GIMERAL MEETING

Dec 11th - MR. Mr. UMLINGER will give

a TALK AND DISPLAY

i 69 
Jan 8th - SIDE LINE DISPLAYS by

Members and AUCTION.

(Bring along some of those

out-of-the-way items).

b 12th - MISS A GRUNBERG will give a

display of
- PRE-STAMP COVERS

Mar .12th PRESIDENTIAL DISPLAY -

Mr. L. , MOORE will be a very

welcome guest.

Apr. 9th - U.P.U. - Joint Displays

by Members

May 14th - ANNUL CUP COMPETITION.

acept for October, all meetings

will be at the Kingsway Hall, -

Kingsway, London, W.C.2. from
6.30 - 8.30 p.m.-

Members, wherever they reside, will

be welcome at any of the London

I

Group Meetings.
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
BY R.L. CHRISTIAN

Part VI

A. Nain Line T.P.O
l s

Third Period 1910 on

According to official information a
ll cancellations with route numbers

 were with-

drawn and replaced on 30th April, 1
910 with cancellations without rout

e numbers.

From this date only the train numbe
rs gave any guide to the route on w

hich it op-

erated and as the same train may ha
ve operated a number of services, e

ven this is

not a very reliable method of ident
ification.

A tentative listing of the various 
types of cancellations of the main 

line T.P.Ots

of this period, which extends right
 up-to-date, is given, but there mu

st be many

more types still to be recorded and
 details of these would be welcomed

 by the

author.

B. Private Railway T.P.Ols

With the change over to cancellatio
ns without terminals from 1870 onwa

rds on the

main lines, some of the interest of
 Swiss T.P.O. cancellations is lost

. This is

soon remedied, however, since certa
in t Regional

l , i.e., private railways began 
to

use cancellations about 1885, e.g.,
 Tramelan-Tavannes, St. Sulpice-Tra

vers, Viege-

Zermatt etc., These are the forerun
ners of a series of modern branch l

ine cancel-

lations which will be dealt with la
ter, line by line.

For the moment let us revert to th
e M0DERN1lU

g
.LqIE T.P.O.  CANCELLATI

ONS:

KEY ':IPES
~WO ,./IN 411n111•nn•••n

TYPE I. (a) Double circle w
ith 12 bars in segments. Outer circ

le 27 inn.,

inner circle 18 ram. Bridge 10 umi.

(a) (i) inscribed Bahnpost at top and A
mbulant at foot

(b) Double circle with 8 bars in segmen
ts. Outer circle 27 mm.,

inner circle 18 rm. Bridge 10 mm.

(b) (i) inscribed Ambulant at top;
 2 * and Swiss cross at foot

(b) (ii) as (i) but inscribed Ba
hnpost

TYPE II (a) Double circle with 12 b
ars in segments. Outer circle 27 m

m.,

inner circle 21 ram. Bridge 9 or 10 11M4

(a) (i) inscribed Bahnpost at top and A
mbulant at foot

(b) Double circle with 14 bars in segm
ents. Outer circle 27 mm.,.

inner circle 21 ran. Bridge 9 or 10 ram.

(b) (i) inscribed 19ahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot.



TYPE VI

(i)

TYPE VII

(i)

(ii)

TYPE VIII

(i)

TYPE IX

(1)
TYPE X

(1)

TYPE XI

TYPE XII

(i)

TYPE XIII

TYPE XIV

TYPE XV

TYPE XV1 (a)

(b)

AUGUST 19680
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND _THEIR CANCELLATIONS
 (Continued)

TYPE III (a) (i) Double circle but complete bridge and 
6 bars in segments.

Outer circle 25 min., inner circle 15 ram. Bridge 9 mm.

Inscribed Ambulant.

Double circle but complete bridge. Outer circle 27 mm.

inner circle 16 mm. Bridge 9 mm. 6 bars in segments.

Inscribed Ambulant.

(b) As (IV)(a) but with 7 bars in segments.

Double circle without bars. Outer circle 27 mm., inner

circle 18 mm., Bridge 10 mm.

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot. * at

either side; Swiss cross in upper segment.

(ii) inscribed Ambulant; * at either side

with cross at foot
without Swiss cross
with * at foot

inscribed Bahnpost; * at either side; Swiss cross at foot;

bridge appears to be 9 mm. .(unconfirmed)

(iv) inscribed Ambulante; * at either side and at foot. Outer

circle 28 mm.

Double circle without bars; outer circle 27 mm., inner ci
rcle

21 mm., bridge 9 or 10 mm.

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at bottom; Swiss cr
oss

in upper segment.

Double circle with complete bridge. Outer circle 26-27 mm
.,

inner circle 15-16 mm. Bridge 9 or 10

inscribed Ambulant; Swiss cross at foot

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot

Double circle with complete bridge; outer circle 27 AM.,

inner circle 18 mm., bridge 10 mm.

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot

Double circle with complete bridge. Outer circle 25 mm.,

inner circle 15 mm., Bridge 9 mm.,

inscribed Ambulant at top; Swiss cross at foot

Double circle with segments, Outer circle 27 mm., inner

circle 21 mm., Bridge 10 mm.

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot; * either

side

Outer circle and segments. Outer circle 26-27 mm., inner

circle 17-19 ram. Bridge 9-,10 ram.

inscribed Ambulant

Swiss cross at foot and stars at sides

Stars at sides and foot

inscribed Ambulant at top and Bahnpost at foot;

and Swiss cross in upper segment

inscribed Bahnpost at top and Ambulant at foot;

and Swiss cross in upper segment'

Double circle without bridge; outer circle 26 mm., inner 
circle

18 mm.

inscribed Ambulant; * at sides and Swiss cross at foot.

Double circle without bridge. 8 bars making segments

(i) inscribed Ambulant; * at sides and Swiss cross at feet

As shown in illustration — presumably damaged

As shown in illustration — presumably damaged

As Type II (a) with bars removed (leaving traces) and Swis
s

cross in upper segment added.

RS (a) but 8 bars tviole altered.
(contipued on Page 51) 1

TYPE IV (a)

TYPE V

(i)

* at sides

* at sides



SWISS RAILWAYS & , THEIR CANCELIATIONS (Continued)

The foregoing classification is devised 
to enable any further types 

which may

be discovered to be added,

Each main outline type has been allocate
d a roman upper case letter 

L7I, II etc.]

Each variation within the ty2e (number o
f bars etc.,) is coded with a lower

case letter f(a), (b) et0.1/

Where different wordings exist 
these are distinguished by small roman l

etters

f(i), (ii) etc.2

Minor variations within the type are nu
mbered L7(1), (2),

(ornaments etc.,)

A few further illustrations of actual co
ncellations follow:-

Type VI (i) Type XT(ii) type XI(iii) Type XIII

These cancellations are normally found o
nly as cancellations - not in combin-

ation with station cancellations. Posta
l Regulations governing stations provid

e

for mail to be taken from station boxes 
(by the station staff) at certain times

when there is no normal Dostal collectio
n, and tb be forwarded to the nearest

postal centre by train. If the next tra
in is a TPO the mail is cancelled on th

is.

If it is forwarded on a train without a
 TPO the station-master is charged with

the cancellation of the mail before des
patch. These will be considered at a la

ter

stage.

Further instalments will follow when the
ir preparation is complete.

RECENT SLOGAN CANC17,8

Exposition Hans Erni 20.YII au 30.'1(.68

Bellelay - 2800 Delenont;

2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds

Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken

3800 Interlaken to 31st August

Spectacle 'Son et lumiere' Sion -

1950 Sion 6 July - 31 August

Internat. Musikfestuochen Luzern

14 Aug - 8 Sept. 1968

6000 Luzern 2 to 0 Sept.

Concours hippique national Tramelan

25 an 28.VII.1968 - 2500 Biel to

Marche-Conc ours National de Chevaux

10/11 aout 1968 Saignelegier

2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds

Unspunneafest 1968 Interlal-en 29.8 -

8.9 - 3000 Bern 1 from 6th

Fetes de Geneve 16-18 aout 1968 -

1200 Geneva 1 15 July - 17 Aug.

OHA Oberlandische Herbstausstellung

29. Aug - 4. Sept. 68 Thun
3600 Thus to 7th Sept.

49e Comptoir Suisse Lausanne 7-22

Sept. 1968,- 1000 Lausanne 1 to
22nd Sept.

WEGA Gewerbe und Landwirtschafts-

ausstellung Weinfelden, 27 Sept. -

1 Okt. 68 - 8670 Weinfelden to
30th Sept,

ZUSPA 19. ZUrcher Herbstschau 26. Sept. —

6 Okt. 68 - 8050 Zurich 50 to
5th October

Hontreux septembre musical -

I 1820 Montreux 1 to 30 Sept.

Settimane musicali agosto-ottobre Ascona

6612 Ascona-to 30th Sept.

Basler Freilichtspiele Der Geizige

Mbliere beim blauen Hans ab 3. Aug

68. - 4000 Basel 2

28th
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MR. L. MOORE VISITS LONDON 

By invitation the Secretary was able to

meet Mr. & Mrs. Moore in London on July

17th when he gave a talk and display on

the 'SHIP POSTMARKS OF THE ITALIAN LAKES
'

to the Postal History-Society.

The first part dealt with the IVerbanot

mails carried across Lake Maggiore to a
nd

from Italy and included the material on

which Mr. Moore's excellent article on

the subject .(published some time ago in

our 'Helvetia News Letter') was based an
d

provided a fascinating study of these

early postal services.

Following this Mr. Moore dealt with the

mails carried on the Lakes of Como,

Lugano and Garda, propounding his theor
y

that in those far of times to carry ma
il

by boat across the lakes was a far safer

means of transport than the hazards of t
he

roads.

Many interesting and unusual covers were

shown and no doubt some of this material

will be included when Mr. Moore gives h
is

Presidential Display next year.

E.J.R.

1968 UMSTE N
t CATALOGUE!

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE

SWITZERLAND / _L_IXHTENSTEIN, XEXth Ell.

Price: 35/- 1-'4/6d. post & packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists o
f

the stamps of these two countries.

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6d. post/
packing

With thumb index: 667- + 4/6d. post/
packing

SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN 19 68 - Pocket
size. Price 77:- + 10d. post packing

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,

Durham House, 16, John Adam St.,

Strand, London W.C.2.

* * * * * * *

Supplements to the catalogues are

published in the 'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN

ZEITUNG t . Annual Fee: 24"-, with extra

supplement on white paper: 26/-.

.* * * * * * *

CLUB PACKET

Circulation of packets will start in

mid-October and Mx. LienhP:rd will be

glad to receive material from pia-
September onwards - so please commen

ce

preparing booklets now.

More details in next month's 'News

Letter'.

TOURIST PROPAGANIO CANCELS

As from 8th August:

K. 481 1349 ROMAINMOTIER - Site
historique

As from 14th August:

K.482 6490 ANDERMATT - Am Gotthard

K.493 8645 JONA - Am oberen Zurichsee

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS

Auto 3 Marche-Concours national de
chevaux 10-11 Aout 1968 -

Saignelegier
Auto 3 Basler Messe - Foire de Bienne

24/8 - 1/9

Auto 3 Gd Prix se Suisse - Championnat

d t Europe de in maatagne

24-25.8.68 - Sierre-Montana-

Crans

SPECIAL CANCELLATION

Prom 29 August to 8 September the

traditional Swiss Costums & Herdsmen's

Festival will be held at the Unspunnen,

near Interlaken. The mobile P.O. Auto 
2

will be in attendance and a special

cancel will be used showing a herdsman

with an alpenhorn and reading:

3800 INTERLAKEN - 29.8.89 - 1968 -

UNS EST

Autumn, the resumption of many Society

activities and forthcoming exhibitions

and competitions will bring new inter-

est to your hobby after the holiday

period.

Now is the time to build up a worth-

while and award-winning Collection, or

to acquire items you may have over-

looked.

I can supply material an approval, or

deal with Want Lists relating to all

issues, mint or used, F.D.C. airmail

and special covers, tete-beche and se-

tenant, International Offices, miniat-

ure sheets, Soldier stamps etc., etc.,

Send your enquiries to me . for prompt

attention.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:

Z UMSTEIN & CIE

(Proprietors: Hertsch & Co")

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001, BERNE

S fIRMTRON
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

Morecambe, Lancs.
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TH E RDSTS OF THE SWISS LAKES
A Joint Study, introduced by LAURENCE MOO

RE, F.R.P.S.1L.

This is only a temporary title. We might
 later think of something

better; and although my name appears at the top of this article
, it will

actually be written by YOUJJ Yes, 
you, my readers, the members of

'Helvetia', because long ago I came to th
e conclusion that the production

of a helpful worthwhile work on any aspect
 of Postal History was beyond the

capacity of one person, so a team is requ
ired. Some of you will remember the

early days of OUT work on the "Ship Posts of Lake Maggior
e." I initiated it,

but I received terrific help by way of tr
acings, photographs, actual covers

for inspection, and useful information fr
om Mr.Christian, Mr.Highsted, Herr

Mrs.Rawnsley, Mr.Combridge, the late Ulri
ch Gosling and one brave

soul in Australia. The result of our jo
int work was the little printed book-

let which gained a Bronze Medal in the Li
terature Class at W.I.P.A., the

International Exhibition in Vienna. And
 that work was on a single lake, of

which only the Northern end is Swiss. 
There are many purely Swiss lakes of

which little is known, or at least, little has been published in Engl
ish.

So, once again, I start the ball rolling 
and it is up to you to main-

tain the impetus, by providing what infor
mation you can from your own knowledge

or from your own collections.

qe know that both the lakes Maggiore and C
omo formed part of the'Cursus

Publicus' - the Roman post system establi
shed by Augustus and both were later

used by the Lindauer Boten and the Courie
rs of the Princes of Thum & Taxis.

In the early days, travel by water was ea
sier, faster and safer than by land

in a mountainous area, and it is probably
 safe to assume that all early

letters carried over long distances, took
 to the boats when possible. For

instance, I have a letter dated 1458 from Geneva to Venice, and only recently

I realised the possibility that it might 
have been carried the whole length of

Lake Geneva to a point beyond Montreux an
d Ohillon, along the Rhone Valley and

over the Simplon to Domodossola and to th
e shores of Lake Maggiore. Then across

to Luino on the Eastern bank, from which 
only a few short miles would bring the

courier to Ponte Tresa, from where he cou
ld go by water the full length of Lake

Lugano to Porlezza, then over the hills, 
only a short distance to Mennaggio on

Lake Como, Then, taking to the water again, 
he could have rounded the Bell,-

aggio point, and down the Eastern 'leg' o
f the lake and to Lecco, from where

he would quickly reach the old 'Oorrieri
l route via Bergamo,

He could, quite conceivably, have travell
ed part of the way down Lake

Garda, to Dosenzano, then via Verona to V
enice City, where he certainly would

have arrived by ships All this is pure supposition and we have 
no markings

to prove the point. Where, however, we 
have access to archives or reliable

previous writings, we can make a stronger
 case until the date of actual

postal markings.

THE POSTS OF LAKE MICH

I propose to start with Lake Zflrich becau
se, when recently the Northern

Group of 'Helvetia' conducted a joint stu
dy of the lake posts, very little

material or infoilnation was forthcoming. Mr.
 Highsted produced single stamps

and one cover franked with a 5 Rappen 'Sitting Helve
tia' perf., cancelled by
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the double c.d.s. "SCHIFFSBUREAU / L. U
FER Z.S." in 1873 ("Ship Office/Left

Bank Lake Zurich"). This mark, with oth
ers, is listed in Andres/Emmenegger,

but together we will endeavour to produc
e something rather more than a mere

Catalogue.

When I discovered the "Jurg Jenatsch" co
rrespondence some years ago, you

may remember I suggested that because le
tters from Chur and from Grasch had

references to "Col Messo mandato a Posta
 Impero" ("By the authorised Messenger

of the Imperial Mail"), they must have b
een carried to Ztrich by the couriers

of Thu= & Taxis. AS a likely route, I suggested by ship 
along the Walensee,

from Wallenstadt to Weesen over the quit
e short intervening strip of land and

then by Lake Virioh. Supportingmytheor
yinpart, in his book "Jurg Jenatsch",

Conrad Meyer tells of his 'Hero Heinrich
 Weser, returningfromIklke Como, via

the Splagen Pass and then travellinghythe
tOrdinary MarketandPost Ship' from

Rapperswylto &inch City. The ship carried letters and packets, 
while more

passengers came aboard at StRffa and Kus
snache Waser also mentions Pilgrims

en route to and from Einsiedeln.  My go
od friend Andre Nussbaum always held

that the letters would be carried by the
 Lindauer Boten 1 who were also author-

ised by the Emperor Maximilian, and whil
e he did not entirely reject the Lake

Minch possibility, he ruled out the Wal
ensee because, as he said "there was

no Autobahn along it in those days and i
t was very rough country."  We will

return to the Valensee later, but will c
ontinue, in our next instalment, with

the Zarichsee. (To be continued)

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

FISSCLASSICS - of INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITI
ON  STANDARD

1 843 ZURICH 41 vertical lines, unuse
d. Ex Ferrari & Burrus

colleaions. With Moser-Rax Certificat
e. E1175 ($2820) 

1843 ZURICH A, vertical lines on small piece, minutest paper

flaw, superb. With Moser-RAz Certificat
e. E 800 (11920) 

1843 ZURICH 6, horizontal lines, mint st
rip of 5, types I-V.

Dr. Fulpius Certificate. e1375 ($3300) 

1843 DOUBLE GENEVA made up of two separate halves, 
extremely

well matched in colour, left half with s
light faults.

c 775 ($1860) 

1845 BASLE DOM on cover, the famous item ex Cas
pary collection

with Moser-Rax Certificate, E1300 ($3120) 

Subject unsold, and approval commitments
 permitting, I hope to

have the above and many others on view w
hen playing host to Helvetia members on

October 9th. Your Chairman, 
pa.. E. C. Slate, requests that cheque bcoksb

e carried

byallthatnight -See you on the 9thi

H. L. KATCHER

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, Londo
n, N.W.8. Telephone: 01-586-0616
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WHO'LL COME ADVENTURNG ?
By IVAN TILLEN

Editor's Vote: The invitation to contribute a holida
y experience has been

taken up Mr. Tillen, who certainly ha
s a flair for the unusual.

A few years ago I wrote an account of
 my adventures with smugglers on the

Monte Moro Pass, when they threatened
 me with a knife and stole E15.

 This

year I had another memorable and some
what disastrous experience, this time

 on

the San Giacomo Pass which is situate
d at the head of the Val Bedretto in

Switzerland and the Tosa Falls in Ita
ly. I had decided to walk ove

r the pass

from the Swiss side via the All'Acqu
a Hospiz to the top of the Tosa Fall

s and

then go by bus down to Domodossola an
d so by train along the Oentovalli to

Locarno.

I set off at 6.00 a.m. by train, firs
t from Locarno to Bellinzona and then

to Airolo on the St. Gotthard. Ai
rolo is also at the foot of the Val

 Bedretto

with a bus service to the Hospiz, so 
after enjoying a breakfast at Airele 

I set

off in the front seat of the Post aut
o for a delightful ride up the valley

.

Here the adventures began, for havin
g travelled a mile or so up the wind

ing road

we met our first herd of cows, passi
ng with great difficulty, only to me

et herd

after herd, which not only made our d
river very irate, but also very late 

on his

route, which goes against the grain w
ith Swiss post bus drivers. We 

also met

some goats and in fact, in over 20 ye
ars of travelling in Switzerland I ha

ve

never met so many animals in the cour
se of one bus journey, apparently goi

ng up

to the pastures. Eventually we rea
ched the terminus, the All'Acqua Ho

spiz

about half an hour so so late.

Then I proceeded to try to find the p
ath to the San Giacomo Pass.  Fin

d

is the appropriate word, as there wer
e no signposts or other indications a

nd I

knew there were at least two passes s
tarting here, the Nufenen and the San

Giaoome. The first path I tried brought 
me to where the military were pract

-

icing firing. I was told to follow a
nother path which landed me at a farm with

a fierce dog, where I was re-directed
 to a path through the trees with the

 river

below me on my right. After walkin
g for about 5 minutes I felt a sudden bump

and on turning my head saw a cow foll
owing me, having just nudged my 

haversack.

I walked on but the cow would persist
 in following, repeatedly bumping me 

with

her nose, which would not have been s
o bad if only her nose had not been d

ripp-

ing wet, so that each time she bumped
 a wet patch appeared on my shorts.

 I

tried desperately to stop her from fo
llowing me, even to the extent of sli

nging

my haversack over her horn and making
 her carry it. At this point I sh

ould

perhaps list the contents of my pack 
as they feature in the later developm

ents.

In addition to my lunch packet I had 
a waterproof and my passport in the c

entral

section and in the side pockets a cam
era, a wallet containing 130 Sw. Fran

cs, my

Swiss holiday ticket and a book with 
many Swiss postmarks in it - this

 being the

only philatelic link with the story.

By now I had made my way down to the 
edge of the stream where a tree trunk

provided a means of crossing, and hop
ed thereby to lose my follower, but t

he

wretched creature splashed through th
e water and came charging after me. L

uck-

ily I met a lad with a stick and aske
d him to drive her off, which he did. At

the farm from which he had come I onc
e more asked the way to the San Giaco

mo

Pass and eventually got onto the righ
t route.

From the All‘Acqua Hospiz a rough roa
d continued up the valley between the

mountains and from the number of lorr
ies travelling to and fro it is proba

ble

a dam is being built at the head of t
he Ticino river. A zig-zag path i

n the

distance seemed to indicate my route,
 but after about 1- hour I came to a patch

of snow and later more patches.  Sinc
e I do not like crossing these rath

er

treacherous areas I decided, unwisely
 as it turned out, to climb the mount

ain-

side, aided by my spiked stick. Altho
ugh the way became steeper I seemed

 to

be nearing the top, but then cane to 
rocks and here got into difficulties

througnhaving only one free hand wit
h which to hold on to anything. Even

tually

I became so exhausted I felt I could 
go no further and sat down for a litt

le,

first removing my haversack. Shouts 
for help produced no aid and althou

gh I

was afraid of falling while trying to
 go either up or down, I finally trie

d to

get down by lowering the bag onto a l
edge by means of the stick handle and

 then

lowering myself. The second time I di
d this the bag slipped off the hand

le

and went tumbling down the mountainsi
de, over the snow patches and out of 

sight.

At the time I was glad it was the bag
 and not me, as I might have had a se

rious
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if not fatal fall. Very cautiously I
 got down and began to hunt around in

the hope of recovering the bag.  
Then I saw what looked like it down near the

river, but upon reaching it, it 
was only a brown rock, the same colour as the

haversack. So I had to climb up again an
d continue the search. Suddenly

 I

came across a plastic bag containing some Fox's Glacier Mints
 which I had

brought from England and thus encouraged I traced the route a
nd eventually

found the haversack lodged up against a small rock.
 Unfortunately all the

contents of the pockets had gone, the straps must have loosen
ed during the fall

and out had fallen my camera, reading spectacles, sun glasses
, wallet with the

Swiss money, holiday ticket etc. Ver
y fortunately I recovered my passport

which was in the central portion. Afte
r searching for a further hour and fail-

ing to find any trace of the other articles, I finally made 
my way dawn the

mountainside, back to the road and hitch-hiked a lift in a lo
rry back to the

Aal'Acqua Hospiz. By this time it was 3.30 p.m.

The manageress at the Hospiz asked if the pass was not open a
nd I explained

my accident. I was bruised and dirty from my fa
ll and rock scrambling so she

showed me a tap where I bathed my bruises, and then she rang 
up a man at Airolo

who could speak English. He wanted me to stay at
 the Hospiz overnight and then

go up in the morning with the Customs man who was coming up f
rom Bodretto vill-

age to the Customs House on the border, and show him where I h
ad had the accido.

exit so that he could look for the lost articles. I fe
lt, however, that we

should not find them and in any case my hotel was booked and paid for in Locarno.

So it was arranged that the manageress would lend me Er.20 to
 get back to

Locarno to be repaid when I reached there.

I waited for the bus back to Alrolo and then caught the train
 to Locarno.

Without my holiday ticket I then had to pay the full fare plu
s 1 Fr. extra for

purchasing a ticket on the train - apparently a new rule.

I arrive in Locarno feeling very upset over all my losses and
 it took me

a couple of days torecoverand try to enjoy the remainder o
f my holiday. I was

due to go to Arose, for the second week and to Hergiswill for 
the third and the

loss of my holiday ticket meant repurchasing my ticket to Aro
sa (via the new

San Bernardino Tunnel) and then on to Hergiswill, all at the 
full rates. In

addition the loss of the Fr.130 (E13) ran me very short of mo
ney, leaving only

my E15 'emergency' funds, and on arrival at Hergiswill I was 
compelled to borrow

some from the Swiss courier.

The British Consul would not help and would only offer to 're
patriate' me,

which of course I did not want as my hotel bill was paid. They sai
d they were

not worried about the C50 travel restriction in such cases, i
f I could arrange

to borrow some money, so once more the Swiss courier came to my rescue.

Incidentally the connection between this adventure and philat
ely is, as I

mentioned, the loss of the notebook with the cancellations ob
tained at various

railway stations, such as Magadino Vira, the lake Maggiore ste
amer, and also all

the villages of the Val Onsernone. I had travelled most of the way by po
st bus

and each time the driver left the bus I had also got out and 
obtained a village

postmark on a 5 c. stamp, keeping them in this little book.  Therefore, I was

very upset at their loss, as also the loss of my reading glasses and in fact had

to purchase a magnifying glass in Arosa to help out.

Now I have obtained new glasses I can record this adventure for posterit
y.

I need only add that apart from this catastrophe I had a wond
erful time in

Switzerland. However, this episode, following my previous one on the Monte

More Pass, has taught me one lesson - I shall not attempt any more Swiss-Italian

passes ALONE1

At Arosa I climbed the Furkahorn - with a guide, so that it i
s evidently

only when I am on my own that misfortune dogs me - so let this be a warning to

other would-be adventurers.

Now that it is all over I am reconciled to the loss of my cam
era, as I

should probably have had difficulty with it at Arosa, trying 
to carry too much

in my haversack, or to carry it when going for long walks such as up the

Welschtobel to the Ramoz Hut and back, which I did with much 
greater safety on

good Swiss paths. Many good walks I did, both at Arosa and at Hergiswil, but

the thing I shall never forget about this holiday is the epis
ode of the San

Giacomo Pass.

---o0o---
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EXCHANGE PACKET 

IMPORTANT: An extensive selection of 1900 UPU materi
al containing a host of

major varieties, has been submitted for t
he Packet. Please let

me know immediately if you wish to receiv
e this special UPU Packet (even if you

do not normally have the Packet.)
 A selection of Fiscals is also availab

le to

those interested - please notify.

If you have received Packets during the 
past season, I sincerely hope you

will read these notes towards greater mut
ual understanding.

The response of contributors turned out t
o be far greater than I anticipated,

when I agreed to take over from Mr. Short
, to the extent that 21 Packets of six

booklets each and one Packet of two bookl
ets (contributed by a USA member) were

circulated, so that most of the approx. 
175 members on the list saw four Packets.

With the experience gained last season, I
 believe I shall be able to improve

the service in some respects, but further
 suggestions would be appreciated.

The special interest angle will be taken 
in to consideration as much as is

possible, and to this end I would appreci
ate it if you could let me know your

particular interests, such as Postage Due
s, Blocks of Four (mint or used),

Pro Juventute l Pro Patria, Airs. Tabs, FDC
I s, Fiscals, Liechtenstein etc. One

booklet of Postmarks will usually be in e
ach Packet. I try to balance the

contents of each Packet so that it contai
ns something of interest to everyone,

but as you will no doubt realise, it is i
mpossible to please all the members

all the time - and regrettably some not a
t all, it appears. The total value

of material submitted was e1,490. 4. 6., with sales at £744, 7. 1, this being

within 15/3d. of 5 , Several booklets enjoyed 100g sales.

Inevitably, of course, I must make refere
nce to the Packet Rules. Much

as I had hoped that members would read an
d abide by them, there were too many

slip-ups for comfort. Amongst other thi
ngs it is essential that you let me

know when you are going away for more tha
n 3 days (Sundays and Bank Holidays

excepted), or as has unfortunately occurr
ed 

! leave instruction to forward the

Paoket.
! If more than 0-hours are taken to for

ward the Packet,- it is

extremely difficult to estimate its progr
ess and make the necessary arrange-

ments for such things as absence due to b
usiness, leave or sickness, change of

address or other reasons.

All spaces to be signed is obvious, but d
oes not always happen.  The

Postal List and returns must also be compl
eted correctly and the latter forwarded

to me promptly, with id.. certificate of p
osting. (This at least prevents me

from wandering around, muttering under my
 breath and having unkind thoughts

about certain members)

If something happens to go wrong an expla
nation will no doubt help to

dispel these unkind thoughts. I depend heavi
ly on your co-operation for the

smooth running of this service to you.

For those members wishing to contribute t
o the Packet, will you please let

me have booklets between mid-September an
d mid-January only. The last Packet

will then go into circulation at the end 
of February (circulating until June).

Unless in circulation I much prefer bookl
ets to be in owners

! possession.

Please take care to leave out damaged sta
mps unless they are scarce and at a

suitably low price, because they are real
ly a waste of time, space and insur-

ance cover, the latter being 25/- per E10
0. I realise that many of my comments

are preaching to the converted, but I hop
e note will be taken in the appropriate

quarters and I shall be pleased to answer
 any queries and comments.

Concerning the new two tier rate of postage
, in order not to increase the

cost to members in forwarding the Packet,
 I have decided to increase the

insurance cover to 5 months and by keeping the number of members per Pac
ket at

35, the extra month will just about take 
care of the extra 35 days in the post,

but the 48 hour turn round must be mainta
ined. The returns and any other

correspondence can also go at the 4d. rate
.  Amounts up to 2/6d. may be paid

in low denomination stamps (i.e. 10d. sta
mps or lower) but no coins or currency

notes please.

Finally, if you have received Packets dur
ing the last season you will again

receive them unless you have already requ
ested not to. If you have not receiv-

ed Packets, but wish to do so, please let
 me know immediately.  Packets will

recommence circulation at the beginning o
f October. E. LIENHARD,

Telephones
9, Essex Avenue,

nummspan A611 CHELMSFORD, Essex.



It is with the deepest regret

that we have just been informed of

the sudden death, at the age of 47

of
MR. A. GULLIS

of Elland, Yorks, Mr. Gullis who

has been one of the keenest members

of our Northern Group, has served in

many capacities, including that of

Group Secretary, and will be sadly

missed by his Fellow Members.

op .0 gm...*

Through the Philatelic Press we

have also learned of the death of

MR E. H. TRAUB

of Landon, a member of many years

standing.
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NEWS FLASH 

LONDON GROUP OCTOBER METING

To be held at 6.30 p.m. on Wed.

9th October, at 151, Park Road, St.

John's Wood, N.W.8., when members

will be the guests of Mr. H.L.Katcher

We have a list of acceptances

but accommodation being somewhat

limited, it would be appreciated if

any further visitors would advise the

Secretary immediately, so that mr.
Katcher can be informed by Oct. 7th.

1969 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES

EUROPE - Price 60/. + 4/6 postage &
packing

With thumb index 66/- + 4/6d. post
& packing

SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN - pocket size

Price 7 - + 1 - post and packing

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALIZED

XIXth Edition 1968 (No new edition

Price 35/- + 4/6d. post and pack

The trustworthy guide for

specialists of the stamps of these

two countries.

Please order from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS

LTD., Durham House, 16, John Adam

Street, London, E.C.2.
ail• WHOM

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND

EUROPE - send your Want Lists to
ZUMSTEIN & C I E

(Propr. Hart soh & Co.)

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001, BERNE.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS:

An addition to the recent note on

printed postcards by Dr.Ritchie has

been supplied by Dr. Ganz of Chicago

who states: "It may not be generally

knawnthata/1
1K t (tourist propaganda)

cancellations must be paid for by the

resort in which it is used. Since the

town concei
t s propaganda is much more

direct propaganda than the postcard

vignette, very few tourist towns

sponsoring organisations were inter-

ested in continuing the postal cards."

Dr.Ganz also makes some comments

on the subject of stamp booklets.

The Zunstein Specialised Catalogue

1968 lists one all-luno luminous

paper) booklet at 5 Fr. 12 x 5,
12 x 10 & 12 x 20 Hp.), but does not

list an all-lumo booklet at 3 Fr.

(4 x 5, 12 x 10 & 8 x 20 Rp.) nor two
mixed paper booklets, one at 6 Fr.

& 4 x 50 Rp. on plain paper;

12 x 10 & 12 x 20 Bp. on luno) and o
ne

at 5 Fr. (12 x 5 & 12 x 20 Rp.
but 3 panes of 10 Rp. on plain and

2 panes (total 20 x 10 Hp.) on lumo
paper). Dr.Ganz has examples of all

of them.

Perhaps members will check such

booklets as they have to see whether

there are any other examples of mixed

paper or other all-lumo booklets.

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS (1 0/68)

3961 ZINAL K.484

2926 BONCOURT Grottes - Tourisme

K.485

5616 MEISTERSCHWANDEN Erholung
am Hallwilersee K.486

Other cancellation news is held over.

If you are a Member of

'Helvetia', then you collect Swiss

stamps and you will appreciate the

service I can offer in supplying

your requirements, either by the

provision of approval selections or

material against Want Lists:

What are your interests?

STAMPS - mint or used.

First Day or Special Covers

Airmails & Special Flights

Tete-beche and S6-t6nant

Strubelis & Standing Helvetia

Miniature Sheets.All-thesernd.l.myn moreare available 

dah91611:10ACI
14, Low Lane, TorriSholme.

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

Supplements to the catalogues are

published in the BERNER BRUFMARKEN

ZEITUNG. Annual fee 30/- with extra

supplement in white paper: 34/-,
a/e ar n*.
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THE DAY OF THE AMP 190bi
The annual philatelic event known

 as the 'Day of the Stamp
t is being

held in Switzerland for the 32nd
 time at W1 (Ct, St. Gallen) in 

December, and

some interesting facts by Herr Th
eodor Allenspach are given in the

 'Schweizer

Briefmarken-Zeitung'.

The theme to be used as the desig
n for the

commemorative cover and card 
is, very appropriately,

that of the medieval messenger, t
he forerunner of the

postman, except that originally the messenger carried

out his commission from the sende
r to the recipient

personally, while the mails now h
ave to pass through

many hands before reaching their 
destination.

Many of our readers will know of 
the Cantonal

Messengers of the thirteen Canton
s which formed the

Old Confederation. They were emp
loyed by the rulers,

by the authorities of areas (i.e.
 Cantons) or towns,

also by Abbeys and by merchants.
 They were employed

mainly within the territory of th
e country, but could

and often did journey beyond thei
r own frontiers.

The Swiss messengers wore distinc
tive garments, often

parti-coloured, of the Canton by 
whom they were

employed and carried a container 
to hold the missive,

a pike and sometimes a sword for 
their protegtion.

Canton St. Gallen, however, was o
nly constituted in 1803 and, ther

efore,

did not have official messengers 
as did the older Cantons, but did

 have what were

designated as 
t Ordinari-Boten

t , who carried out similar functio
ns on behalf of

the merchants of the city or for th
e rich and influential Abbey of S

t. Gallen,

which owned vast areas of the sur
rounding district, including the 

little town of

Wil. Contrary to the custom of the 
official messengers, who were ar

med, the

Abbey messengers were unarmed, an
d many of them are mentioned in t

he records.

Marc Moser, who has written sever
al volumes on "Das St, Galler Pos

twesen" quotes:

"1423 Konrad Utz, 1444 Bossmeller and Ruedi Mosnang, 1458 the
 Wil

merchant Konrad Spurgius, carried
 letters, money and details of me

rchandise to

Frankfurt and vice-versa; 1462 Ru
dolf Spanhart, 1621 Ulrich Heb an

d Joachin Uehli,

1772 Othmar Niederer of Tablet, a
nd so on.

"Mounted messengers were introduc
ed in the 17th century and relay 

stat-

ions set up. In 1656 there was Lo
renz Ruosoh (whose magnificent ar

ms are to be seen

on a glass pane in the Historical
 Museum in St. Gallen). Then came

 the alpine posts:

1640 - Mounted post over the Si
mplon

1675 - " in the central lands

1735 - Regular post coach service between Bern a
nd Zurich

"By then the old messengers had l
ost most of their significance an

d their

services were retained only for v
ery special duties. By the 19th c

entury there

were better alpine roads and post
al services and by 1847 there wer

e 17 Cantonal

postal administrations, followed 
by the institution of the Federal

 Post in 1848

and the founding of the Universal
 Postal Union in 1874 "



Mr. Jack Beken sent us the photo-

graph from which this sketch was made,

The caption reads:

"Surely one of the oldest is the

lovely door in RAROGNE in Upper Wallis,
into which the letter-box has been

built and which bears the date 1 April

1628".
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THE OLDEST LETTER BOX IN SWITZERLAND? 
'DAY OF THE STAMP' 1968 - Continued

The 5 - 20 c. stamps of the 1960
definitive series (which have just been

replaced by new designs) remind one of

these foot and mounted messengers of

early times.

The vignettefbr the 1968 'Day of
the Stamp' shows the old Abbey courtyard

and a messenger. No authentic pictures

exist of any of the known messengers of

Wil who served the posts of the Abbey

or the town and the design chosen has

been taken from the Marc Moser book.

Records of Wil commence with the

gift of land from Abbot Othmar and

the founding of a settlement in the year

754. The town was founded in the middle
of the 12th century by the Counts of

Toggenburg. In 1292 it was destroyed
and rebuilt in the 14th cent, In the

St.Gallen war of 1489-1490 (between the
town of St. Gallen and the Monastery of

Rorschach, Wil remained true to Abbot

Ulrich Misch and continued under the

jurisdiction of the Abbey until 1798.

The design for the 1968 cards and

covers has been engraved by Karl Bickel

Jr., of Walenstadtberg, and produced

by two colour printing, and the event

will be organised by the Philatelic

Society of Toggenburg-Wil, who at the

same time will be marking their own

30th anniversary. Covers are available

at a cost of 40 Rp. and cards at 35 Rp.

each (excluding all postage) and the

addresses given are: Philatelisten-

verein Toggenburg-Wil, Wattwil 90-3606
St. Gallen - Treasurer Ed. Stocker,

Meienberg, 9620 Lichtensteig, S.G.
There are for blank cards; stamped items

to be franked with the special cancel

should be sent to the Kreispostdirektion

'Tag der Briefmarke
t 1968, 9000 St.

Gallen, before 3rd December.
E.J.R.

THE POSTS OF TWRI SWISS LAKES 

We regret that a slight hitch in the

matter of copyright prevents us from con-

tinuing this article for the moment, but

hope that it can be resumed next month..

Meanwhile, having set the ball roll-

ing, Mr. Moore will be glad to have

details of any examples, particularly

from Lake Zurich, which may be in Memb-

ers' collections, to help make the artich

as complete as possible. His address is:
lArosa l

, Lawnswood Gardens, Leeds, 16,
Yorks,

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Your attention is drawn to the

Notice and Agenda of the A.G.M. on page

62. This will be held on Wednesday,
November 13th at the Kingsway Hall at
6.45 p.m. Prompt.

S K Z NUMBERS-/-  2 

This type of

material is among the

most difficult to find of 20th cent.Swiss.

Our stocks have been very-

low for a long time but we are pleased to

report a slightly happier situation after

our recent buying efforts in this direction.

We can by no means offer

everything but suggest that it would be to

Helvetia Members' advantage to send U.S

Wants Lists now rather than later.

H•L•Katcher
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR, LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W. 8.

*14-*
P.S. It is hoped that the new 1969

Amateur Collector Catalogue
will be available at " the

beginning of December,



The following figures h
ave just

been released by the P.
T.T.

10 + 10 c. 15,628,000

20 + 10 c„ 13,660,000

30 + 10 c. 11,676,000

50 20 c, 6,610,000

The figures quoted inc
lude 250,336

stamp booklets,

AMATEUR COLLECTOR CAT
ALOGUE 1969 

Will members please no
te that as

the Society suffered a
 somewhat heavy

loss on the sale of 196
8 Catalogues,

we shall in future obta
in only against

specific orders,
The 1969 Edition is expected to

be available around th
e beginning of

December. The price ha
s not yet been

announced but it is tho
ught a small

increase will be inevit
able owing to

rising costs of product
ion.

TouRror PUBLICITY CANCEL:

As from 15th Octobers

7Qc
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etz-vt, a 'La.() 04.05)44L,
The President Mr. L. Moore, has presented an a

dditional trophy for

the Annual Competition,
 To be known as the 'M

OORE TROPHY', the new 
award

takes an unusual form 
- a wooden fruit bowl.

 Mx. Moore sends the f
ollowing

note of explanation:

"From personal experien
ce I know that our wive

s are not always happy

when we take home a sil
ver cup. Their plea

sure at our success is
 tempered

by the thought of still
 more silver to clean.

 A few years ago, fiv
e such

cups reposed in my att
ia, still enshrouded i

n their cotton wool an
d polythene

for a whole year; but 
even they had to be cl

eaned before being han
ded on. So

I conceived the idea of
 a wooden bowl which 

any wife will gladly fill wit
h

fruit to sit on the sid
eboard, but if we want 

to boast we have only t
o tip it

upside down to show our
 name on a silver disc,

'Tear the White Horse o
f Kilbumn in North York

shire is a family firm

of wood craftsmen whose
 trade sign is a mouse 

carved out of the solid
 oak and

left in full relief on 
every single piece of t

heir work. You may
 find this

sign on the pews, scree
n, reredos, pulpit or a

ltar table in churches 
and

cathedrals in every par
t of the world,

The firm's meter mark 
shows no name -

just the mouse, which i
s sufficient

return address, The o
ak bowl is adzed

and gouged out of the s
olid English oak,

leaving the mouse lifes
ize in the centre

of the inside. The pre
sent trophy is

inscribed in the wood a
round the outside, whil

e the silver disc under
neath

shows the Swiss Cross w
ith spaces for the names of the winners 

for many years

to come, I hope I am
 right and that your '

wives will like it.

"I am giving a similar 
bowl to the Northern Group of 'Helvetia', but

befitting a regional as
 compared with the 'Sil

ver' national, the disc
 will

be bronze,"

Mr. Moore has presented
 this trophy with 'no s

trings' and he leaves

it to the Committee to 
decide whether it shoul

d be for the Runner-up 
in a

general competition, or
 go to the best entry i

n a particular class - 
Postal

History, Thematics etc.
 The Committee will an

nounce the Conditions 
in good

time before the Competi
tion date, but now that

 we have this new award
 in

addition to the 'Helve
tia' Cup, you can go a

head and plan your ent
ries.

E.J.R4

PRO JUVENTUTE 1967
Numbers issued SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. COMPTOIR SUISSE 
LAUSANNE: The

49th National Faire wa
s held from

7-22 Sept, The special
 cancel reads

1
1000 LAUSANNE - 49e foire nationale

Comptoir Suisse - Lausa
nne'.

2, Philatelic Exhibitio
n 'BALABRAI:

Held at Liestal from 11
-13 Oct.

Mobile P.0.No,3 was in
 attendance &

mail received cancel s
howing arms of

Basel-Land and '4410 LIESTAL BALABRA

11-14.10.1968'.

3. OLHA 1968 St. Gallen. This annual

event was held from 10-
20 October,

during which period a s
pecial cancel

reading '9000 ST. GALLE
N - date - OLMA'

was used //

4 * 18th GUESS TOUR
NAMENT in Lugano.

To be held from 17 Oct.
 - 7 Nov.

The commemorative canc
el shows 4

chess pieces and reads:
 '6900 LUGANO

- date - 18° TURNE0 OL1
MPICO DI SCACCHI"

TOURIST PUBLICITY SLOGA
NS:

LEYSIN - Sports - Vacan
ces - Soleil

from 25 Sept.

MeRREN Schilthorn fro
m 4 Oct.
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In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is he
reby given that

the

nnutenC teetzng
will be held on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH, 1968

 (and Wednesday) at 6.45 p.m.

PROMPT, at the Kingsway Hall, Ktrigsway, London, W.C
.20

( AGENDA)

1, Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on November
 8th, 1967.

2. Matters arising from the Minutes

3, Chairman's ADDRESS

4. Report by the Hon. Secretary

5. Hon. Treasurer's REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOU
NTS - see enclosed Balanoe

6. Hon. Packet Secretary's REPORT
Sheet.

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & Members of the Society's COMMITTEE
 for 1968-1969.

8, MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS (see below)

9. Any other business

NOMINATIONS: Nominations for the Election of 
Officers and Members of the Committee

i.e. President, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, H
on. Treasurer,

Hon. Pkt. Secretary, Hon, Auditor and (not exceeding) TWEL
VE Members

of the Committee should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs
. E.J.RawnsleY,

to reach her not later than Monday, 11th November, 
1968.

RESOLUTIONS: Any Member elegiring to move a Resolution or
 Notion at the Annual General

Meeting must GIVE NOTICE IN WRITING, enclosing the text o
f the Resolut-

ion, to the Hon. Secretary, before the opening of the Annu
al General

Meeting.

The A.G.M, may not be the most exciting of meetings, but y
our Officers,

who do their best to serve your interests during the ye
ar, welcome this opportunity

to discuss ideas and suggestions for improving the facilit
ies of the Society and,

- therefore, ask all Members who can to attend on this occasion.

After the business meeting, which is expected to last abou
t 1 hour,

members are invited to bring along short displays, such a
s 'Recent Acquisitions' or

to seek assistance in solving queries.
RAWNSLEY (Honorary Secretary).

E.C. SLATE (Chairman)
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AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:

Auto 2 Comptoir de Martigny du 28 Sept.
aa 6 oct 1968 - Nartigny

28/9 to 2/10

" 3 5 Europa-Pfadfinder Konferenz
28 - 29 Sept. 1 68 -
Zollikofen 28/29 Sept.

4 4fircher Knaben.Schiessen -
Sobutzengesellochaft der Stadt
Zurich 1968 . 7/8 Septenber

4 OHA THUN Aaretal, Miinsingen,
Wichtrach, Kiesen, Oppligen -

September 1, 1968

4 ZUSPA - 19 aircher Herbstschau
26 Sept. - 26 Okt, 1968 Zurich.

3 Fete des Vendanges 6 octobre -
Neuchatel 5/6 October

3 Briefmarken Ausstellung Thun
26/27.10.68 Philatelisten-
verein Berner Oberland -

Thun 26/27 Oct.

You have only to look at the

new catalogues to realise that your

Swiss stamps not only provide a

fascinating hobby, but also a good

investmRnt,

While supplies are plentiful

why not enlarge the scope of your

collection?

Postal History. is an inexhaust-

ible subject.

Flight Covers are full of

interest.

Flaws and varieties on, say

*Standing Helvetia*, provide material
for specialised study.

Tete-Beche, se-tenant and book-

lets - have you included these?

Whatever your interests, send

for material on approval to

J.S,ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

TI

It

It

It
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CATALOGUE REVIEW: ZUMSTEIN SWITZEMAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1969 - Pocket Edition

The latest edition of 
this compact and very 

useful catalogue has j
ust

been received. It con
sists of 256 pages, i

s printed on de luxe 
paper and has

very clear illustratio
ns. The dual German-F

rench text makes for 
easy under-

standing. Prices have 
been completely revis

ed and reflect the dr
op in values

of newer material and 
particularly miniature

 sheets. To meet the
 present

interest in unmounted 
mint stamps an additio

nal column gives the p
rices for

thisgrade of material 
and another indicates 

the percentage discoun
t for once-

mounted stamps. The ca
talogue lists all Swi

ss issues, including 
telegraph

and railway stamps, as
 well as those of Camp

ione d'Italia and Liec
htenstein,

with prices for block
s of 4, FDC's, numbers of stamps

 issued and details of

major varieties.

It is available in Bri
tain from Harris Publi

cations Ltd., Durham

House, 16 John Adam S
treet, London, W.0.2.

 at 7/- + 1/- post and pack
ing.

* * * * * * * * * * *

It has been pointed ou
t to us that in this n

ew catalogue there are
 a

number of changes in th
e catalogue numbers., which may cau

se some confusion. BY

courtesy of the Amateu
r Collector we give be

low a list of these ch
anges from

No. 412 onwards:

Old No, New No, Old No. New No. Old No, New No. Old No. New No.

119TO412 425 421 436
422 437

430 424

413 428
414 429 423 .438

431 426
432 427 441 450

415 430 424 439 433 442 442 451

416 431 425 440 434 443 443 452

417 432
435 444

426 441 
444 453

416 433 427 418 436 445 445 456

419 434 428 421 437 446
438 447

46 454

420 435 429 423
447 455

New numbers 412-417, 419, 420 & 422 are the new Architec
tural Monument

New numbers 457-460 a
re th .q_BEE12p Publicity stams_(ge

x II).

20 c. SMALL LANDSCAPE 
ISSUE - SAN SALVATORE 

A correspondent has re
ported to the S.B.Z. o

n an example of this s
tamp

which not only has the
 cross missing from th

e top of the church to
wer, but also

the two small mountain
 peaks on the extreme 

right, lines in the sk
y and marks on

the road-way and trees
. The stamp was f

rom an automatic mach
ine near the Freien

Gymnasium in Bern.
 A similar stamp, pro

bably also from an au
tomatic dispenser,

was cancelled 6 July 1942 at Bulach. A 20 c. ' light brown from the 1948 change

of colour series shows
 the same characterist

ics and is cancelled 
..11.49-19 at

Wallisellen. On the i
llustrations below th

e areas are indicated
 by heavier lines

on the normal stamp.
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LONDON GROUPS Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.
Rawnsley

The first autumn meeting has, we

hope, set the pace for those to follow.

The maximum number of members who could

be squeezed into the premises of Amateur

Collector Ltd. without necessitating

elastic walls, were royally entertained

by Mr.H.I. Katcher and his Staff - with

the exception of Miss Dominici, who is

unfortunately ill and to whom we send

best wishes for a speedy recovery.

As always Mr. Katcher had some new
and unusual items to pass round and

comment upon.
First came more items from the

Lehmann Essay Collection, including an

artist's original hand-drawn and tinted

design for the 1870 period imprinted

stamps; a number of interesting blocks

of essays and trials and a trial design

on cover, which received a postal

cancellation and was then refused by the

post offices
After an interval for coffee, the

choicest items were produced, a quantity

of Cantonal and Transitional stamps,

undoubtedly the finest array of these

issues that Er.Katcher has been able to

obtain for a very long time. It was a

great treat to be able to examine such

items closely and many expressions of

regret at the financial inability to own

them were heard.
The Chairman, Er.Slate, proposed a

vote of thanks to Er. Katcher for his

hospitality and for providing an evening's

entertainment which was enjoyed by all.

1969 7UMS1EIN CATALMIES
EUROPE - Price 60/- 4- 4/6 postage and

packing.

With thumb index 66/- 4/6 p.& p.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN - Pocket size

Price 7/- 1/- post and packing

SWil
I
ZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

XIXth Edition 1968 no new edition
1969). Price 35/- 4/6 post and

packing.

The trustworthy guide for specialists

of the stamps of these two countries.

Please order from HARRIS PUBLICAT.

IONS, LTD. Durham House, John Adam

Street, London, W.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are pub-

lished in the BERNER BRIBINARON ZEITUNG

Annual Fee 30/- with extra supplement on

white paper; 34/-.
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr.R.A.Hoyle,

6, Limes Ave. Huddersfield Rd.,Halifax.

A large gathering of members was

present at Mr.Highsted
I s for the Group's

first meeting on Oct. 5th, when the two

trophies won by Mr. G.D. Wilson at the

YPA Convention in May were on show.

Four members then presented displays:

Miss Chatburn: Philatelic terms illust-

rated with cartoons, stamps and covers.

Er.Eastwood: Pro Patria stamps and

Bundesfeier cards.
Mr. Newman: A wide range of pre-adhesive

covers with a variety of markings, also

sheets of Rayons and Strubelis, all

beautifully arranged and displayed.

Dr. Ritchie showed early Liechtenstein

covers and new issues, together with a

collection of pastage dues and "V mar
ks,

and concluded with Swiss postage dues o
n

cover and later 
t
l" marks.

NIE. A* GUILIS 

The death occurred on Sept. 11th,

after a short illness, of Mr. A. Gullis

of Elland, nr. Halifax in Yorkshire.

Mr. Gullis joined the Northern

Group in October 1953. After support-
ing the Group at all its functions he

was, in May 1958. elected Secretary,
an office he held until May 1965 when 

he

was elected President. Both these

offices he filled with distinction and

enthusiasm.
A former winner of the Highsted

Cup, he presented numerous displays at

Bradford and contributed several papers

to the 'Helvetia News Letter'. He was

perhaps best known to Northern members

for his displays of miniature sheets

and his studies of the 'Small Landscape'

issues, but also had extensive collect-

ions of other groups of Swiss issues.

His loss, at the early age of 47,
is one which will leave a permanent gap

in the Society and I know that all

Helvetia members will join with the writer

in expressing to Mrs. Gullis, his mother

and son, our deepest sympathy in their

tragic loss.
R.A.H.

B.P.A. EXHIBITION AWARD

We send our congratulations to

MISS A. GRUNBERG on her success in

gaining a Silver award for her display

of Swiss Pre-stamp Covers at the B.P.A.

Exhibition at the Seymour Hall, more

especially as it is her first entry

into this field of competitive work.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND

and EUROPE - send your Want Lists to

ZUMSTEIN & CIE

( Proprietor, Hertsch 80 Co.)

P.O. Box 2585,CH-3001 BERNE.

On 1st October 1968 a philatelic

bureau was opened in St. Gallen on

the first floor of the main Post

Office, which will provide the sane

services as in Bern.
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NEW SERIES FOR PRO JUV 7NTUTE 1968
The first stamps in a new series dep

icting NATIVE BIRDS will be issued o
n

28th November, and will not only meet
 the wishes of those engaged in the p

rotection

of wild life, but should also stimula
te interest in the birds to be found 

in Switz-

erland. go% of the additional charge will go 
to the Fro Juventute Foundation and

the remaining 10A to various youth we
lfare organisations.

The details, received just too late f
or publication in our last 'Hel-

vetia News Letter', are as follows:

10 + 10 lip. CAPERCAILLIE (Tetra° urogallus L
.) : 4 colours: yellow-brown!

red-orange/brown/greenish-blue

20 + 10 lip. BULLFINCH (Pyrrhula pyrrhula ) : 3 colours: olive-green
!

red-orange/blue-grey.

30 + 10 lip. WOOD-SHRIKE(Lanium senator L.) :
 4 colours: bluish-red/ orange/brown/

green

50 + 20 lip. F1RECREST (Regulus ignicapillus
/Terum : 4 colours:

reddish-blue/orange brown green

Designer: Walter Wehinger of Neuchatel.

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La C
haux-de-Fonds.

Stamp size: 24 x 29 min. (21 x 26 mid.)

Paper: White with luminous substance and vio
let fibres

No. of sheets per form cylinder: 2 (A
.& B) 50 stamps per sheet

A stamp booklet with gold-coloured co
ver has been prepared at the request

of the Pro Juventute Foundation, cont
aining eight 10 + 10, eight 20 + 10, 

and four

30 + 10 Rp, stamps at a cost of Sw.Fr
. 6.- including 40 Rp. cost.

The stamps will be on sale at all pos
t offices, philatelic bureaux, etc.

from 28 November and will have unlimi
ted postal validity.

First Day covers with a vignette of t
he Bullfinch from the 20 lip. stamp'

at 30 lip, or Fr. 2.10 with stamps, a
re available from the PTT Philatelic 

Agencies.

The special First Day cancellation wi
ll use the same motif, the Bullfinch,

 and will

read: 3000 BEEN - PRO JUVENTUTE AUS
GABETAG 28.11.68. Collection leafle

ts and

folders will also be available as usu
al.

_IECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES
The following will be issued on 5th D

ecember:

Patrons of the Church

Fr.2.- St. Lucius -
, Patron Saint of the Principality - 4 colours:

dark blue/orange/red/gold.

Designer:
Printing,:
Paper:
Sheets:
Stamp size:

George Malin, Mauren
Heliogravure by Courvoisier

White, with brown and green fibres

Unnumbered sheets of 20 stamps

26 x 36 mm. /Continued overleaf..



LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES (Continued)

2. Pioneers of Philately,

20 Rp. Sir Rowland Hill - dark green

30 Rp. Philippe de Ferrari - red-brown

1 FT. Maurice Burrus - brownish-grey

Designer: Adalbert Pilch, Vienna

Engraver: Alfred Nefe, Vienna

Process: Recess printed by State
Printing Works, Vienna,

Papers White, impermeable with
'gommage a froid'

Sheets: Unnumbered sheets of 16

stamps (30 x 39 mm.)

First Day covers are available for

both issues, and also for the now com-

plete set of the 'Church Patrons' series

of 12 stamps from 5 Rp. to 2 Fr. costing

Fr.9.50, all from the Philatelin Bureau,
Vaduz,.

MEMBERS' SUCCESSES:

In addition to the display by Miss

Grunberg (reported last month) at the

B.P.A, Exhibition at Seymour Hall, it

was gratifying to see two further Swiss

displays by members of 'Helvetia'. Mr.

H. Dixon of Leamington Spa showed more

of his superbly mounted and illustrated

'Swiss Railway Cancels', while Mx. I.

Tillen of Birmingham showed many unusual

items and cancellations such as Intern-

ment Mail, etc.

Our congratulations to Mr. A. Riley

of Northampton who won the Barlow Cup

for the best overall entry in the

Northampton P.S. Competition earlier

this month. His entry of 'Pro Patrial

issues will also be on display (together

with 'Pro Juventute
l stamps from Mr. H.

Steiner, another 'Helvetia member) at

the B„P.A. Congress in Northampton on

16th November, and in augmented form

will be his Society's entry in the 1969
East Midlands Federation Competition.

A MYSTERY SrAMP 

An unusual item is described and

illustrated in the October S.B.Z., by

Guinand of Rives 4, 1110 Morges.
It concerned a used copy of the 1 Fr.
definitive (Fribourg Town Hall) on non-

luminous paper. The stamp has a large

rectangle covering approx. 0 of the
stamp in a rose-orange colour. The

postmark is unfortunately indecipherable.

The PTT, to whom the problem, was refer-

red can only say that it is not an

official overprint.
It is thought that it may have been

applied privately, perhaps by a business

house to prevent use of the stamps by

employees - as are 'perfins
t . Or, asks

the writer, is it just a trick to engage

the attention of those mad philatelists;

Any information or explanation

would benest welcome.

NEW AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE -
See below:

As stated last month the Society

does not propose to carry a stock but

will be willing to supply against
specific orders, which should be sent

to the Hon. Secretary.

All the knowledge
about Swiss stamps at
your fingertips ...

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR

SWITZERLAND

CATALOGUE 1969 : 15th Edition

to be published early in December.

Our Catalogue this year high-

lights considerable price increases in

the Postage section particularly, with

many hitherto neglected and unrecog-

nised items beginning to come into

their own. This edition, the first
since devaluation, is of tremendous

significance to collectors of Swiss

stamps.

Thoroughly revised, with 6,302

price changes, of which 6,138 are

upward, and 278 items which are listed

for the first time. The most accurate

listing in English.

U.K. & Europe: 15/- 1/- post/packing

Overseas: 20/- (U.S. $2.40 - Canada
$2.60) post free

Note: Please keep Catalogue orders
strictly separate from all other

transactions.

TEE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED
(H. L. KATCHER)

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.

Telephone: 01 - 586 - 0616

EXCHANGE PACKET 

If there are members who are

specifically interested in Postage

Dues, Blocks of four (mint or used),

Stamps with tabs, F.D.C's. or issues

of Liechtenstein, will they please

let me know.

Any other special requests will

be catered for if possible.

Booklets for inclusion in the

present circuit can be accepted up

to mid-January, with a break there-

after until early September 1969 to
allow packets to complete their

circulation.

The response so far has been

excellent - keep it up;
E. LIENHARD
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
Part VII

turn to the cancellations

of the T.P.O's. operating

on private company lines

and using 
I named t cancell-

ations. These are in t
he

main branch lines of vary
-

ing length. Some are v
ery

short indeed (Bulle-Broc

3 miles), whilst others

cover quite a distance

(Purkabahn 60 miles).

For convenience in record-

ing, the cancellations

used have been keyed

to six main outline

types lettered A to F as

illustrated. In add-

ition to these there are

several individual types

which will be mentioned

as the line on which it

is used is dealt with.

It should be mentioned

that the key types are

not in chronological

order. Type D is the

ONPOn
first type found in use

'5S7 . and in fact is the link

1.X.47. 10 22.11.55. ti5 between the first period

of Swiss T.P.O. cancell.

ations, all of which had

route terminals and the

modern period when only

private railways use such

cancellations. When the

vain line T.P.O. of the

first period discontinued

their named cancellations
 because of the rapid gro

wth of the T.P.O. system l a

few small Rogional railways
 were just beginning to b

e used by T.P.O's and the
se

adopted the new type of c
ancellation illustrated a

s Type D. They will, 
there-

fore, be considered under
 this section.

APPENZELUMBAHN - A.B.

Appenzell-Winkeln.: The line
Appenzell to

Winkeln was opened in fou
r sections;

Winkeln to Herisau on 12 
April 1875,

Horisau to Urnasch on. 21s
t September,

1875; Urnasch to Gonterbad on 
16th

August 1 886 and the final Section

Gonterbad to Appensell on
 29th Oct.

1886. The line was metre 
gauge

and 16 miles long. The 
section

from Herisau to Winkeln w
as closed

on let October 1913, on w
hich date a

line from Herisau to Goss
au was

opened. Cancellations in
 Type C

are recorded from 1899 to 1
907 and

would presumably still be
 in use up

to 1913*

Appensell-Gossau: This lin
e came

into existence

on 1st October 1913 as men
tioned

above. It was electrifie
d through-

out on 22nd April 1933. Ca
ncellat-

ions so far recorded are 
Type A -

401A. Tyne F 19391 Type E 1942-47: all with inscri
ption /Appensell-Gossaut

THREE UNUSUAL TYPES:

L.
F.

LiESTA.L.4,

1Z

KEY TYPES 
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continue
d)

At the top and 1 Bahnpost i at the foot;

Type C without bars and inscribed
l AppenPell/Gossau l - 1955-68.
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CHEMIN-DE-PER DES ORMONTS A.S.D.

Aigle-Sepey-Diablerets: The metre
gauge line

of the Chemin-de-Per des Ormonts was

opened from Aigle to Sepey on 22nd Dec*

1913 and from Sepey to Diablerets on

7th July 1914. It was electrified from

inauguration and attains an altitude

of 3,786 ft. with a maximIgnzradientof

1 in 16i. Type A was in use in 1921

(12 bars) and Type E from 1948-52.

BIASCA-ACQUAROSSA - 

The line Biasca-Acquarossa was

opened on 6th July, 1911. It is

narrow gauge and electrified. The

length is Bi miles.
Cancellations recorded are Type E

1944-69 and Type F 1962-68. The

latter is one of a new series of can-

cellations being issued in the Italian

speaking area, which include 'XI' in

the lower segment.

]3IERRE-MORDES B.A.M.

The line Bierre-Apples-Morges was

opened on 1st July 1895 and electrified

on 1st July, 1943. It is metre gauge

and 12 miles long. The main use of

the line is its supply of the barracks
and training camp at

_ MLA/ A_ Bierre. The earliest

liP715"-..."<>" recorded cancellations

* •• *
are in Type C (6 bars)

19.1119 47 in use from 1913 to
1934, inscribed
'Regional/Bierre-
Morges,' Cancellations

in Type F with wording ?Ambulant/

Bierre-Morges' are known from 1945 to

1959. 

BEER OBERIANDBAHN -B.O.B.

Two lines of the Bernese Oberland

Railway have been used by T.P.O's.

Interlaken-Grindelwald: This line
was opened

on 1st July, 1890 and electrified on

17th March, 1914. It is metre gauge

with rack assistance. Cancellations

in Type C inscribed 'Grindelwald/

Interlaken' are known from 1899 to

1911 (6 bars) and Type A (12 bars)
reading 'Interlaken.Grindelwaldi

Babnpost l isknownfrom 1912 to 1935.

4:101 0 is recorded. froM-1941- 4 584
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Interlaken-Lauterbrunnen:
This service shares common t

rack from Interlaken to

Zweilttschinen (51 miles) w
ith the Grindelwald

service and then diverges f
or 2 miles to Lauterbrunnen

, making a route of 8

miles as against the 12 mil
es of the first route. It w

as opened and electri-

fied at the same time. Cance
llations are first recorde

d in Type A (12 bars)

in use from 1924-36 and later Type E 1941-58. It probably did not exist

earlier as items posted at L
auterbrunnen in 1903 received the station mark of

Lauterbrunnen and cancellati
on of the Grindelwald T.P.O.

A line from Bex to Bevieux 
was

opened by the Bex-Gryon-Vill
ars Co. on

10th Sept. 1898 and extended
 to Gryon on

4th June, 1900 and Villars on 10th June,

1901. The name was changed to Bex
-

Villars-Chesieres with the e
xtension of

the line to Chesi6res on the
 12th Aug.,

1906. It has since been extended t
o

Col de Bretaye. The Bex-Che
si6res line

is 8i miles long and uses a 
rack and

adhesion system to rise from
 134

8
 to

411
0
 ft. with gradients of 1 in

 5. The

first cancellations recorded
 are in Type

C adapted as illustrated for
 the Bex-

Villars section and are kno
wn from 1908

to 1912. Cancellations 
1
Bex-ChesiIres/Poste-Amb.

1
 in Type A are recorded fro

m

1911 to 1936, (8 bars) and Type E - 1954-55. Type P 'Bex-Chesi6res/Ambula
nt,

was also in use in 1954-55, 
whilst Type F with wording /

Regional/Bex-Chesi6res'

preceded the two latter fro
m 194

8
 to 1954. To be continued.

THE ' MOORE TROPHY/
1968 AWARD See also Page 71

The first POSTAL  HISTORY CO
MPETITION will be held at 

the Kingsway

Hall, London, WW.2., on WED
NESDAY, JANUARY 8th, 1969, 

in place of the

programme previously schedul
ed for this date. Owing t

o the limited time

in which to arrange the even
t / it has been agre

ed that the judging on this

occasion will be by POPUL
AR VOTE of the Members prese

nt. This method

provides a most interesting 
evening for everyone and it 

is hoped there will

be a big attendance.
RULES 

1. Entries to be of 9 sheets (o
ne entry per member) on any 

aspect of Swiss

Postal History.

2. Entries will be judged under
 the following headings:

(a) Presentation & Condition
(40 points

(b) Subject Knowledge
(40 points

(0) General Interest
(20 points

3. Members attending the meetin
g should bring their entries

 on the night.

4. Those wishing to submit eAri
es bz- post should despatch 

them to the

Hon. Secretary: Mrs. E.J. R
awnsley, c/o 48, Ethelbert 

Gardens, Gants

Hill, Ilford, Essex, to arri
ve not later than Monday, 6t

h January.

5. On this occasion the trophy 
will be retained by the winn

er only until the

Society's Annual Competition
 in May 1969, when it will b

e competed for again.
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MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, held at the Kingsway Hall, V.C.2.1

on Wednesday, 13th November, 1968, at 6 .45 13.1r4

Apologies for absence were received from Mr. E. 
C. Slate and Mr. L. Moore.

Mr. L, E. Stiles acted as Chairman.

1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS A.G.M.

These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

(a) As was known Mr. Moore had agreed to accept the office of President

and had been duly appointed.

(b) Swiss Philatelic Publications: One of the items me
ntioned had ceased

to be published and there was no further news of the other.
 The

matter would not be pursued.

3. CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS - read by the Secretary in his absence.

Owing to exceptional circumstances Mx. Slate was unable
 to be present

on this occasion and sent his sincere apologies. Once aga
in a most success-

ful year had passed, with many interesting displays and discussions.
 The

Cup Competition indicated that the Society had alert members, keen toshow

every aspect of Swiss Philately and it is hoped this will continue.
 A

varied programme had been prepared for the new season and with full support

at every meeting another good year should be assured.  He wished
 to thank

everyone for their loyal support and to thank the 'working' Officers for

all their efforts, without which the Society could not function.

4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT 

Mrs. Rawnsley confirmed that the Society was thriving.  Several old

members had been lost, notably Lt.-Col. Blyth of Cheltenham and Mr. Traub,

plus the usual few deletions, but there had been 37 new members, which was

most encouraging. Attendances at London meetings had been going up steadily

resulting in very interesting evenings and it is hoped the trend continues.

The Northern Group continues its excellent progress and keeps itself

well in the forefront of philatelic activities in the North.

As regards the 'News Letter', thanks to the support of the stalwarts

the 6 page issue has been maintained. It would be helpful if more members
would 'have a go t and thus widen the range of subjects and this is a chance

for our overseas members to take part. Some already do, and their help is

much appreciated. By keeping an adequate supply of articles in the pipe-

line the task of producing our bulletin is made much easier.

5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT 

The Balance Sheet having been circulated, Mr.Harding said it could be

seen that the Society was in a sound position, and it was hoped that the

amenities of the Society had been satisfactorily maintained, particularly

the larger 'News Letter'. Most other expenses were much the same, apart

from stationery and pobtages - the effect of the latter would be felt more

during the coming year. Unfortunately there had been a loss on the sale

of 'Amateur Collector' catalogues but endeavours would be made to avoid

this in future. He wished to compliment Mr. Lienhard on his great success

in running the Club Packet, resulting in a profit to the Society of £57/5/7.

Adoption of the aCcounts was proposed by Miss Grunberg, seconded by

Mr. Hubbard and passed.

Mx. Harding also wished to thank Mr. Brooks for his help in auditing

the accounts.

6. PACKET SECRETARY'S REPORT 

Mr. Lienhard, reporting on his first year in office, said that from a

distance the job of Packet Secretary did not look too arduous, in view of

the perennial cry for more material and he had, therefore, decided to give

it a trial. In general members seem to have been pleased with the material

submitted and have responded to the total of 
Z744/7/1 in purchases from

El,490/4/6 submitted. For the coming season some 17 packets, valued at
Z1,703 are already in circulation and it is hoped that spending will rise in
response to the opportunities.  Further booklets have been promised and
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL
 KEEPING (Continued)

can be accepted up to mid-Januar
y, after which a halt will have 

to be

called until the following mid-S
eptember to keep within the insu

rance

regulations.

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & MEMBERS OF T
HE COMMITTEE FOR 1968/9 

No changes were being made and t
he following were elected 

t en bloc':

" H.E. MITCHELL - London

Proposed by Miss Grunberg, secon
ded by Mr. Hubbard and passed.

8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS 

Nil.

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

The Moore Trophy: As had been a
nnounced the President, Mx, 

L. Moore,

had presented the Society with a
 Trophy for

Competition, and this was on vie
w during the meeting and much ad

mired.

The views of the Committee havin
g been obtained, members present

 were

asked for their suggestions as t
o how the Trophy should be award

ed and

this led to a lengthy discussio
n. Mx. Stiles said that as

 there were

only 8 meetings per year and the
re were so many new members, the

 use of

a quarter of the time on competi
tions could hardly be justified.

 A

number of suggestions were put f
orward, but the majority vote wa

s in

favour of awarding the bowl to t
he winner of a Postal History se

ction.

To try to run two separate compe
titions would necessitate trying

 to

find more judges, already a diff
icult problem.

The bowl is inscribed for winner
s from 1968 onwards and there is

little of this year left; there
fore, on this first occasion th

e

programme for January 8th would 
be cancelled and a Postal Histor

y Compet

-ition would be held and judged 
- for this tiMQ only - by Popular Vote of

members present, on entries of 
9 sheets each.

Miss Grunberg then made the sug
gestion that on the main Competi

tion

night efforts should be made to 
obtain the use of another adjace

nt room

which members could use, leaving
 the whole of the main room for 

the

Competition with the Postal Hist
ory entries in one section. It was

agreed that this could solve man
y of the problems. Mr. Harding sa

id he

would make the necessary enquiri
es and it was decided to try out

 the

suggestions for both January and
 May.

There being no further business 
Mr. Stiles thanked all

those members who had attended, 
and also proposed a vote of than

ks to Mrs.

Rawnsley, Mx. Harding and Mr. Li
enhard for all their work on behalf of the

Society.

The formal meeting closed at 8 p
.m.

During the remainder of the time
 various matters were

discussed and Mr. Lienhard also 
passed round some sheets of Rail

way cancellat-

ions, Fiscal and Soldier Stamps.

To all our Overseas Members

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASO
N -

AND BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY & P
ROSPEROUS 1969

nrreinimnement on Ds 72• 47
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OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS

These will become due on JANUARY

1st, 1969, except for a few new members
or those who have paid in advance.

Yours is due only if there is a remin-

der notice enclosed.
Devaluation and increases in postal

rates have raised some problems, but we

are reluctant to raise the subscription

since overseas members can only share -
partially in the Society's activities.

We propose, therefore, that for

members in the United States, renewals

should be at the rate of $3,00 for 

2 years, payable by means of dollar

bills, since cheques are subject to as

much"as 0 loss in exchange. If
payment by cheque is insisted upon it

would be appreciated if sufficient

could be added to the amount to cover

any such loss.
For new members the rate will be

$2.00 for the first year with renewals

at $3.00 for two years.
Members in Canada can use Money

Orders which are redeemable at the

full rate.
We trust that members will

appreciate our difficulties and

co-operate in this way.

1969 ZUM5re i CATALOGUE'S,

EUROPE  - Price 60/- + 4/6 post/packing

With thumb index: 66/- + 4/6 post
& packing

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size

Price 7/- + 1/- post and packing

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALIZED 

'XIXth Edition 1968 (no new edition

in 1969)

Price 35/- + 4/6 post & packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists

of the stamps of these two countries.

Please order from:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,

Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,

London, W.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-

ZEITUNG. Annual fee 30/- 1 with extra

supplement on white paper: 34/-.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND

and EUROPE - send your Want Lists

to:-
ZUMSTEIN & C I E

(Propr. Bertsch & Co.),

P.O. Box 2585. CH-3001, BERNE.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec: Mr.R.A.Hoyle

6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Rd.,

Halifax, Yorks.

Saturday, Nov. 2nd, was the

Northern Groups 
tPRESIDENT/S AFTERNOON'

when Mx. J.A. Eastwood entertained

members with an original display of
IPHILIVELIO TERMS' illustrated with Swiss

stamps and covers.
Among the topics displayed were

stamp booklets, types of cancellations

(such as slogan and ship), papers and

methods of printing, coils, miniature

sheets, postal stationery and air

letters, officials and overprints, tete-

beche and pre-adhesive. This proved to

be a most interesting and enjoyable dis-

play, with something of interest for
everyone.

RECENT SLOGAN POSTMARKS:

18 Schach-Olympiade Lugano, 17 Oct.-
7 Nov. 1968 — 8000 Zurich 1

18e Tournoi olympique d'echecs Lugano

17 Oct.-7 Nov, 1968 - 1200 Geneva

18e Torneo olimpico di scacchi Lugano

17 ott.-7 Nov. 1968 - 6380 Chiasso

Foto des Vendanges Neuchatel 6 octobre

2000 Neuchatel to 5 Oct. (and to
15th on alternate days)

Journee des Nations Unies 24 Oct.

Geneve - from 20-31 Oct.

1968 Internationales Jahr des Menschen.,

rechte - 8023 Zurich
1968 Annee internationale des droits

de l thomme - 1000 Lausanne

B-sler Museunswochen 11-24 November -

4000 Basle 8 - 23 Nov.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCETS 

6432 RICKENBACH b. SCILIYZ - Lehre

Bildungsstatte seit 1868 - from
4 November 1968

7241 PANY - 1250 114 from 13 Nov.

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL

Auto 3 Israel Briefmarkenausstellung

9/10 Nov. 1968 - Zurich

IStrubelist

Sitting Helvetia Perf,

Standing Helvetia

U.P.U. 1900

Not only the stamps, but items on

cover will enlarge the scope of your

coil action.

Want Lists welcome, or material

can be sent on approval.

14 Low Lane, Torrisholma,
MORECAMBE Lancs.

A.J.H.

LONDON GROUP MEETING - Dec.11th.

TALK & DISPLAY BY MR.M.UEHLINGER

J S• ARMSTRONG
Of the many sections of

Swiss philately there are some which
i provide exceptional interest and are

1
 
still plentiful enough to provide

material for study. Among these

are:
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THE POSTS OF THE SWISS LAKES
by LAURENCE MOORE - et al

In my introduction I said that this
 series would be written by you,

the members, and following my appea
l for collaboration, I have receive

d details

of postmarks and illustrations of v
arious kinds from Mrs. Rawnsley, Mx

. Highsted

and Herr Miller. By an amazing coin
cidence, the Societe Marcophile Sui

sse has

been conducting a similar research 
into the history of the Ship Posts 

of Lake

Zurich, and a most authoritative an
d comprehensive study has appeared 

in several

issues of their Bulletin, written b
y their member Herr Alfred H. Mille

r.

Through the good offices of our memb
er, Herr Bfihler, we have obtained

free permission to publish a conden
sed translation of this valuable an

d unusual

work, together with illustrations o
f postmarks and complete letters. H

err Miller

is happy to know that we in 'Helvet
ia are interested in this field of 

study, and

an English version will appear earl
y in the New Year.

*itxx4(*xxxxxxx

In the meantime we have another res
ponse to my appeal. Our member

R.J.Taylor, who lives at St Niklaus
en on Lake Lucerne, and to whom we 

are

deeply grateful, has volunteered th
e following:

THE POSTS OF LAKE LUCERNE 

"Having now come to live in Lucerne
 I was particularly interested in

the article about the Swiss lakes b
ecause my present home is situated 

right on

the Lake of Lucerne (we have our bo
at house underneath:), and I would 

like to

contribute my little piece. I thoug
hta good idea would be first to con

sult the

Museum of Swiss Transport and 0 omm
unications, just across the lake, t

he 'Verkehrs-

haus' - a mere 1 Franc by local tro
lleybus. Unfortunately, although th

e PTT have

a wonderful section on the postal s
ide of communications, there is not

 really much

about the old methods of carrying m
ail and even less about the Lake of

 Lucerne.

But, by careful study of two diagra
ms and some pictures I was able to 

glean some

information. Your members probably 
know it already, but I hope some of

 it may be

useful.
"There existed in Switzerland durin

g the 16th century a messenger serv
ice

that carried personal mail for thei
r employees. This was done purely a

s a person-

al matter and although they did car
ry mail for other important people 

they first

and foremost ensured that their emp
loyees' mail got there first. It se

emed a

haphazard affair in that they follo
wed no direct timetable and were no

t given
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THE POSTS OF THE SWISS LAKES - 
Continued

any specific time to get to their
 destination. Also, if they carri

ed mail for

persons other than their employer
s there was a char

ge for this service, even though

there was no guarantee th
at the mail would get through: (S

o says the Verkehrshaus.)

The route was mainly between prov
incial towns and one route was ov

er the St.

Gotthard Pass to Italy.

"In. 1564 a description of the St. Gotthar
d route between Switzerland

and Italy appeared in the "Intine
rario Dells Poste' and it was by 

Giovanni da

l'Herba, ebviausly intended for a
n Italian messenger. A photocopy 

of Page 72

is shown in the museu
m. The original is in Italian, i

n the old form of writing

or printing, and some information
 may be gained from it, although 

I offer no

translation sinoe my Italian is n
egligible and I understood only t

he words

"Lucera
l (Lucerne) and 

I lago
t (lake)

."Sequita j1 viaggio da mila no i
n andersaper terra aa suizzari'

. San Gotarao a Olsera
le.

leOlsera a Redolf
le. 2 ( ? Altderf)

Reaolf a Lucera

qor qui Si passa ii lagi di

Nry Lucera sequita

Lucera a Soffin
le. 1 etc.

(Could the le. 1 be hours?
As to the sign T.9

4' I have no clue at all.)

"Also about this time the Bas
le messenger system was starting

 to work

and they followed the route BASEL
, OLTEN, LUCERNE, ALTDORF, ST. GO

TTHARD,

BEILINZONA, LUGANO and on to MILA
N. Whether they used the lake bet

ween Lucerne

and Altdorf the diagram from whic
h I got this information does not

 say, but I

presume they did. It was a lot fa
ster and safer than the Lucerne, 

Kussnacht,

Vitznau, Brunnen, Altdorf route b
y land.. Between Brunnen and Flue

len there was

no road at all, so they must hav
e used the lake for that part. T

hey probably

travelled by the Schiffahrt St. N
iklausen Gesellschaft (SNG), the 

boat company

formed in 1347 (still going to-day
 and the oldest limited company i

n the world)

for the purpose of conveying goods
 and travellers from Fluelen to L

ucerne and

vice-versa.

"Then later on the postal riders

on their horses transported mail 
through

the route opened by the Zurich me
rchants

to Italy. This was between Zug-A
ltaorf-

St. Gotthard and Italy. The diag
ram in

the Verkehrehaus shows the route 
joining

the lake at Brunnen and on to Alt
dorf, but

again there is no mention as to w
hether

they actually took to beats. Aga
in I

think we can safely assume they a
id,

because the Axenstrasse has only 
been

completed 60 years: I Also on this

diagram is shown the route Beat F
ischer

von Reichenbach opened up with hi
s

'Fischer Posts'. This was the fi
rst

organised mail run by horses and riders,

coming to Lucerne - I assume once
 more -

by lake to Altaorf and on through
 to

St. Gotthard and Italy

"Not much in the way of proof,

bat a start."
R.J,T.

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

THE DIRECTORS AND STAFF

of

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR IND

WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL HELVETIA

MEMBERS FOR THEIR suprom AND .
CUSTOM DURING 1968 AND WISH

THEM ALL

A VERY JOYOUS

FESTIVE SEASON

and a

Page 74
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SWISS RAILWAYS TT& CANELLATIONS

CHEMINS-de-PER BRIGUE-V1EGE
-ZERMATT, DU 

GORNERGBAT FURKA
.-OBERAIP et DES SCHOELLENE

N

The above lines are all under one

management. Of these two 
have been used by

T.P.O l s: Brig.Zermatt (formerly Vi6ge-

Zermatt) and the Furka-Oberalp.

Viege-Zermatt V.Z: The f
irst section of

the line Vi6ge-

Zermatt was opened from V1
4ge to Stalden on 4 •

3rd July, 1890, followed o
n 26th August by

the section Stalden-St. Niklaus. The final

section St.-Niklaus-Zermat
t was opened on

18th July, 1891. This line 
is 22 miles

long and has 5 rack and pinio
n sections.

The other name for Vi6ge is Visp. All k
n wft

cancellations use the word
ing fBegional/

Vi6ge-Zermatt, Type D in 
1890, Type A (5

bars) 1901, Type A (8 bars) 1901-25 and

Type C (6 bars) 1903-29.

Brig-Zermatt: The Vi6ge-Zermatt line was
extended to Brig on 6th Ju

ne

1930 and electrified. Canc
ellations

t Bahnpost/Brig-Zermatt
l in Type C appear in

1931 until 1938. Type A must have existed

as it appears as Type E sh
owing traces of

the bars 1954-68. A, varia
tion of Type C

without bars is known from
 1938 to 1960.

rr*tir

SiMplon•;

ftextsc. M.vriy

• 400

.1" c
p ; O kti3O07g,1

'4 RINGFA1

Furkabahn - P.O. : The first section of this line was opened from Brig to Ober

wald on 1st June, 1915, centinuedtoGletsch on let

1915 and Disentis on 4th 
July , 19

26 on which date it became k
nown as the Parka-

Oberalp Bahn. It was electrified in sections over the years 1940 to 1942 and

is 60 miles long. From Jun
e to October each year the

 line between Oberwald and

certain bridges are taken to pieces or
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS -
 Continued

folded back to avoid their destruction.
 So far cancellations in Type F are

known as "Bahnpost/Furkabahn' 1922-68 an
d 'Furka;.0beralp/Bahnpost' in 1937.

CHEMIN-de-PER REGIONAL VAL DE TRAVERS -
RV T

The Val -de-Travers Regional Railway

operates the lines Travers-Fleurier-

Buttes miles) and Fleurier-St.

Sulpice (1 mrile). The lines from

Travers to Fleruier and Fleurier to St.

Sulpice were opened in

1883 and the Fleuricr-

Buttes lines in 1886.

Cancellations are known

in Type D (8 bars) for

'St. Sulpice-Travers/

Regional' in 1887,

followed by 'Regional/

Val-de-Travers' in Type D also (6 bars)

for 1891-1907 and 'Travers-Buttes/Poste

Ado Type A (8 bars) 1909-33 and Type

E 1948-55.

BERNE -LOETSCHBERG -SIMPLON B.L.S

The main lines of the B.L.S. do not

use 'named , cancellations. The company

is, however, responsible for the working

of 83 miles of other lines in addition

to its own 73. These are the 'Berne-
Neuchatel (B.N.), Bern-Schwarzenburg

(B.S.B. 1 , Bern-Belp-Thun, the Gurbetal

Balm and the branch up the Simmental,

the

Spiez-Zweisimmen S.Z.B. 

The section of the latter line from

Spiez to Erlenbach was opened on 16th

August, 1897. The line Erlenbach-

Zweisimmen was opened on 31st October,

1902. The S.E.B. and the E.Z03. were

merged in 1942. Cancellations 
I
Spiez-

Zweisimmen-Spiez/Bahnpost
l in Type A

(8 bars) are known from 1911 to 1963.

Gurbetalbahn

The line Bern-Belp-Thun of the

Gurbetal Railway is 22 miles long and wa
s

completed in 1902. Type A (8 bars) is

recorded from 1921-25.

Bern-Schwarzenburg-Balm B.S.B.

The section of this line from

Fischernftteli to Schwarzenburg was

opened on let June, 1907 and the Bern-

FischermAtteli section on 1st October,

1907. The line was electrified on 6th

December, 1920. It is 13 miles long.
In 1944 the B.S.B. and the Gurbetal
Railway merged to brm the Gurbetal-

Bern-Schwarzenburg (G.B.S.). All

cancellations on the Bern-Schwarzenburg

line have had the wording 'Bern-

Schwarzenburg-Bern/Bahnpost' l Type A

(12 bars) 1927-37; Type A (8 bars
)

1934; Type E 1941-68 and Type F

1842-470
(To be continued)

A reminder that the first COMPETITION
 for the 'MOORE TROPHY' will be

held at the Kingsway Hall on WEDNESDAY
, JANUARY 8TH, 1969. On this occasion

judging will be by POPULAR VOTE, and we 
would like as many members as possible t

o

" mr1 .17 interessing evening • Full detai
ls in November H.N.L.
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OUR BOOK REVIEW:

"HANDBUCH DER SCHWEIZER VORPHILATELIE 
1695 1850" by Jean J. Winkler 

All serious Postal Historians have long 
awaited Herr Winkler's recently

published work because .....  well, we cannot do better than to a
gree with

and to adapt extracts from the Forewords

..... "In the 'Schweiz. Briefmarken Zeit
ung

l (S.B.Z.), serialised monthly with

only a few gaps from 1936 until 1945, appeared a study on the 'pre-philatelic'

postal markings of Switzerland. This se
ries was written (in French) by Jean

Winkler in collaboration with Marc Henr
ioud. By the time all this research wor

k

was ended and the book 'Les marques postales de la Suis
se 1650-1850 L published,

new postal markings and more informatio
n were coming to light. Marc Henrioud

had died, so Jean Winkler produced a 127 
page Supplement single handed in 1961.

Again, after this publicationl 
a great number of hitherto unknown mark

ings

were discovered. The collection and stu
dy of old letters was growing in

popularity, in Switzerland and in other 
countries so, bearing in mind the

limited edition of 'Les marques postales
Jean Winkler determined to revise

the earlier works completely and to incl
ude all later discoveries, this time

in German."

The present work is a beautifully produc
ed book, an excellent example of

modern Swiss printing and binding, with
 around 550 pages and a listing of more

than 4,000 different markings, with actu
al illustrations of 2,213 of them.

A most comprehensive introduction deals 
with the History of the Posts from

Roman times and there are photographic i
llustrations of a 14th century letter

with manuscript markings ( I Portentur per cavallaros postaram
t = ' Despatch by

Post Rider') of Venice, one of 1459 with the dry embossed 
IMEDIOLANUM CURSORES'

of Milan; also several examples of earl
y postmarks of the Low Countries, and a

letter of 1695, with the Handstruck 'DE GENEVE'. The de
velopment of the

different services and alpine post route
s between Switzerland and Italy is fully

covered and there are illustrations of ‘
Jurg Jenatsch

l letters of 1620-21, the

time of the Valtellina troubles. A comp
lete section deals with and lists the

markings of the 
lielvetic Republic and the French 

I Departement
l periods, with

special treatment of Military Mail and C
ampaign letters.

There is a full account of the postal 
arrangements of the Old Confederation

and separate sections for the later mark
s of the different Cantons, each with a

concise but complete postal history.

This is no mere catalogue and there is n
o listing by 'catalogue prices'

which might fluctuate from year to year,
 but every item is marked according to a

scale of degree of rarity.

The present reviewer hae often oiled H
err Winkler's earlier work the 'Bible'

of Swiss Postal History, and now we have
 a truly 'Revised Version' which all

students of the Posts of Switzerland wil
l treasure for years to come.

Thanks to the sponsorship of the 'Fonds 
zur F8rderung der Philatelie

l (Fund

for the Furtherance of Philately) and th
e dedication of Herr Winkler to his

self-imposed task, it has been possible 
to produce this magnificent and invaluab

le

work at the modest price of 45 Swiss Francs.

Any members in Britain, who may be inter
ested in obtaining a copy of this

book should get in touch with the Hon.Se
cretary, Mrs. Rawnsley.

Members in the United States (and possib
ly Canada) are advised, in the

first instance, to contact Mr. J.B. Simp
son of the Helvetic Stamp Co., Box 314,

Wall Street Station, New York, N.Y. 10005. Ed,

EXCHANGE PACKET 

Rules are meant"to be broken, so it is s
aid, but please break someone

else's - if you must. -- It is essential 
that I have correctly filled-in

Return forms (the post does occasionally
 get lost), and the 1d. certificate of

posting (letter post) is required for yo
ur own safety (or signature if Packet

is passed on by hand.
As explained previously in the 'News Lette

r', I have made arrangements so

that Second Class post can be ueed for 
returns and forwarding the packet. Of

course, I have no objection if you use F
irst Class mail, but thought you might

appreciateleing able to save on postage.

A final reminder to let me have all book
lets for circulation by MID JANUARY.

E. Lienhard.

L.M.
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1969 IUMSTEIN ATALOGES

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawns
ley

The long awaited visit from Mr. Max

Uehlinger exceeded all expectations and

it is difficult to express adequate

appreciation of the wealth of material

displayed.
Commencing with pre-stamp covers

from Basle from 1716, with varying types

of cancels, then items from the Helvetic

Republic period, including two lArmie

du Rhin' covers.
Then followed Cantonal Stamps -

Zurich 4 80 6, Geneva Small and Large

Eagles, Basle Dove and Transitionals on

to first Federal issues, with many

superb items oncover, and a detailed

study of the Rayon II.
The 'Strubeli

t issues were also

shown in detail, value by value, splendid

copies with full margins, emphasising

the shade variations, different printings

and diverse cancellations.

The 'Siting Helvetia perf.' stamps

also demonstrated the immense scope of

this issue, so rich in cancellations.

Finally the 'Cross & Figure' and

'Standing Helvetia' series, in less

detail owing to shortness of time, but

equally interesting.
Mx. Slate, proposing the vote of

thanks, said it was not often members had

an opportunity of seeing such impeccable

material, from which so much could be

learned, and congratulated Mr.Uehlinger

on his magnificent collection.

ERUOPE - Price 60
/- + 4/6 postage and

packing.

with thumb index 66/- +4/6 post &
packing

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN - pocket size

Price 7/- + 1/- post and packing

SWITZERIAND/LIFCBTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

XIXth Edition 1968 no new edition
1969)

Price 35/- + 4/6 post and packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists of

the stamps of these two countries.

Please order from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS

LTD. Durham House, 16 John Adam St.

London, W.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are

published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 30/- 1 with extra

supplement on white paper: 34/-1.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
and EUROPE - send Want Lists tot

ZUMSTEIN C I E

(Propr. Hortsch & Co.)

P.O. Box 25851 CH-3001 1 BERNE

NEW R.T.T. FILMS

We learn from Mr. C. Rauch that

the PITT have issued 2 new documentary

films. The first, ' Dc l'Expediteur au

D4stinataire
l deals with the technical

progress of the post office, while the

other, 'De la Palette au Timbre' takes

one to the world of the creative artist

and shows noted artists at work. Both

films will be shown in cinemas in

Switzerland from next year.

NEWS OF MEEBERB ACTIVITIES

We also hear that our Member,

Mr, H.E. Chapman of Eastbourne, gave a

show of fine used Swiss stamps at th
e

Eastbourne & South Downs P.S. recently,

covering Rayons, Strubelis, Sitting and

Standing Helvetia, Pax, Pro Patria etc.,

all of which aroused much interest.

IPICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCELS

iBRISSAGO Palm e sole from 21 Nov.

1968 in place of tourist cancel K31a

HOCEDORF im Luzerner Reiseziehl Seetal

from 5 Dec. in place of tourist

cancel K.304

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS

Auto 3 MORGARTEN Histor. Schiessen

und Schlachtgedenktag

Morgarten 15 Nov.

" 2 ESCALADE GENEVE 1602 - 1968
Geneva 7/8 Dec.

" 3 PRO JUVEUTUTE 1968 - Frohe

Weinachten Joyeux Noel - Buon

Natale Zurich 7/8 Dec.

SLOGAN CANCEL

XVIIIes Epreuves internationales de ski

18-19 janvier 69, Le Brassus,
Vallee de Joux
1000 Lausanne 16 Dec.-18 Jan.

bJuub fflOi\JC.J
sends

to all Helvetjá Members

and is at their service

for all requirements of

Swiss Stamps: Miniature

Sheets - Covers, etc.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme;
MORECAMBE, ^ Lancs.


